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written opinion to the Lewiston board of
that they have no right to
opeu or inspect the ballots cast at the
late election,nor to permit any one else to
do so.lion. Thos. 3. Reed and
family
have returned to Portland from Grand
Beach, where they lived during the summer.The Maine State Spiritualist Association will hold its annual convention
in city hall, Augusta, Oct. 5 and 0.A
largely attended town meeting was held
in Milford Sept. 24th to vote on the question of exempting from taxation an increase in the plant of the Bodwell Water
Power company and it was voted to exempt for twelve years from town taxation, the company to pay State and county
tax.
It is expected that a pulp mill and
other industries will be built by the company_The September meeting of the
board of management of the Maine Commercial Traveller's association, was held
in the Maine room at the Falmouth hotel,
Portland,Saturday evening; this being the
first meeting of the board since the summer vacation, there was quite an amount
of business on hand. Sick claims to
the amount of >700 were presented and
favorably acted upon. These will all be
paid within the next few days.The
steel cargo steamer Winifred, built by
the Bath Iron Works for a New York
firm, was given its trial trip Sept. 20th
and made a satisfactory run, the engines
developing 11.1s knots per hour. The
steamer will leave for New York in a few
days and will be used on the Porto Rico

aldermen,

route.

Be'last Schools..
M' ii.i Desert

aftairs in Cuba and Potto Rico should be

Supreme

addressed to the secretary of war, under
whose jurisdiction are the
portions of
those islands
coming uu der control of the

Judicial

Court.

A- Kiiiery, Justice Presiding.
I
The traverse juries were empaneled Thursday forenoon, as follows:
First Jury. James O. Bartlett, foreman,
Montv le; Frank J. Ames, Brooks; John L.
Bagiev, Troy; Ansel R. Bradstreet, Freedom ; Augustus M Clark, Winterport; A. J.
Crocker, Winterport; Edwin M. Crocker,
Belfast; Edgar M. Cunningham, Belfast;
_

United States.

Political Points. The official vote of
Maine, as recorded at the Secretary of
State s office, gives
Powers, Republican,
o4,020; Latd, Democrat, 29,431; Ladd.
Pro., 2,0*21; Gerry, People, two. Powers'
plurality, 24,589.The Democratic State

convention of Connecticut nominated as
candidate for governor Daniel S. Morgan
of Bridgeport.
In the contest between
the gold and silver men
regarding the
platform the gold men won by a vote of
141 to 158.Gov. Powers told a
company
of Houlton citizens who came with the
baud the other
night to serenade him that
this would be the last time that he should
ever run for
any office in the gift of the
He says he intends to letire
people.
wholly Hem politics aftei the present
teim is ended.The Bath Times under
the caption, A
Worthy (..'andidate, en
dorses the candidacy ut 1. K. Stetson for
the speakership.
The Times says it
■*understands that several members of tHe
next house from Kennebec
county arc
favorable to the colonel’s candidacy and
have so expressed themselves.
In so doing they certainly have shown excellent
Kennebec Journal. It is all
judgment.
unanimous, this vear, for Atroruev General William T. Haines.
He!..is tilled the
higii office with eminent success, and the
renomination which will be given him
without a vote in opposition, is fully deserved.

Greer, Belmont; Millard Gilmore,
Burnham; W. F. Ham, Jackson; Joshua C.
Littlefield, Waldo.
Second Jury. Joseph H. Say ward, foreman, Thorndike; George D. Mahoney, Belfast; John Maxwell, Frankfort; J. B. Nealjt*v, Monroe; H O Nickerson, Svanville;
Jesse Overlook, Liberty; George W. Partridge, Sears port; George H. Patch, Northport. L. F. Pendleton, Islesboro; John Putnam
Sears port; James W. Staples, Stockton Springs James H. Stinson, Belfast.
Daniel

Briggs Turner, Paleriihi : Lincoln Wade, Lincolnville; Otis D.
Wilsou, Searsmont.
Tl'.ursday afternoon, while the first jury
was engaged on a criminal case the Judge
fin .,iy excused the second jury and super11' .ueraries, and when the first jury brought
Supernumeraries.

—

verdict, they too, were discharged.
This term is probably the shortest on record
Tlie grand jury reas regards jury service.
ported the morning of the third day and the
traverse juries were discharged the same
in

its

In Bkikk. An exchange says that the
Kev. Smith Baker, D. I)., pastor of the
Fisii and Gamh.
The open season on afternoon.
o
News Notes, liegMaverick Congregational church, East
CRIMINAL DOCKET.
-..He Thlived by the
Many huntlias resigned his pastorate, his partridges began Sept. 20th.
Boston,
"uncils.
The grand jury found fourteen indictwho have been out after woodcock
ers
resignation to take effect Oct. 2. Dr. since the
first of September tell conflict- ments, as follows:
Baker has been pastor of the Maverick
Bryan Doesn't Like the
i
it
Waldo County Crop
Abial B. Grant, assault and battery on
church for four years, and his resignation ing stories as to whether the partridges
The Black oxen of
[
are to oe plenty this year.
Some report Win. H.
came as a great surprise to his congregaHarvey, in Swanville, Aug. 2(1,
,tnd aril Playing De;
that they have started large flocks, and
At a meeting held to take action
it >y
Typhoons on the tion.
1898;
guilty and fined £25, mittimus
pleaded
others
e
.•f Blaine. .Our Public
I'
say that they have started none at
on the pastor’s resignation a committee,
all.
The fact is that at this season of the to issue the first day of next term if the fine
with
Parker
as chairman,
Capt.
George
ye S.
the tlocks have not broken up, and is not then paid.
>
orrespondenee..Ship waited upon Dr. Baker and asked him to year
Albert Wyman, assault and battery on
Marriages. Deaths.
withdraw his resignation, but he gave no one who comes upon a dock starts so
many birds that he is likely to get the im- Susan Robinson, an Indian woman, in Belassurance
that lie could do so....Mr.
d THE W EEK.
pression that they are plenty. < >u the fast Aug. 12, 1898. The case was tried beRobert P. Porter, who is in Cuba on a
other hand one
a woods
fore the first jury. The State claimed that
special mission from the United .States in which there may go through
were several docks withAt the meeting of government in relation to the financial
the woman while in her own door yard was
out
of
them.
The
birds
are
starting any
"uucil Sept. 20th life and economic aspects of tlie situation, inassaulted and knocked down by the deat present found in the lowlands and pas; ised
tends to visit Trinidad before returning
upon George H.
tures. Later when the docks have broken fendant and was insensible several hours.
iar\.
for
assault
Advices from Matanzas state that
j
home.
lss«»,
the higher land and thicker The defendant did not deny the striking,
"minuted to ten years,
between the lirst of January last and up they seek
woods.The fish and game commission- but claimed that he was obstructed by the
.i* -ns recently made by
September 15 there were reported 411 ers have made the allotments
of the fish woman while
b includes Benjamin
births and 4001 deaths. Of the latter,
passing from his house to the
;
biddefonl as railroad eighty per cent, were due to hunger and from the different hatcheries to the places highway, and struck iu self defense; also
where
have
been
us-.ed
for
and
where
they
!■’. E. Timberlake as distress.
The conditions at Matanzas conthat the woman's stupor was caused more
they are entitled to go. They have had
the latter being re- tinue deplorable.Hon. David A. Tagby liquor which she had drank than by the
far
thus
this
125
for
year
applications
fry
-'iitirmed. The resiggart, assignee of the defunct Granite
blow.
Verdict guilty ; sentence, a fine of
to put into waters in all parts of the State.
Fritz 11. Twitehellof State Provident association, stated Sept.
■mciilor district as a 21st that in his opinion the association .The influx of sportsmen has begun in 880, prisoner To stand committed ilO days
earnest and every train into Aroostook unless sooner paid. The defendant went to
was read and acwould be able to pay from 25 to 40 per
carries its load of hunters in backwoods
escut constitution
jail. County Attorney Bowden for the State.
cent.
This statement it is thought will
togs designed and titled by Boston and Knowlton for lie defendant.
be filled without a
non-plus those brokers who are trying to New York
are reported in
tailors.
Deer
e
Chas. H. Batchelder, indicted for assault
Legislature, which buy up claims at 12 1-2 percent, on the
great numbers ail along the line < f the
It is said that the dollar.
One Chicago linn, in particular,
and Aroostook line.The Dam- ami battery. The complainant acknowledged
Bangor
has
of
Bath
has been very active in making this 12 1-2
•mpany
.satisfaction ami the respondent was disontrol "t the entire per cent, offer throughout Maine and New ariscotta Herald repoits that Fish Warden
Hanna has been on service in Casco bay charged on payment, of costs.
all
of
Maine.
Star
Pointer,
the
Nearly
Hampshire.Barring
20 days and in that time has captured 20
Liquor cases under new indictmeuts are
rs have been
bought two fastest harness horses in the world,
violators of the lobster law,the aggregate disposed of as follows: to Law Court on
m •*£ the hugest that
I
Joe Patchen and John R. Gentry, had a
t<» >5,800.
dues
amounting
.:
The match race at the Readville, Mass., track
foi years.
demurrer, S. W. Freeman, M. R Knowlton,
e
millions, and the Sept. 22d and the Marks horse won in two
Thomas Haugh, Walter B. Twombly. Joseph
The Luzon’s Voyage.
.in\ are among the
straight heats. A stiff wind blew from
A. Giimore, H. A. Boiau, common sellers.
j
:.
Morse
A
Maim
tl
e
down the stretch and held
horses f rom Honolulu A mini 1 < a|»«* Horn (<>
|
Capias to issue m vacation against Frank
\ irk.
New
iu
the
movers
was
first
hack
so
that
the
time
the
joiiiie
slow,
E. Nash, H. L. Brown, and A. P. Benner,
lb L. Hoxie, now heat being in 2.05 4 4, and the second iu
and ;
After facing many perils—real
'.ale', ami for several 2.<
> 4.VI ready
the customs receipts imaginary—the American clipper ship j common sellers.
Nol pros on payment of 820 line, Chas.
M tine harbor improveat
Manila are double what they were Luzon, 145 days from Kalailui, in the i
;
:
!■!•. it'd to duty in \Yashunder Spanish administration.The Hawaiian Islands, dropped her
port Mitchell.
* t
ary of he light- officers of the U. S. v. Gloucester have anchor off the quarantine station in New
An indictment was found against Fred A.
ed!! be superseded in
presented to the city ->i Gloucester the York upper bay last weex and ('apt. I Stevens for mayhem, for biting off the ear of
>
XV. Bossier, now lirst American dag raised over Porto J. G. Park, her handsome and sta.wut
his neighbor, Defendant was very sick and
'.lint.Miss Tlimza
Rican soil.
i'liis ll.ig was the one carried
commander, heaved a sigh of satisfaction. I
: no action was taken in his case.
•ale in Eic»t, Weduesby the Gloucester at the battle of Santi- The vessel, sugar laden, had been at sea ! Tic
following defendants, indicted at pre<ai s, 7 mouths and •'
lb-solutions of thanks to Lieut- more than foi.r and one-hair mouths, hao
ago.
is
a used by
a paralytic
lor
the gift half encircled the globe and Tad weather- I ions terms as being common sellers of inGoinmamler Waiuwright
(r. Blaine, in memed four mighty tempests with m more j tuxicatmg liquors were each fined SlffO and
were adopted by the hoard of aldermen of
'baud, has contribute.! Gloucester.The four-masted schooner serious result than the loss it a l.ttle of costs, 810, which were paid. Geo. W. Patii religious denomJohn F. Randall, < apt. (‘rocker, arrived her canvas.
! terson, Thomas Haugh, L. L. Gentuer, (2
tc» be donated to the
iiut it was tint the weather that bothat Santiago. Cuba, Thursday, after a pasR. Knowlton (2 cases.) C. O.
■ases,; M
.'ink s ddiers....The sage of 2> days from the Kennebec,
she ered Capt. Park and the company of the
11. H. Moody, A A. Idowes, G. C. Kilas
has been ordered to has a: cargo of 2100 tons of ice for the Luzon on this voyage.
It was the pos- Poor,
gore, W. E. Grinned, Joseph A Gilmore,
have a 00 days* furhospitals and troops remaining there. sibility that the vessel and all on If. A.
Bulan, S. W. Freeman, Walter I».
nation be mustered
The work o! setting the wheels of busi- board might be taken captive by some 1
I
•'a n-e
Knox county ness in motion in the harbor of Manila
•sneaking Spanish privateer,” as the Twombly.
a
It. was this that made ;
mid like to serve iu
Oue case against L. L. Geutner, appealed
lias been entrusted to ( apt. Glass of the skipper put it.
( uineil from that disfirst the long trip one of the mo>t intense I from the Belfast Police Court, was sent to
cruiser Charleston.
One of his
: !, .binson of Camden,
duties is taking an inventory of all the anxiety to ail ou board the clipper, for the Law Court on demurrer.
;
Liid of Rockland and shipping which fell into Dewey's hands while the Luzon was battling with the
The tines and costs collected this term in
"f Vinalhaven_At on the 14th inst.
1
Its value is about a | storms the United States had begun aud
of the .state Board of
| criminal cases, mostly liquor, amount to 81,million and a half dollars.Everything finished a victorious war with Spain.
k Sept. 22*l Henry Lord
The Luzon, a vessel of 1,330 .ons aud (185.10. The amount at the January term
regarding’the evacuation of the island of
•Med president; M. N.
Porto Rico by the Spanish troops i- pro- I manned by a crew uf 22, left Kahului, was 8275 00, and at the April term 8245 00,
1
retary, and G. M.
ceeding satisfactorily.... Mail advices show the port of the island of Maui, ou the mak.ug a total for the year of §2,205 10.
War was
The follow- the West India hurricane to have been as morning of April 30th last.
Measurer.
ADMISSIONS TO THE BAR.
j
Mas was re-elected: M.
destructive as pictured in the dispatches. ; actually in progress then, aud the lews of
Two candidates were admitted to the bar.
K. M. Blanding, BanOn the island of St. Vincent alone 400 it penetrated even to China, but ;t bad
Following is a brief sketch of them :
Black, lives were lost, uot counting the loss to not reached Hawaii. Hence Capt. Park’s
> Belfast; A. S.
Benton W. Lenfest of Newport was born
b
the
left
tli
when
Auburn.
the
island
of
Barbadoes
On
port.
10,- misgivings
clipper
Stetson,
shipping.
“It was the uncertainty that made the in Pa myra and is a graduate of the Maine
nt ‘email in Skowhegan
000 houses were swept away and 100 peo>’
citizens, himself a ple killed.Leading London financial trip bothersome,” said Capt. Park yester- Central Institute at Pittsfield, class of ’1)4.
[
in*
!
lolloping as the result houses have received dispatches from day. “1 made up my mind, though, that He has taught several terms of high school
e
along matrimonial lines Santiago de Chili and Buenos Ayres, an- we should not be caught napping,and 1 had and was a member of the school board of
.ere are 07 men who have
nouncing that all the differences between lookouts posted to watch for the least Palmyra two years. For two years and 8
who have married three Chili and Argentina have been overcome sign of a sail from the moment we left mouths
past he lias studied law with T. C.
ue married four times, i and that the boundary question
will be
Kahului. For the first fifty days we had
Stevens, Esq., of Newport. He will open a
and
winds
and
calms
at Colby opened Sept,
submitted to arbitration_The Twentieth
exasperating
light
law office n Penobscot county, but has not
exercises in Memorial Kansas Regiment, now stationed at San we reached latitude 40 degrees south bek
yet decided in what town he will locate.
There were a large Francisco and soon to start for Manila, fore we had any kind of decent wind.
John R. Dunton of Belfast was born in
“Then it came with a vengeance, and
present, among otheis will have a chance to vote for State
Mathews of Boston of the officers and Congressmen, but the polling up to the time we made 50 south we go- it Searsmont and graduated from the Castine
ar
into
a
Then
it
with
the
exon
board
near
the faculty,
regu
strong.
developed
Normal school. He fitted for college under
ship
place is likely to be
We
•Viliiam Elder, were pre- the middle of the Pacific ocean.Rich- blizzard, with snowT, sleet and hail.
private instructors and graduated at Bates
■; lei
in opening the exer- ard Malcolm Johnson, the lecturer and had to heave-to for forty-eight hours, and
College. He has had a very successful exwas
of
that
time
the
he
imfor
hours
national
after
events
of
died
at
ship
Baltimore,
thirty
novelist,
Friday,
j
as a teacher, having taught the
a ad
fairly buried. The waves swept the en- perience
transpired since the an illness of several months.
>t
For eighteen grammar and high schools of Belfast and
tire length of the vessel.
;
together. He extendPresi- hours we kept them in check with oil bags Lewiston, and the grammar school of Leouiie to the members of
Whisperings.
Washington
j
which numbers over 70. dent McKinley Sept. 21st informally re- over the bows
\
minister, Mass. He has also been superindozen
15lit it oiew neavy an tne way to uic tendent of schools of Rockland.
He studied
uuty grand jury has re- ceived a delegation of about a
a ing indictments: Charles
members of the Roosevelt rough rider Horn, and for at least forty days we never law with h:s
\
brother, R. F. Dunton, Esq., of
\
aged with assault on Mrs. regiment. A majority of the delegation saw the main deck except in patches when
and they have formed a law partnertli intent to kill; .John
New Mexico and are en route the water left it for an instant to be re- Belfast,
are from
Off the ship under the firm name of R. F. & J. R.
mi battery on Oliver lb
home. Each of the callers was presented placed by another enormous sea.
Dunton.
.■> tments
6
against Ensign individually to the President, who, after Horn we got another ripper, this time
CIVIL DOCKET.
i
assault and battery; Dave greeting them personally, talked with from the northeast, and we had to beat
v*
1UI
1CLUVCI
uj
t"i cruelly overdriving
them and to them as a body in an informal our way around and under short clothes
j
department has at that. I saw a whole fleet of vessels ! John Carter & Co. ami others, vs. the Cream
f
:ry indictments were manner.The navy
1
ordered 400 sailors to be sent to Admiral running free to the westward of the Horn. Publishing Co. are to be argued in writing
ones for selling liquor.
|
The men
“When we reached the south Atlantic before the Law Court. The question of the
cost interesting and imI
Dewey’s squadron at Manila.
a
will be sent from San Francisco on a I began to look for Spanairds in earnest. I new
bills tha.t will be in|
insolvency law is involved. The defenddetail
does
not
All
this time I was in doubt as to whether
of
the
This
xt session
legis- merchant steamer.
i ant corporation petitioned in insolvency
chances.
no
but
I
took
the
forces
war
of
of
■;
to
a
reinforcement
the
amount
existed,
any
municipalizing
j
under the oi l State law and the creditors
I
:n
now
iu operation in
at Manila, for the men are to take the Every morning a man was sent to the mastthat their action was too
;
imiii, Benton and Wins- places of sailors whose terms of service head to scan the ocean for signs of Span- object, claiming
But off Platte we ran into one of late ind the case should come under the new
>stook farmers complain leave expired.Gen. Joe Wheeler has iards.
rotting badly and that been assigned to duty in the Cuban army those ‘pamperos,’ as they call the sudden l S law. Williamson and Thompson for
|
is small, while other
of occupation; lie will have under him six storms, and for twenty-four hours we lay • plaintiffs. Littlerield of Rockland and Greer
!
ieiioits sixty to eighty
for defendants.
regiments of regular cavalry.In liove-t.o under reefed lower topsails.
“It was not until August 4 that 1 heard
answer to many inquiries as to when the
..The Hampden AcadeCases have been entered by M. C. Hill,
we spoke the German
to
of
the
war.
Then
be
in
school
expected
may
present
year
navy department
Collector, against a number of Belfast peotulition.
Eighty-six stu- finally dispose of the prize moneys earn- bark Thalia, which signalled: ‘War beIt. ple on account of delinquent taxes. Judgtween the United States and Spain.’
> lie first week_A novel
ed by the United States sailors during
'tiered in a short lobster the war, Judge Adocate General Lemly gave us a sort of shock to learn what we j ment was rendered against the property
i. Thursday, when the desaid today that the department is waiting expected was really so, but when I looked ! taxed to the following defendants: Ann
there was only i Dennett, Frank L. Towle.
b-aliy admitted that the only for the certification of the facts from at the matter it was clear for
oi k.
New
Hiram A. Hustus, appellant from decision
diort, but claimed that the the prize courts, and until they are at one thing to do—keep on
'•'■•s
“We caught the northeast trades in lat- of
unconstitutional, on the hand" the department is powerless to
Insolvency Court denying a discharge in
were
bowlwe
and
'a excessive fine was
impos- proceed with the distribution. The de- itude 12 degrees north,
about insolvency. Judgment of Insolvency Court
1
-sses for the State testified
partment of justice has been called upon ing along under full sail ami heading
for appelnor’-nor’west on August 20 when Doug- affirmed. Greer and Thompson
to supply this information trom the rec'■sters were not worth over
anlant. Dunum for the creditors.
lass, the first mate, came to me and
v'a-ce, and the law imposes a ords of the prize court—Gen. Merriam,
1
E. T. Bessie, Collector of the town of
nounced solemnly that a Spanish privaThe court who recently returned from Honolulu,
each lobster.
There, to the Brooks, obtained judgment against the folpoint, and the jury return- says there is no truth in the statement teer was after us at last. was
black
a
1
big,
uuilty without leaving their that the troops in Hawaii are without northwest, sure enough,
lowing defendants and their property on
b
cutting through the water suits for
feudant, however, will try sufficient food supply.Mr. Adee is hulled steamer,
taxes; Eben T. Page, D. G. Stimp
and
heading
knots
the
fourteen
at
apparently
Em.. /
before the law court. now actually secretary of state,
son, C. H. Forbes (2 cases.)
nearer 1 saw
came
she
As
us.
for
a
commisissued
umks, the money order clerk President having
directly
special
The Weeks & Potter Co. appellant from
with men.
iMa postoffice, was arrested
N;
sion to him as secretary of state ad in- that her decks were fairly black
the Lu- the decree of the Insolvency court., in adThe law provides that in the 1 was prepared to surrender, for
,iarged with the embezzlement terim.
knots
six
He was taken before U. S. absence of the secretary the first assistant zon wasn’t making more than
mitting to proof the claim of Luella Elliott
veered more to the east- against the estate of Tilton A. Elliott. Reir
Choate, who placed shall act as secretary, but makes no pro- when the stranger
a mile
half
bows
our
crossed
K
ward and
'--Oo<j bonds for his appearance vision for such a case as existed when
ported to the Law Court. Williamson for
a
trausporl
of the u* s* court at Secretary Day and first assistant Moore ahead. She was probably
?’ tii
appellant. Dunton for appellee.
but she
defeated
troops,
the
home
He secured bonds and was rein
stated
is
retired simultaneously.It
taking
W,j
Josephine C. Hazeltine vs. Rose E. Cunand neither did we.
show
didn’t
all
flag,
that
any
a
has
inquiries regarding
city solicitor
Washington
given
|
1!.*•
K

A
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PERSONAL.

ninghain,

action for possession of a piece of
laud in Stockton Springs; was argued to
the Court, whose decision is reserved.
Dunton for plaintiff.
Williamson for defendant.
A large number of minor cases were con-

Osborne Lord was in Brooksville the past
on business.

eek

*\

non suited or defaulted.
Some of the two classes last named were
decided adverse to the party who failed to
put in an appearance at the time assigned

by

F. A.

the

H. J.

Monday

from Fannie

ter, Swauville.
Ada C. Berry, Belfast, from

Car-

Frank

Berry, Searsport.
The court dually adjourned Monday

Louise Webb of Portland spent Suuday with relatives in Belfast.
Rev.

R. T.

Hack

A.

of Portland arrived in
a short visit.

Another Landmark Gone.

of the

is

down, alighting

the head of the

on

cross

Barre, Vt., where

spots

occasionally

were

Mrs. F. \V. Collins <■!’ Ro.-kland

the

down the

pairs

in

8200, and the money will be furnished by
the Yoiiug Peoples' Society of Christian En-

where

Saturday

The annual convention of the Maine Wom-

Suffrage

association

was

held at

Hamp-

Corner, Tuesday and Wednesday, September 27 and 28.
On Tuesday a reception
was given in honor of Susan B. Anthony,
at the home of Mrs. S. C. Snow.
Miss Anthony was to address the convention Wednesday evening. She was the guest of Miss
Jane H. Spofford, who is now taking care of

den

her aged mother, i>0 years of age, living
Hampden. Mrs. Spofford was the wife
the former proprietor of the lliggs House

Washington ami it

in
of
in

there that Miss An-

was

thony made her headquarters when in Washington so often on congressional matters.
Mis. Spofford was so earnest a believer in
the work that for 12 consecutive years she
would

never

take

a

cent of

board from the

distinguished reformer.

following Camden members

of the 1st

Volunteers are at home on a 80 day’s
furlough: Gorham Dean, James Cole, Lorris Knowitou, Will Herrick, Will Hall and
Dan el Hamplier. The boys are all enjoying
good health and were met at the cars Wednesday night by a crowd of friends who
were pieased to welcome them home.
The members of Co. H, who arrived at
Rockland Wednesday night on a 80 days furlough are Lieut. C. C Tibbetts, Sergt. A.
O. Pillsbury, Sergt. A. C. McLoon, Corp.

A
A

Bicycle

little

Thief and Burglar.

over a

stolen from H. M.
two watches

Pillsbury,

were

week ago,
Prince,

a

some

bicycle
clothing

also taken and

a

was

and

boat be-

longing to Sam Wadsworth was stolen from
her mooring. The authorities were notilied
and Constable Irish

at

once

set to

work

to

boat
find the culprit. A few days
turned up at Deer Isle. The thief had left
her, rode on the bicycle to Green’s Landing,
broke into live places, aud stealing another
later the

boat made his escape. Lester Small was
suspected and he was watched for all over
the State. News came Wednesday that he
had been captured in Newport, Me., with the
bicycle and he was immediately arrested.
He w!as brought to Camden Sept. 21, and
tried before Justice Miller on three charges
—one for the theft of a Bostonian’s bicycle,
another for clothing and a gold watch ami
the third for a row boat. The bicycle was
proved by the owner, Arthur Prince of
Camden, and Small was placed under #500
bonds for each charge, for his appearance
at the December term of court. In default
of bail he was taken on the 1.20 o’clock car
to Rockland, there to await his next trial in
the Knox county jail.

Augusta,

after

left

..

vis

'mg

Starrett.

Poor left
Welles-

f Rockland reMiss Aurelia Thorndike
turned to Rockland Monday from a visit to

Misses Annie

Mrs. E. A. 1).

of

L. Barr and Nina

Monday to resume their studies
ley College.

in

of

day

Mrs.

Henry C. Marden

are on

Packard of Brockton, M

A. A.

carriage drive to Augusta, Waterville, Windand other places.

yesterday

here

for

short

a

friends will be pleased

Maude L. Brown of Searsport lias
spending a few days in Belfast with
her aunt, Mrs. W. D. Staples.
Miss

iss

veil

urn

Hus

vacatio

learn ti.

to

hi

us

health

his former robust

regained

been

Charles E. Hodgdon arrived in Beltust last

Friday night

Hazeltine, Jr., returned to Boston
Monday to resume his studies in the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
P.

and

the 1

is at

h.s aunt,

-me

Mr. H

Mrs. G. W. Cottrell

dgu
A

the rough riders of tro
maud <'! Capt The. >dore
of

Cat»-s went, to

M. B. Lawrence and W. W.

visiting Mrs. H.'s parents. Mr. ami
Sibley.

after

Mrs. Edward

a

sor

B.

Maxcy.

Mrs.

Henry lloyt 111.ton amt
elnld left for tlieir home in Boston yesterMrs.

Mr. and

Technology.
Mr. and

grandmother.

her

Chas. E. Paul and Arthur Redman left
Saturday f.>r Boston to attend the Institute

w.o*

mo

>m-

um!-r

Thursday on business in m raYachts and Boats.
tion with tlieir clothing manufacturing.
S,
p .-mb, r
Judge F.'gier is presiding a” the
The marine railway at Sorrento h
term of tin* Supreme Court h r Piseatmpa.s
lengthened ami Frank Join s' new
county, which opened at Dover Tuesday.
Sagamore is to he h > .led o it tl.er
Mrs. B. F. We. s aim daughter arm-d
The l)ee row.s' st-ain launch Or
home Tuesday evening from a visit t,. the
Islesboro undergo ng repairs. S!
millinery openings in Boston and New York.
coal instead
for
Boston last

ts

I

n
<-v

-•

■

burning
Coombs is doing 1

-at
1

v,

fitted

Miss Ada E. Larrabee went to Boston
last Thursday in the interest of Miss Ferguds establ .shson’s millinery and diy g

.*

w

Mr. Groeschner's

'■

stean

s

<

went

in eut-.

j
j

Monday for

a

visit

in

Appi.ton

It

jI

on

his way

to

F. Sheldon left last Friday
Lowell. They w ere
accompanied by Mrs. Augusta Stoddard of
Loweli, who has been visiting them and
other relatives in this vicinity.
visit in Boston and

Lieut. Otho Farr of the l'. S. Army, who
was in the tight before Santiago, visited his
fattier here a few’ days this week. He has
been on a t wenty days’furlough recovering
His brother also visited here
from malaria.
at the same time.
[Camden Herald.
Amos Clement has

industry. He is also :n commute atioii with
Baltimore parties in relation to building one
or more large vessels.
Mrs. Willard Gilmore of Burnham accompanied her husband to Belfast last week
when he

came

to

serve oti

the

jury,

and

w

ith

visited her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Iv. Jackson of Poor’s Mills. While
there the children were taken sick ami
children

obliged

to remain.

we hear in the distance the merry
of wedding hells, this time the echo
from
comes
Searsport, Me., the occasion of
the melody being the marriage of Miss M. A.
Roulston and llariy Seaborne of this town.
The wedding occurred at the home of the
bride’s parents In Searsport on Tuesday,
September 20th. Mr. and Mrs. Seaborne
The Leader
will be home on Saturday.
wishes to extend congratulations.
[Fort

Again

pealing

Fairfield Leader.

John C. Wyman,

a

native of

Troy,

but who

and has since resided in a
places West and
South, and is now a resident of Ayer Junction, Mass., visited his brother, Charles O.
Wyman, at Troy Centre recently fora few
days. The brothers had not met before since
1867. Mrs. Rebecca Ward of Gardiner, a
left that

;>1 years ago
large number of

town

Miss Helen M. Smith, editor of the Bar
Harbor Record, will pass the winter in
Southern California, for the benefit of her I sister, passed a few days with them at the
residence of her brother Charles.
health.
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thought
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Irish, Chief of Police of Camden,
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The .schooner yacht Ma\flow
America's ciip-defeiidcr, was,n :kc liarbor
Bos
n
t
Friday, on her return from St.
The M ivd-wei
ton after a pleasure .-ruise.
-f
P»"sis now owned by Emery Gardiner
ton, and while no hmger m tin- ruing husii.inuring
ness is a craft which will attri
flloekla id < innerglances everywhere.

yard.
last

plate

corroded that it will be r* in-■ \■-.! ami hum
idates of I'obin brou/.e s .h-e

j

town

our

fender will be placed u comm:-*-! -u ’".sail
•••■*.
D is,
against the new craft m tria r.
.iis so
saiii that her aluminum upper

arrived lu me Saturday I
from Philadelphia, having received an hon- I
orable discharge from t he Id. S. monitor Montank. The vessel is in the League Island

in

?’•

r-

n

has
'!••;•
challenger me
de-> ga agree,
t!
been built, and not
c
u-s
a nupon for the latter thw ould seem to he iMimtesim i:

Ernest Richards

Penobscot county in search of Lester Small,
accused of burglary, and captured his man in

:l“

f Goose River.

neither the

built to

The engagement of George Tbiu-ton «i
China and Miss Dora Mae Hilton of Augusta
is announced and they are recei v:ng the congratulations of their many friends.

her

to;

tur.-s
j ublishing alleged pu
sail next year for tic A mere

to

am! Wash-

place.

Wilder S.

<

Some of

Ambrose Morrison has been uth duty as
brakeman on the passenger tram a few days
Ishu. e! Patter-on
on account of illness.

a

."J

p:

are

Thompson left T n-sday for Clayafter a
M., via Washington. In C
P.
three weeks to lius father, H

takes his

-nth

m

Thom psou.

for

S.

family leaving that- •! ;y
h
ISSael.UnettS.
beside the (in
ut
hauled

W.

ton, N.
visit of

was

of coimn'-s

V.

,1!

Frank M. Staples arri\ e<i in Relfa.-t hist
Thursday from South lh.i.uuk, and left

navy

•ait

and

Barker, a student at the Maine
General Hospital in Portland, was railed to
Belfast Monda.\ by the i'li.rss of her hr-a her
Frank.
Miss Inez L.

H. E. McDonald left last Thursday for
Billings, Montana, where he expects to remain two or three mouths. He has in view
some business in ronnectiou with the sheep

M. R.

for

Barrington went to Brunswick yesterday to atteud a meeting of the
Federation of Women’s Clubs.

Fish

John D.

Kelleher,

Hill of Brooklyn. V \

Winterport
visited Mrs. F.’s brother, P. S. Staples, the
past week.

N.

Bass, George W. Brown, F. I. Hanscom,
James F. Carver, Walter E. Higgins, Charles
Armstrong, George Brownrigg, William A.
Seavey, George W. Higgins, Frank H. Deane,
Jesse If. Bachelder, John Callahan and Allie
B. Racklilfe.

John E.

i

rie

unty.

Alls ton, Mass returned
a visit to her sister. Mrs.

yesterday

H. A.

Mrs

Mr. and Mrs. B.

closed the Seaside Inn
at Seal Harbor and returned home to Belfast. He reports a fairly successful season,
although the travel to that section began
late on account of the war scare.

John Derby, Corp. Howard Crockett, Corp.
Hugh McDonald, Musicians Harry Mather
ami Manley Perry, Cook Charles Hanscom,
and privates W. F. Hall, John E. Morton,
W. A. Herrick, A. F. Huyler, A. C. Smith,

i>-

••

from

Mrs. Julia
Belfast

vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. J.

The
Maine

Fridges

Warren

she will attend

Newport.

Home on Furlough.

rienh-d

yest-wd ty

Mrs. Win. Brown and daughter and Master
Gent-uer are visiting friends in Boston ami vicinity.

for

Willard Hall of Searsmout returned last
from Matinieus, where he passed a

A.

in flaine.

Hiss Anthony

en's

left

Elana Chase

ington.

deavor.

I

ar:.

Murphy

visit in Han ock

a

Monday

Ba

Morrill

in

Mrs. Sumner

from

Mrs. Bramer of

week

as

spire and making the necessary reconnection with it will cost about

A.

•re

tlncr wedding

from

Mrs. Howard

and

home

school.

will

spire
weather permit*. It is being
taken apart aud sent down piece by piece.
The top of the belfry will he neatly finished,
and it is estimated that the cost of taking

George

Mrs.

County Grange

Mr.

work in the stone

Orrin Cunningham of Banhome Monday from a visit in

Northampton, Mass.,

in

and

Tuesday

Calais
-•

J. G. Damon.
E.

Miss

cap of

be continued

the

Belfast.

point of the juncture, and could be picked
apart with the ringers. Those who saw this
part of the spire wonder how it could have
withstood the high winds at that elevation
and not toppled over long ago. The work of

taking

Mr.

Piilsbury lias gone
a millinery

her work in

resume

home

visaing

Belfast aud Bin ksport.

Miss Mae E.
to

Mr. and Mrs.

found,

down the remainder of the

relatives in

Monday

gor returned

the spire where it united
with the cross was m bad condition. The
feet in diameter,
cap was circular, about
and upon it rested a similar cap at the has.of the cross. The spikes by which these
ti,
caps were fastened together had rotted
and the lixii timber which extended up
through the cap and formed the upright of
the cross was completely rotted away at the
and

he lias

for

urst

Geo. I). Otis and wife of Everett, Mass.,
arrived yesterday for a slnrt isit.

sheds.

the gutter close to the sidewalk. When the
cross fell over upon its side it broke one or
more planks in the sidewalk.
While most
of the timbers in the framework were sound
weak

Miulgett left Thursday

L.

is

Mass.,

Capt. G. A. McDonald was in town *t
week, from Isle an Haut.

Mr. and

Albert

Howard resumed work Monday morning. He lirst weut up inside the
spire and sawed off the upright timbers,
which were eight in number of 4xti spruce
cutting them 15 feet below the base of the
cross.
When all was ready the street was
cleared of travel and a crew of men pull
ed at the rope which led to the spire. At
about 8 o’clock the top of the spire with the
ross attached pitched forward into the street
below. There was no turning of the spire in
the air, but it toppled over and came straight

Harris and family left Tuesday for
York to spend the winter.

Arnold
New

city.

ever, aud Mr.

in Belfast.

Fred G. White aud C. B. Hall went to
Bostou Monday on business.

Mrs. George Reynolds
of Lewiston
visiting her brother, Dr. E. L. Stevens.

H. Wiggin returned home to PortMonday, after a short visit in Belfast.
Capt. A. (t. Webster, keeper of the Fort
Light, w is in the city Saturday on business.
Miss Annie Ivilday of Malden, Mass., arrived last Thursday to visit relatives in this

stripping off some of the outside boarding as
high up as men could work inside, a line was
put around the spire and pushed up as far
as possible.
This line was led to the opposite side of the street and made fast.
At this stage of the work (Thursday night)
a rain came on and continued to Saturday
night and some fear was experienced that
the shrinking of the line from the wet might
pull the spire over. It stood the test, how-

Reed of Minneapolis, Minn., is

Mrs. S. A.

Ivory O. Estes of Whitman.
visiting in Belfast and vimuity.

land

ing the city since 1870, is being taken down.
The church was remodeled in 1869 70, at a
cost of about 86,000, and this spire was erected. It stood 159 feet high and was surmounted by a cross 8 feet high.
Of late the spire
has become weak and the assessors decided
The job was let to Sanford
to take it down.
Howard, who began work last week. After

Woods aud wife of Orouo arrived
to visit relatives.

visiting relatives

Mrs. W.

The tall spire of the Baptist church, which
has been a prominent landmark in approach-

guest of Mrs.

was a

Homer Dickey went to Damariscotta last
week, where lie lias employment.

Mrs. Georgia A. Erskine and daughter
have moved from Belfast to Newport, Me.

noon.

Madison

to

went

business.

Mrs. Jones of Boston
Castle last week.

Rock-

Miss

Belfast Saturday for

on

Ellen

Emeroy and Isabel Ginn visited
Rockland last Thursday.

in

as

MeLellan, Esq.,

W. H

yesterday

Misses

decreed

Carter, Frankfort,

Amos

Mrs. Henry Jenks of Boston is visiting
Ellen Castle.

Mrs.

visit of six

Harry H. Stiinpson is attending
Commercial College.

follows :
Mamie Frohock, Searsmont, from Leonard
Frohock, Watertown, Mass.; name of libellant changed to Mamie Plaisted.
Maria Stover, Belfast, from Charles B.
Stover, Belfast.
were

a

land

DIVORCES.

divorces

Shaw left Saturday for
Massachusetts.

weeks in

the court.

Four

PERSONAL.

Wm. A. Hill of Rockland visited friends
in Belfast last week.

tinued, referred,
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very

pleasant
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n

her. There
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is

afresh

southeasterly wind blow ing. 'ml -t was net
cold on the water. The, spray Ih w as the
Wave worked to windward aga nst the tlond
betide, and in running back to the mooring
fore

the. wind

it was a.

most t<

■«

warm

h

>r com

fort.

Transters

in

Kea!

Estate.

The following transfers m real estate were
recorded in Waldo county Registry <d Deeds
.1 11.
for the week ending Sept. US, ls'. s
Grout, to Llewellyn Webber; land in Mon
M.
Benj. Colson, Bangor, to Emmc.me
Thomas, Waltham ; land in Northport. Caroline Jipson, Monroe, to \\ m 11. Curtis, d" ;
land and buildings in Moiipt, St. :;a L.
Rigby Brick, Beliast, to Frances A <■ aid,
Old Town; land .n Northport. Andrew F.
! irk, do.;
Bowden, Belmont, to Edit* M.

roe.

(.'sear Hols, Northport,
Dod wo> th, New Ymk; land til
Northport. Osear Hills t>• F. S Walls,
land

to T.

in

Belmont,

G.

Wm
H
o
Vinalhaven : hind
North;, ut
Hall, Belfast, to Clarence M. ivnow .inn,do. ;
Elmer l.
land and buildings in Beliast..
Rankin, Belfast, to K tie L Sherman, do :
land in Belfast..
Henry S. Chew. S', -kioti
Springs, t-o Laura G. Staples land m StockW ••bber,
u
ton Springs in tleeds.) Lieu.-

Monroe, to J. II. Grout,do.; land in Monroe.
Kenney et als, Fraukfo;t, to Oscar
Wm.
S. Erskine, do.; land in FrauRiort.
W. Clark, Frankfort., to Nancy M ('lark,
do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.

Thomas

W. Gilkey, Isleshoro, to Louisa
Minturn, New York; land and buihlings in
Isleshoro. Blam hard Randall, Baltimore,
to Hermann A. Lewis, Philadelphia; laud
Blanchard Randall to .1
m
Isleshoro.
Winner Biddle,
Philadelphia; land in
Thomas

Win. Q. Spinney, Belfast, to B.
Toothaker, do; land and buihlings in
Belfast. Geo. G. Rose, Belfast, to Edward
H. Knowltou, do; land anil buihlings in
Belfast. Edward H. Knowltou to Geo. («.
Rose, land and buildings in Northport.
Isles boro.
B.

The steamer Sebenoa, Captain Bray, will
be taken off the Mt. Desert ferry route about
November 1, anil will go to Rockland for repairs before resuming her winter trips.
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Enemies That Invade the Household.

Dangerous

Sept. IT. Outside

well informed personages, the
people do not dream that this
naiion has lx < n within one of having to
the strongest powers ot
light tinee <
continental Europe.
The incident forms
a most interesting chapter in the
histmy
«. f the pet iod. that cannot now be written.
!
loin: time certain nations of continuum Europe have looked upon the pro>peiity and giowtli ot the Vnited Mates
with a M-nlin.ent of baldly conceded en
We were in their eyes a rich na
nmy.
ti. n. growing richer
yearly, to he plund< : * ti w hene\er continental combination,
called in diplomacy European concert, ol
thiee 01 fitiu of the poweis might conclude we were ripe for plundering. These
countries reasoned speciously enough for
America's undoing.
1’he 1 nited States had no army worth
taking into account. They said a navy
could not he improvised. Theiefoie. on
the very first occasion that furnished the
shadow of an excuse, the concert of the
powers was to attack America, with a
view to ultimate plunder in the form of a
tew

a
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'J'he moment the
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l nited states.
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ot AmtV.eui! navy
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M
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Have You«
Been sick.*

Temperance Union opened in Bangor

Tuesday
delegates

forenoon with several
in attendance.

on

hundred

Mrs. L. M. X.

Stevens, president of the State union, and
acting president of the national body in
place of Miss Willard, opened the couven-

I
1

and made a long address of welcome
to the delegates.
The executive committee named Miss
Etlie M. Littlefield of Wiuterport, secr>
tary pro tern, in place of Mrs. Sarah L.
Cram, whose illness prevents her from being in attendance. The committee also
took action looking to a uniform date for
holding the annual meetings of local
unions throughout the State.
At night there was a great audience in
the Central church to hear the addresses
of welcome to the convention.
The speakers were, for the city, Dr. D.
A. Kobinson; for the churches, Rev. E. F.
Rem her: for the V. M. C. A., Secretary
Robert A. Jordan; for the bocal W. C. T.
U., its president, Mrs. il. A. Whitman:
for the Bangor Woman’s Crusade, Mrs.
L. J. Wheelden.
Dr. Robinson said that it might be better to have only laws that could be strictly and impartially enforced in all parts of
the State, and suggested that it was hard
for people to see the justice or wisdom of
a law under which a rich man could have
a barrel of beer in bis cellar while a poor
man who bought a single
glass of beer at
a bar thus became a
party to a crime.
Mr. Rem her replied with considerable
warmth to Dr. Robinson, saying that the
ten commandments were frequently broken, yet no one had ever suggested that the
commandments ought not to exist.
The Maine law, he declared, was all
right, and it was the people who were to
blame because it was not enforced.
tion

great indemnity.
news

The

The Main®

State convention of the Women's Christian

Locus Globe Democrat j

Washington, I). C

20.

]7>th.

■

'■

«

Perhaps you have had the
grippe or a hard cold. You
may be recovering from
malaria or a slow fever; or
possibly some of the children are just getting over
the measles or whooping
cough.
Are you recovering as fast
as you should?
Has not
your old trouble left your
blood full of impurities?
And isn’t this the reason
you keep so poorly? Don’t

delay

recovery

Young Queen

GOLD

of the Netherlands.

On August 31, 1808,a young girl in Holland celebrated her eighteenth birthday.
Six days later, in royal robes, seated on a
throne erected in the “Kieuwe Kerk,”
in Amsterdam, she took the oath which
made her Queen of the Netherlands. Not
since the coronation of Queen Victoria of
England, sixty years ago, has a young girl
come to a throne; and as Victoria
was, so
is Wilhelmina: a charming, brilliant, and
feminine
thoroughly
woman, and with
great possibilities in prospect, although |
her kingdom is so much smaller.
Her
full name is Wilhelmina Helena Paulina
Maria. The hereditary name, Wilhelmina
to her, as she comes of a long line of Wil- :
Hams, or Wilhelms, in direct descent from ;
!
William of Nassau.
She is the daughter
of William III., King of the Netherlands,
who died November 23, 1800, and Emma,
Princess of Waldeck and Pyn|out.
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longer but
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WAMAl!H
Reliable War
in THE

Bangui:, Sept. 21. The second day of
tlit* Maine W. C. T. I', convention opened
with a very large number of women in attendance at Centra] church,
lvirly in the
forenoon the credentials committee reported about 220 delegates present.
Deports of superintendents were beard,
and at 11.30 o'clock a memorial service
for Neal Dow, Miss Willard and others
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held by the French people,
1 the stun was -o enormous and so vital
1.• Fiaiice tliat tic
government simply had
o imerleie to
piotcct its citizens, othera
vUti-at of the present administration in France was inevitable
(with a
ossiidf
hv..lotion meantime! at the next
]
No human
vie* 'ion.
is
so
sensitive
being
to w
tot
s
ket as is the
average mdude and lowei
class Frenclinan.
It was enough to say to him that
Ameioa was about doing .something that
would reduce the value ol his holdings to
a use the Fi enchman to
forget everything
a
g:' at. staring fact that his
pocket
*> being
itched. >o much for Fiance's
h
intending in .Spain’s quarrel
wito America.
Au.-nia > conduct is easily understood
:' mi imi<•
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Indian Island.-, America Ins absolute freedom of action.
It is doubtful if the powers would dare
to interfere, no matter what course the
Uniied Mates might take in the Philippines. The report of the foreign military
attaches who were with (On. Shatters
•'tli Corps at siboney, La <v>ausima and
Min Juan Hill, July 1, 2 and :J, are in the
highest degree complimentary to the
oil
dynastic Casons.
Ameiiean soldiers.
The English opinion
J' vi-ry effort was made in Fiance to inis best expressed in an extract from a
b' >-ia to join in this coalition,
editorial
in
leading
the
Loudon Admiralhiua-iy. out of deference to her French
ty and Horse Guards (Janette (a very highally, the Russian Government did agree class
n.iiitaiy and naval journal) of the
*1
-send Ameiica a note, saying, in effect,
haps one >f
tbaT An.eima's inteilcrenci with
any of ti e most
important results of the wai
i.oli,]jj(> would he witnessed by
spa n
"bicli
hahi-: ended,’* the editorial says,
!; »ia with regiet.
Further than this
"'.as been *
*
\iiuiim pro- '. it hasafRns-ia wouid not go.
i"i'dcd
of
j,e unsurpassed excellence of
It had been supposed that the
young •be A Ua icui sailot.- am: soldiers as PghtEmperor of Germany would be eager
.h England this excellence has
o-g men.
•'Hike at Amelia,.
So he was asked to
"ever,
bo
good and sullieient reasons,
me int
the combination.
It may be
"
n
held o any doubt, but it was far
'called that the Geiman Kaisei paid
>
otherwise
the continent, where, almost
'bit to I’iince B smaick a little while I-,
’•bnoi.it
exceptioi', a paraphrase of
le 1 he latter tiico
The pubiie stipi
••■:
the
wands
id
Jleury Y. would tolerably
that it was the list dutiful token of iem.-e 11late!\
»
xj : ss the judgment formed
S1 '1 1 'he young soveieign was paying to
■' tne out!
e,d< id the v at by tlie service
tbe man ot blo< .’ and iion, the state-man i
mi nais. m
iirary ami naval, as to the rewill 1 L-ked toge*he* the Stalls ot Gciiai.ve
or
he r.interniing foices: Me
’i any
mo a migl.
ty mpue.
t !|i light
lees did
up. n one pair of
IbA
it
was
a .t
this alone.
Young I* march three Yankees.’ Spanish
hey know betWillh*in ot Gen any is a pretty longter
now.
h< *ie«i sovereign
despite nis lather loolshould tin re ever be a serious •‘Eurouotnns aboi'.t
tlie .divine rights of
Eng- an kindled nonsense, 'i'he Ameri- pean concert" against this country something more than mere sympathy and good
tn o iesthm had
just been presented to will would be
forthcoming from Englnud.
him.
lie l.as tli..- thrift of his race, and
The
British Isles could not afford to have
he did not see
why Geimany should lose tlieii food
supplies from America put in
many hundred millions thalers' worth
jeopa dy by any power. And with our
good business foi Spain, and
possibly ow n navy and England’s licet of 212 fightInvolve the nation in a war, ‘-but as to
ing ships, added to the dozen new ones w e
■bat, I and my anny" would see to it. It will
h tve completed by the new year, the
v'“
Id do no ham to talk the matter over
United States need not fear any country
‘•'ito old Von B sniarck.
*‘Learn how
j.n.Liaud stands,"! said the venerable upon earth.
hand follow England's lead,”
E'iaee,
When doctors fail, try Burdock Blood
c ounseled Von Bismarck.
Bitters. Cures
■
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dyspepsia, constipatiou;

be \ enezuela affair was fresh in the
memory >•: European statesmen, and it
'VJ s believed that
Salisbury would be glad
to sa> to the United States when it
prop< sed to become a woild power, “( 'heck!'’
U it Salisbuiy ha<! somewise advisers at
his council board.
“This is England’s
opportunity,” they averred, to make the
iuteiest
of
the
general
Anglo-Saxon race
one.
‘Another such chance may not
come in
100 years,” said Lord Charles
Leiesioid in a speech to his parliamentary constituency, advocating closer relations with tin
United States, and commendim: the actions of the government
i
with
this country.
Further
dealing
■ban tEngland informed the powers
that she would not remain neutral in case
Europe attacked America.
(•el man\ was pleased to see France left
hi the lmcli and chiefly censured for meddling in v hat was uone of her business.
V iiatcvci fiance iavors (iermany rejects.
•hist about this time Dewey destroyed
the >) ai.i.-h flotilla at Manila.
The skill,
cmirage and adioitness with which the
Ameiicans did their work with vessel and
g in amazed all Europe. Such accurate
gunnery had never been known. Dewey
began his attacK with his 8-inch guns at
5800 yards, nearly three miles. At that
range, in the early, shadowing,' tropical
light of the morning, the 8-inch shells
from the Olympia did not miss their mark
once, but tore through the bulkheads of
Spain’s warships and sunk them. Upon
the report of the English naval officers
who saw the fight at Manila, Europeans
w ho had been
maligning us began revising
their opinions.
Then came the destruction of Spain’s crack second squadron
under Cervera. The story of Manila was
again repeated. Again American gunnery
and guns did phenomenal work. The 12inch guns of the Iowa hit the target aimed at—Cervera’s flying fleet—at nearly
7,000 yards, and the shells were driven
clear thiough the Spanish flying cruisers,
from end to end.
“After the first round,
every shot from the battleships told,” reports Capt. Evans, of the Iowa, and the
other captains present agree with him.

s

France and Austria were badly left.
have done their best to conceal the
proofs of their intent to combine against
America in the interest of Spain, and have
gone so far as to issue semi-official denials
of any intent to interfere. But so far as
Europe goes, in relation to Spain’s West
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It will remove all Impurities from your blood. It is
also a tonic of immense
value. Give nature a little
help at this time. Aid her
by removing all the products
of disease from your blood.
If vour bowels are not
just right, Ayer’s Pills will
make them so.
Send for
cur book on Diet in Consti-

re-

Mrs. L. M. Y stevens. national
Mrs. L. -J. Spaulding of Caribou, Mrs. Hannah ,1. Bailey of Wiutluop,
and otiiers of equal prominence took {-art,
eulogizing Neal Dow and Miss Willard.
A list of 37 names was read as the obituary roll of the State Union for the past
year.
The afternoon was occupied with reports.
There was a large attendance at tinevening session. Attei scripture reading
and prayer, a brief but interesting address
by Miss Gordon, formerly Miss Willard's
secretary, and a pleasing solo 0y Miss
Hall of Dockland, a forceful and very interesting address was delivered by Mrs.
Clara C. Hoffman, recording secretary of
the National W. C. T. I
and president
of the Missouri W. C. T. U.
Mrs. ILu'imams subject was “Is Man Mole Degenerate Than Woman? Why"" Mrs. Leunora M. Lake of St.
Louis spoke brielly but
eloquently uj'ou Christian sobriety and
woman's work in the home.
The session closed with singing and the
benediction.
T.

FAMILY

begun.

Mrs. Clara C. Huffman of St. Louis,
cording secretary of the National W.

journals,

edition to which
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'.()<),(AHJ helpless people had
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H a., but shutting all the pep!" of the
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vigorates the whole system.

Our Flag Floats in

Havana.

Havana. Sept. 20.—8.05 p. m.
At ten
o’clock this morning, the first American
flag in Havana was hoisted on the flagstaff ot the Tlotclia hotel, the head quarters of the American evacuation commission.
A guard of marine was posted at
the entrance to the grounds. Col. Clous
and Captain Payne stood on the roof of
the hotel at either side of the flagstaff.
At :en o'clock sharp a quartermaster of
the steamer Resolute Brought the flag,
"huh v.as unfurled and fluttered proudly
in the Breeze. All the members of the
commission raised their liats and cheered
the Stars and Stripes.
Maiquis Cervera. the military governor
of Marianao, has issued an order
providing for the letuiu of the refugees-from
the country —reconcentrados—to their
farms and fields, offering absolute protection to all those going back to their
homes and lands.
The Legislative

Grist.

The Maine woman suffragists are preparing for another presentation of their
before the State legislature this
winter.
Petitions are being circulated requesting the legislature to enact suitable laws
with appropriate penalties, to the end
that the quietude ©f Memorial Day shall
no longer be marred by boisterous irreverence or unseemly
disturbance, and that
on Memorial Day no frivolous
sports or
amusements shall be permitted.
“This is going to be a mighty poor year
to ask the Legislature for money to proceed with some of the enterprises that the
State has under way and in contemplation,” said one of the State officials the
other day.
“I believe that there is now a
feeling in the State that we should have
gone along with that Eastern Maine Insane hospital two years ago.
Now the
thing has got rusted in and 1 tell you it is
going to be pretty hard starting it. The
proposed normal school will have to wait
over for two years also, in my
opinion.
The committee will report to the Legislature, and probably the matter will be
dropped there, for the present.”
cause

to suffer from that horrible
the night, itching piles. Doan’s
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C. AYER.
Lowed, Mass:
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the close she was presented with .1 beautiful bouquet.
After singing The Iloly City by Miss
Hail, and a collection, the parting hymn
was
sung and the twenty -fourth aunual
convention of the Maine \V. C. T.
was
at end.
The
It

Odd

Boston, .‘sept.

If there was doubt in the mind of any sufferer from Asthma in this town as to the
truth of the claims made for Dr. Schiffmann’s Asthma Cure, that doubt no longer
remains, providing he was among those who
called at A. A. Howes & Co.’s Drug Store
last week and obtained a free sample packA great number who have already
age.
tried the same declare in positive terms that
relief was immediate; that the wretched
spasms were checked; that free expectoration was induced; that a reclining position
was readily assumed and gratefully maintained; that the sleep which followed was
restful and unbroken, and that the morning
brought a clear head and a feeling of de-

lighted thankfulness which

no

words

are

too strong to describe.
Abundant voluntary testimonials prove
that Dr. Schiffmann’s Asthma Cure not
only gives instant relief in the worst cases,
but has positively cured thousands who
were considered incurable.
The remedy is
now sold by all Druggists in packages at 50c.
and $1.00, thus bringing it within the reach
of all. Should any reader be unable to obtain
it of his Druggist, it will be sent, postpaid,
by sending to Dr. R. Schiffmann, 316 Rosa-

bel St., St. Paul, Minn.
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Day
Troubles
to an end the day you
You can
vapor stove.
boil your clothes, heat your
irons and cook the dinner
without muss or confusion.
You can do anything and

come

get

D, B, SOUTHWORTH & SO

a

everything on a vapor stor e,
from broiling a steak to
roasting a turkey. The dirt

*TEAK M TURNOUTS EVERY BBSS:

it saves, the labor it saves,
the money it saves, makes a

FURNISHED TO ORDER, NIOHI OR D
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Coaches, Hacks, Barges

I 1

household comfort.
is no fuel equal to stove
gasoline in point of efficiency, economy, and cleanliness.
Over 2,000,000 women are
using it to-day.

Representing

Over

Twenty

SEND FUR FREE CATALOOVK.

Address frank

Yachting
Canoeing
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gray. Portland,
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old,

Burgess

JOB PRINT‘D

Opera

House Block

Dog

Trap and
Target
Shooting

Forest and Stream i .1 ivnutifully ulu
trated journal, devoted t > the sports of the
field and the encouraging in men and women
of a healthy inteiest in outdoor recreation.
Weekly, 32 pages; terms, $4.per year; $2 for
six months. 10 cents a copy
Sample free.
We are the largest American publishers of
works on outdoor sports. Send for our free illustrated catalogue of books.
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.
346 Broadway, New York.

Tin* lnitUliiur and laud, No. 111 Plneuix Bow.
known as the Andrews store, in Belfast Apply to
GEO. E. JOHNSON, deltas:. Me.,
Dr JUJUS
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CARPS,
POSl ERS.
BIEL. HEAP'
LETTER HI

PROUR VMS
PAMPHLETS

Brink house, known
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the TluuTow house, on
WM. C. MARSHALL.
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BUY YOUR WINTERS CO!
?hfe F. G. White Company
Lanin Lein
Stove
1

put in (in barrels).

in.Duinp

oK1

Carts

Prices at Wharf.
Lehigh 25c. per ton extra

Dr.

Takes the buru out; beals the wound; cures
the pain. Dr. Thomas’ Ecleetric Oil, the
household remedy.

>-

i

THE SPORTSMAN’S JOURNAL.
Nature

v

Million Assets.

The
and School of Shorthand and Typewriting.
DRY THEORY DISCARDED
TAUGHT TO DO BY DOING.

Hunting
Camping-

Winterpt

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE (JLA.SS, TORNADO IN>

GRAY'S B UsYl^ES S COLLEGE

The

,

!EF“STEAM BOILER INSl RANGE AND INSPECTION. ,13 Security Bunds
or.s, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspanslence solicited. Real estjo

If your dealer does r>ot sell Vapor
Stoves and stove Gasoline, write to
the Standard Oil Company, New
York City.
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Adventure
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One of nature’s remedies; cannot barm
the weakest constitution ; never fails to cure
or
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BELFAST, MAINE.
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Fowler’s Extract of Wild Strawberry.
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WATCHES,
CLOCKS,

WE SELL

The Heart Must Wot he Trifled With.
—Where there are symptoms of heart weakness, there should be I)r. Agnew’s Cure for
the Heart, it’s a magical remedy, gives relief
iu thirty minutes, and there are thousands
who testify that it cures permanently. Mrs.
W. T. Eundle, of Dundalk, Out., says: ‘*1
was for years unable to attend to my household duties. I used Dr. Agnew’s Cure for
the Heart, the result was wonderful, the
pain left me immediate!v after the first dose,
ami a few bottles cured.” Sold by Kilgore &
Wilson
A. A. Howes & Co—1<>.
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Fellows’ Parade.

Cninl >nece>>. Tin- Line* Officially
lieviewed at Fi\c Different FoinD.

RELIEF

HAS BEEN AFFORDED MANY SUFFERERS IN BELFAST.
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fair hair -a light brown—him* eye-, and
ill
ft'-pnii.lriK r. Mark, t
-m. >al
Kaputt-. ami
Nation.
a
sweet, laughing expression. Sim is !
neither tall nor slender, as has boon said,
'V«*
I'ui'itish Tin N.-h Ymk Wtrklv
but is petite, with a well-rounded shapeTriln n.
P,>*
lv figure.
Her complexion is beautiful.
She loves to he well dressed, although up
to the present time she lias had little
op- !
’•ortnnity of indulging herself in line
BOTH ONE YEAR FOB
iothes and costly raiment. To wish to j
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look her best is any woman’s privilege,
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Amid the plaudits
of thousands of spectators and under
skies without a cloud, the great parade of
the 1. O. O. F., in connection with the
Ban-.oj:, Mi... Sept. 22. At the mornannual session of the Sovereign Crar.d
ing session the credential committee reLodge of the order was held to-day. F01
ported its complete list of 231 voting hours
before the time at which the line
members in attendance.
Of these at the
was scheduled to move visitors from the
time of election of officers there were predifferent towns and cities of Massachusent to vote unanimously for Mrs. L. M.
N. Stbvens as {-resident for the 22d term setts and near-by States poured into Boston and the streets were crowded by sightof office, 197.
Miss Cornelia M. Dow of Portland, seers and uniformed bodies of men as they
moved from the different railroad stations
daughter of the late General Neal Dow. to their
in the formation of the
was elected
corresponding secretary, Mrs. parade. positions
Seldom lias the city been the
Sarah Lord Cram having declined a reelection. Miss Clara M. Par well of Dock- scene of a more animated and brilliant
spectacle than that of to-dav. The aspect
land, was elected rec oxling secretary
<•1 the ricdi uniforms of the cantons and
Miss Lslelle M. Braine d of China assisencampments and the tasty vestments of
tant recording secretary, and Mrs. Adelaide s. Johnson of For Fairfield, treas- the h gh officials, together with the numerous bauds combined to make the
day one
urer.
of the nn,st notable in the history of the
Mrs. Stevens spoke .ouehing words in
order in this vicinity.
And to al. this,
accepting her office, she said, among j
other tilings: “Twenty one times before | most perfect fall weather gave added
have I thanked this body fur the evidence charm.
Ail of the principal business h mses,
of then love aud confidence in me, and. |
hotels, theatres and municipal buddings
today] am 21 times as grateful as ever
betoie tor the expressio u given in the un- along the route of the parade were handsomely decorated.
animous vote cast.”
mu mg
Lilt, ioreunou me people
■■gan
"n.‘
i,mi
s.uw
■v\ona\v :uw;iys
to line the sidewalks, the clerks from
S' nt
Miss Willard a message informing'
mail} of the stores, which were closed for
her of Mrs. Sreveus’ re-election, and in
the occasion, adding to the crowd.
By
her absence from us we are reminded
the time the parade moved, all streets inatresii ol' our great loss."
cluded in the line of march were packed
Miss Farwell replied:
“May not the on either
side, windows and doois were !
Heavenly telegrams be swifter than the
overflowing and every vantage poii.t seemearthly ones, so that she already knows?*’ ed
to be occupied.
Miss Anna Gordon presented Mrs. .Steprocession, which was made up of
vens
with a choice bunch of tea loses
live divisions and aggregated about 20,tied with white ribbon, which by Mrs.
OUU
men, was formed on Arlington street
Stevens' request, were immediately placed
and passed over the following routes:
over a fine etching of Miss Willard.
South side of Commonwealth avenue,
The remainder of the morning session
to Massachusetts avenue, to
Huntington
was devoted
to reports of departments,
with the stories of county work, told by avenue, to Boylstou street, to Washington,
the vice presidents, ami by carrying out Summer, High, Congress, Milk, Broad,
the new feature introduced at the conven- State. Washington, School to Beacon
street, where the line was dismissed in
tion, the singing of county songs.
The work seems limitless in its scope as the vicinity of Charles street, under the
outlined iu the superintendent’s reports. chief marshalship of Fiancis E. Merriman.
Only tlie future can tell the results of the
The line was reviewed officially at live
toil of the faithful laborers iu all parts of
At the
the State.
Added to the list of clergy- different points along the route.
corner of Massachusetts and Huntington |
men of
every denomination who have
were tlie members of the Sovavenues,
brought greetings to the convention was
the appearance of Mr. and Mrs. C. P. ereign Grand Lodge and their ladies, to
the number of 2,.MX).
Mayor Quincy, acSmith of England.
Mr. Smith is a member of the executive committee of the companied by City Messenger Leary and
United Kingdom Alliance, and he was members of both branches of the city
most warmly welcomed and applauded as government, appeared at the entrance of
he spoke iu highest praise of our temper- City Hall, while at the State House, Gov.
Wolcott, accompanied by the staff, and
ance laws.
the members of the general court, occuGreetings by telegram were received
from representatives of the World’s and pied the granite steps leading down to
Beacon street.
At the corner of Joy
National W. C. T. U.
street, the line passed by Chief Marshal
A strong series of resolutions was preand
at
the corner of Walnut
sented and ado| ted, and the convention Emerson,
street tlie
Commander of the
adjourned at 6 o’clock in anticipation of j PatriarchsDepartment
Militant of Massachusetts, Gen.
the feast awaiting them iu the evening
Edgar IT. Emerson, inspected the column.
lecture at City Hall by Mrs. Leonora M.
Lake of St. Louis, vice president of the
What’s the Trouble?— Is it Sick HeadCatholic Total Abstinence Union of Amer- ache— Is it Biliousness‘.’—Is it,
ica. Mrs. Lake is a devoted white rib- Liver?—Is your skin sallow ?--IJo Sluggish
you feel
boner, having beeu long associated with more dead than alive? Your system needs
the work. \ Her address made a very toiling Your Liver isn’t doing its work— !
strong impression upon the audience. At Don’t resort to strong drugs—Dr. Agnew’s j
Liver Pills, 10 cents for 10 doses, will work
wonders for you.
Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
and A. A. Howes & Co
10.
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The last of the Mohn .tns
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Eliot. Mill on the Floss. 1144 81
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Ramsay. The gases m the atmosphere
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Young people's Tennyson edited by
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1898.H 49 f
Hawaii’s 3tor/ by Hawaii s queen. 1898. 423(5
Mackie, Pauline Bradford. Ye lyttle
Salem m tide.
A story of witchcraft. 1897.M 21 I
Moleswort’i Mary Louisa. Philippa.
A story.M 73 n
For Over Fifty lears.
Munroe, Ki-k. With Crockett and
Bowie. A tale of Texas. 1*98. 324.1
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for National cyoic pallia of American biover fifty years by millions of mothers for
ography. W. l. 8
920 N
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the Norris, William Edward. The light
all
cures
wind
for
the crown. A novel. 1898. 137.23
gums, allays
pain,
colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea.
Is pleasPeary, Robert E
Northward over
ant to the taste. Sold by druggists in every
rhe “Great li e." A narrative of life
part of the world. Twenty-five cents a botuni work ale ng the shores and
tle. Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
upon
ask for Mrs. Winslow's SootLiug Syrup, and
the interior Ice-Gap of northern
take no other kind.
Greenland in the years 1886and 18911897.
With maps and illustration*.
rly American Mag Now.
1398. 2v. 552.1 I
Manila, Sept. 20. Twenty Spanish Pendleton, Louis. King Tom and the
vessels, including 12 steamers, have comrunaways. The story of what befell
pleted their transfer to the American flag
two boys in the Georgia Swamp- 325 36
and a majority of them have now proceed•Reade, Charles. The cloister and the
ed on coasting voyages.
hearth. A matter-of-fact romance.. R 22 c
There is some uncertainty regarding
the native crews and the Filippino ves- ♦Sewell, Anna. Black) Beauty: the
sels. It is reported that they have been
autobiography of a horse. Illuscommitting questionable acts, and the
trated. 327.29
sailed
to
Boston, Raleigh and Manila
lay *3initl Mary P. W.
Jolly good times,
1'he
under orders to protect commerce.
or child-life on a farm.
1898. 353.14
British gunboat Rattler has gone to Cebu.
There are rumors that the insurgents arc- •Stevenson, Robert Louis. The black
arrow: a tale of the Two Roses.
attacking Cebu and Iloilo.
1897 .St 4 B
Stoddard, William O. The red patriot:
a story of the American
Revolution.
Hawthorne.

The house of seven gables.
252 35
Or Kingsley.
Westward ho !.
112 18
Milton. L'Ailegro anil Il'Penseroso. 1222 3
Hughes. Life of David Livingstone. B. L 7*
Shakespeare. The tempest. 1228 8
aud the same in vol. 2 of. 1228 5
Ruskin. Sesame and Lilies. Aud
Ethics of the dust. 1158 11

romance.

Lihuokalani.

!

1898

222 11

Trollope, Anthony.

CARTERS
ITTLE

IVER
PILLS

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by these
Little Pills.

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Dose
Small Pill.
Small Price.

Framley

parson-

d "3
13

6 2"

2v. 113.20
Bureau of Education.
Report :>f the commissioners of
education for the year 1896 97. 379
Van Dyke, John C. Art for art’s
sake: lectures on the technical
beauties of painting. 1897.;.. 935.11
Van Dyke, John C. Nature for its
own sake: first studies in natural
appearances. 1898.1128.23
•New copies of old books.
age.

THE

LADIES.

The pleasant effect and perfect safety with
which ladies may use Syrup of Figs, under
all
conditions, make it their favorite remedy. To get the true and genuine article,
look for the name of the California Fig
Syrup Co. printed near the bottom of the
package. For sale by all druggists.

OASTORIA.
Bears the
_^The Kind You Have Always

Bought

.h a

•):

..n-

nnmimtlled
;nn..i,_ its
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making ;i volume
over 5011 pages,
with all the latest and most r-!iai !- mt-.nii.cion
-. ■.
that experience and scion.
.ns
■
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proof
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j
being read l.y
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i.-s- than a

million readers,

A 700 PAGE BOOK FREE.

3)

Ml « eni'
iiiutUMimu*:} mu sen
mailing expenses, inahin
yi.10 In all,
semi Chamber's Popular Knryclopedia,

700

Steamers City of Hanyor and I*ensr.ot in Com m ission.

is purely vegetable, and is the only
blood remedy guaranteed to contain no
potash, mercury, or other mineral.
Books on the disease and its treatment mailed free by Swift Specific Com-
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Women notice a man’s way
of dressing, and are quick to
appreciate good taste. That’s
what makes so many of our
customers successful wooers.
Gome in and
thing in
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I ight P. Palmer,
Masonic Temple, Belf ist, Me.
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BORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.
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•rroeers.

ADDRESS,

All persons are hereby forbidden driving cows
nr other animals or
riding bicycles upon the sidewalks of the city of Belfast. The laws in relation tothese oll’euces will be riiri'ilv enforced.
WM. H. SANBORN, Oitv Marshal.
Belfast, .July ID, 18D8.-tf2D

Fine farm in Northport, two miles from Camp
Grounrd, 135 acres land, nice buildings, large
orchards, 350 bids, apples last year. Good soil,
never failing water. Will be sold very low and on
easy

TRY GRAIN-0 !

TO COW-BOYS AND BICYCLERS

only.

.

33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me.

Ale.

FREEDOM, MAINE.

hers hours

ot .Salt.

xL03.1Sa

i:\

Belfast.

H. H. LAM80N,
P. O.

31 ASS.

Hours, 12 to 2.
by appointment
October, 1897—1)45

\mi

.r

Licensed Auctioneer.

N'etvlmry Street,

qualify of

TELEPHONE 4-2.

*Ja

most

distress.

The Nose and Throat.
No. hS41>

M..

,Ur
!

mr

M.m !i.i or

o.
(>1,1 Y ER, President.
CHAS. R. LEWIS. Treasurer.
20
HENRY 1>. RIL.MAN, Agent, Relfast.

CEO. F. EAMES,

iuon

< i:i

tni.

Grocer to da\ t«*show you
of GRAIN-O, the, new 1.1 drii
of
eoifec.
The children may dr nk i: withplace
out injury .is well as the adult.
All ulm ;r\ it
like it
GRAlX-o has that rich seal
>uu of
Ask j

trip..>2.5o

Rangor..2.'">,
Weather permitting.

i'.\u\h
roii

TRY GRAIN-0!

VNI) TO

Rockland or Camden
>1.50, round
Relfast. 2.imi,

SALK.

six horse power engine and h-Ti/outa’
boiler, hut little used, are lTere.l lor
further part ienlars ap]•1 at
A

for Yinalbaven,
At Relfast with

PORI1

and Boiler

Engine

si.

At Rockland
Conneetions
North Haven and Stonington.
Maine Central Railroad.

1MI

Miijbf.sl ijraik Ii'sliuclu’iv
fewest talcs of luilion
1 »csi v’vjuippcJ uvip.s i*ai'k
luOpCPs Ills! lucsdav Acpl.
Call oisci'd lot Catalog I

leaves Franklin wharf, Portland. Tuesdays and
Saturdays at »‘> a. m. Touching at Rockland,
Camden, Sort liport *, Belfast Bueksport anil
\Vinterport, arriving at Bangor at 7 i*. m.
Returning Leaves Bangor Mondays and Thursdays at o a. si., making above landings. Arriving
at Portland at about K I*, si.
Lands at Lewis wharf. Relfast, Tuesdays and
Saturdays at 3.30 i\ si.; Mondays and Thursdays

BOSTON,

SEE DS and

Blacksmith

^

Maine Coast Navigation Co.

at 8

CollClU'

Bl’NINtSS \Snoitlll\Nft I Mil

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)

CRAIN,
FEED,

^

111 r{f Courts

CHAS. K. .JOHNSON, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN. Oeh l. Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

JOBBERS OK

Anthracite and

vomiKTOj|

j

A. M.

package.

Swan l Sibley Co.
Importers

I

j

...THE...

dealers in the finest

i!

BELLAS

steamer front Boston.
RETURNING TO HE).FAST
From Boston. Mondays Tuesdays, Thursday'
and Fridays at 5.00 i*. m.
From Hot-kland, via Camden, Tuesdays. Mod
nesdays. Fridays and Saturdays at from 5.on t
0.00 A. M.
From Bangor, touching at way-landings. Mon
davs, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturday' at
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Commencing Monday, Sept 5, 1898,
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Gloves,
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PORTLAND AND BANGOR.
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upon arrival of

dins: book,

a
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REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

Bangor.
For Searsport, Bucksporr. N interpoir. llait
den and Bangor, Tuesdays, Wednodav'. Ft
and Saturdays at tabdut' S.miA. m., or p n

a
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| Men ’s Furnishing,
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.<2.1".
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steam.urs

will leave Belfast

(about' 2.30
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Commencing Monday, Sept. 20. 1 st*8,

For Boston, via Camden and Kockland. Mondays, Wednesdays. Thursdays ami '■vitunlixs .»r

Man!

|Young
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1893.

Lnited States.

un

Rkivuucan doiK.v\:.

Tin

(.lobe, Live Mock and hairy. The Poullard, ((uestlon K<»\, Tin* Veterinary, PlumFlowers, Fashion? and Fancy Work, House
hold Fcamres, ete.
Fakm am. 11 omk is p.MMied semtMiloiltlily,
thus giving you *>.| numbers a year,
a

the

half century. 923.20
Hearn, Lafoadio. Gleamings in Buddha-Fields: studies of hand and
soul in the far East. 1897. 513.7
Hewlett, Maurice. The forest lovers.

mi:,

try

last

154.28
151 14
U
28
122 .10
122'5

\.

Air

and

j

1122 12

jiy

ami

Around the

1

of mercury and potash. Tin
minerals
cause the hair to fall out, and will
wreck the entire system.

pany,

•'•niiee;ion

-i.-mid
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Limited rickets f*.r Boston are now sold at x".i>"
from Belfast and all stations on Bramdt.
Through tickets to .til points West am! Northwest. via all routes, for sale 1-v L. N. <it "Kot
C »•'.<'. F F.VANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and <3merai .Mtmager.
F. K. Hoorn nv, r.en'i Pass, and Ti ket Agent.
1 'oftialid, .1 line Id. 1 S5'S.

Don’t
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Farm
nuii) departments may
and Harden, Market Reports, Fruit culture. Plans
and Inventions, Un- Vplury, Taiks with a Lawyer,

4
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-mr

full year for only $2.00.
La k of spa. e t-i< -ds a -i.--. fit *-.-i.
tents of Fa km am* Komi-', w limit arc
for vai iety :md ••\''(-l!'-n. e
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we have perfect*
send that praet teal and itmti
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BELFAST.

E- D.
Boston i!
Boston,
w D.

Farm and Family I’aper in
Ui.ited States, Both One Year
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1* M
-too
4<-7
4 25
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Waterville

tire result. The large red splotches on my
chest began to grow paler and sinaln-r and
before long disappeared entirely. 1 regained
my l'*st weight, lieeame stronger, and my anpetr.e greatly improved. I was soon entirely
of gi.tss.
well, a ml niv -kin’as clear as a
H. L Mvi
1*. m • Mulbi' rry <»... '<• war,. N. J.
cure

j

time-table.

disease,

aeiig:ueo

;

but

Maine Central R. R.

aftoru-i r.la

greatly

w'as

me.

i

imagine tlie suffering I
endured. Iiefore L became convinced that the
doctors could do no good,
1 had spent a hundred
dollars, whh h was really
thrown away.
I then
tried various patent
1 ut tb.ey did
no'dici
ms.
s
j not reach the disease.
bad tinislu d my
When
iirst bottle of s. S. s. i
.was

and

No one thought I would live.
“I wras «a despair and thought that my

over my body.
These soon broke out into
sores, and it is easy to

century.. 41-1 7

1898.

a

The vital elements in Mrs. Lord", blood
deficient. The haemoglobin was ex
hausted. She was unfii for the strain she
was compelled to
undergo. Her nervous
system was shattered and her
vitalitydropped below the danger point.
A collapse was inevitable.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills cured her
by
supplying the lacking constituents of health
by filling the veins with blood rich in Ihe
requisite element of life. The heart resumed its normal action; the nervous
system was restored to a state of
harmony,
and the reuralgic affection
disappeared.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills art sold
by
druggists everywhere, who believe them
to be one of the most
efficacious medicines
the century has produced.
were

**

spread all

I Gough, -John B. Sunlight ami shadow,
or gleamings from my life work.
1890 .B.G 72
aud the san e in vo
4 of.228.5
Stowe.
Uncle Tom’s cabin. 252.9 I Gras, Felix. The terror: a romance
of the French Revolution. TransLodge. Life of Daniel Webster.B. XV 891
lated from the Provencal by C. A.
Dana. Two years be ore the mast.
'*14 lb
Janvier. 1898. 124 33;
FOR THE UNIoR CLASS.
The Peterkin paAustin. The garden hat I love. i:2-s.30 Hale, Lucretia P.
pers. 1898. 347.15
'45.5
Burroughs. Wake-robin.
Harcourt, L. F. Vernon. AchieveEarle.
Customs and rashious in old
New

them

nature.

b45.ll

: 225.7

concernes our

''"listing hills, far-reachthe surrender. Since time out of mind,
of Uncle
Samuel, and
the Bishops of Santiago have kept the
!j
'"’government.
’Outs very much to reach wolf at bay on a stipend of $18,000 per
'-•in
annum.
It is our private opinion that at
■teles,.. "1,ac<>a, whence come dire- least one
cipher will now be lopped off
'leiisand
people perishing by from the reverend gentieman’s income.
>'*SanilH V,utlt
is impossible at
Fannie Biugham Wakd.
present,
;

■

Another tid-bit of

august neighbor, the Archbishop of Santiago, whose
“palace” adjoins our modest casa. He

went

FOR THE SOPHOMORE

tively

14(» 1

Winehell, A. Walks and talks in
the geological field.917.15
Dorr, Julia C. R. In king's houses:
a
romance of the days of
Queen

151.25

was

Medicine did
aaggravation.

S. S. S. cures the disease posiand permanently by forcing out

145.17

Hale, Susan. Men and manners
of the eighteenth century.1132

1218.8.1
154.11

Ivanhoe.

Or Stevenson.

nineteenth

1218.25

John Halifax, gentleman.

Scott.

view.

Tennyson... .1225 13 j
Twenty centuries of
English history. 43(5 9
Judson, H. P. Europe in the

M 51 b

suffering

nr

totally unable to cure it, and direct
their efforts toward bottling the poison
up in the blood and concealing it from

41

I

I had heart failure so bad I vas often
to be dead.
"With this I had neuralgia of the stomach so bad it was necessary to give me
morphine to deaden the pain.
“Sometimes the doctors gave me temf r-.rv relief, but in the end it seemed as if

are

Joy, J. R.

338.8

nothing

thought

There is only one cure for Contagious
Blood Poison—the disease which has
completely baffled the doctors. They

Uncle Max. 14(5.15
Chautauqua reading required for this sesson.
Beers, H. A. From Chaucer to

Merriam.

It

whom

are twins;
until the twins
marred the joy of her life.
Then she was attacked with heart failure
and 1 or a year was unable to attend to the
ordinary duties of the home. In describing
her own experience Mrs. Lord says:

to

"Carey, Rosa Nouchette.

HE FRESHMAN CLASS.

Tribune.

and

Copper Colored
Splotches.

354.24

probation.314

of

two

came

ton

lacs. 354.25
Alger, Horatio. Frank and fearless,
the fortunes of Jasper Kent. 314 40
Alger, Horatio. Walter Sherwood’s

! "Carey, Rosa Nouchette. Other peoj ple's lives 1898.

Book--.

band and her home -with a joy that
only a
can realize.
Mrs. Lord is the mother of three children,

mother

life

governess.
913.19

the

four-legged mules above mentioned,
cargo of splendid fellows--lull of life

men:

354.22

Bell, Lilian. From a girl’s point of
view..1115.2
Butter worth, Hezekiah. True to his
home: a story of the boyhood of
Franklin
1808.. 325.37
"Carey, Ilosa Nouchette. Only the

Cooper.

day doing nobody

it under their breath aud devoutly hope
that the exodus of the troops will take
As to
away this mis-manager as well.

Pendennis.

FOR

old leaky lighter,

an

Thackeray.

Little

A sequel to Eight cousins.
♦Alcott, Louisa May. Under the li-

Brown. By oak and thorn
1138 8
MacDonald. Robert Falconer. 155 2-1 i

He

out.

Plumlield with Jo’s boys. 354.21
•Alcott, Louisa May. Little women:
or Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy. 354 20
"Alcott, Louisa May. An old-fasliioned girl. 354.19
"Alcott, Louisa May Rose in bloom.

than that which this pompous official now
enjoys would burst him, like an over-

mous.

turned

at

Bolton Famous leaders an* mg men. B.B *>8 f
Or Bolton. Girls who became fa-

to

>

they
j
♦Alcott, Louisa May.

Lowell. Vision of Sir I.aunfal, and
Under The Willows aud other

man;

I some time ago, consigned to Mis.s Barton.
?i..inaged in the mat- ! Could she have had them at
Sibon&y, they
•■-•■mhurse himself for i would almost have saved the
army.
k of custom.
1;
There was never anything so

:

Tanglewood tales.S.H81

for showing

days were numbered. My mother brought
me Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for
Pale People
and the first box made me feel better. I
continued the treatment and to-day I am
well.
When 1 commenced to take the
pills 1
weighed 120 pounds; now 1 weigh 146
and feel that my recovery is
permanent.
1 owe my happiness and
my health to
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills. My husband was
benefited by them. I have recommended
them to many of my friends and will be
glad if an-.’ word of mine will direct others
to the road of good health."’
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale
People
have cured many cases of almost similar

surprised

a full year from the time the first number is received. The Tribune is printed,
published and mailed in New York, and not
from this office.

village story. 354.25
lcott, Louisa May. Jo’s boys and

how

so, in fact, in order to show
his “little brief authority.”
One can
see with half an eye that any
larger charge

consequence in I aud handsome

u

Gen.

•of

non-

for

sc

v

Cuban

t

is

*A

Corbin. School hoy life in England. 1182 lb
Bulwer. Last days of Pompeii.
152 8
Hawthorne.
Wonder
book
and

any
good, when Miss Barton wanted to borrow
it to get a few mules ashore.
People speak

patience which
ss

of

more

which lies

their

on

wheel

a

as

Red Cross the

emaciated

written
11

and

streets

within

health.

this than Mrs. Lord herself. She looks back
at the day when she stood on the
verge of
death and shudders. She looks ahead at a
life of happiness with her children, her hus-

for

A

r

FOR THE SOPHOMORE CLASS.

the bigpoems..
arbitrary with Generals Tyndall. Fragments of se.ence....
Wood as with anybody else—
FOR THE JUNIOR CLASS.

gest, and he is

ooolutely

Pictures from the life of
Nelson..B. N 88

hence he feels that his boss is

down casas, all
but the pleasing

nds of 10,000 people
if.-t necessaries of

1

wheel

the Aunt-Hill. 354.23
S. H 871; I
*Alcott, Louisa May. Jack and Jill.
or

Russell.

to good

The most remarkable thing about Mrs.
Nellie J. Lord, of Strafford Corner, N.
H.,
is that she is alive to-day.
No one^ perhaps, is more
at

explain frequently our clubbing
arrangements with the New York Weekly
Tribune. Under the terms of our contract
with that paper it can only be seat free to
those who pay their subscription to The
Journal one year in advance.
It is not sent
unless requested by the subscriber. The
ilate will not correspond with the date on
The Journal slip, blit each subscriber entitled to the Weekly Tribune will receive it
necessary

Tales from Shakespeare...
SAN FRAN CISCO, Cal.
Seymour. Shakespeare stories
1
Lorisviu.K. Kv.xkw york. n. v
52.8 a 7
simply told, (bothvols.)
Lossing. The story of the Uuited
Belfast F:ree Library.
States Navy.
428 7
Books
added during September, 1898.
Hughes. Tom Bi own’s school days at
Louisa May.
Eight cousins,
852 21 ♦Alcott,
Rugby
same

the way

*'

Journal

Thk

Or

taking posses“Triton,” chartered by the Red

The

THE EXCELLENCE OF SYRUP OF FIGS

25118
25119

CALIFORNIA FIG SYRUP CO.

and the

she was; -who -will thank her

as

enormous

Lamb.

well—

did;

cured

In the distribution of this
output from the hatcheries to
the waters to be stocked, the cars- aud
messengers of the commission travelled
over 220,000
miles, entering every State
and territory.
An important new feature of the fish
cultural work was the hatching of 1,’>00,000 fry of the grayling at the Boseman
(Mont.) station. This fine food and
game fish has a very limited distribution.
The commissioner regards as especially
worthy of mention the immense extention of the salmon hatching works on the
Pacific coast.
The most valuable of the fishery resources of the country,
the oyster, has
been the subject of a number of special
investigations. Experiments in the fattening of oysters for market were continued at Ly unhaven, Ya.
The prevalence of green oysters in the Chesapeake
and
elsewhere proved a serious
region
loss to the oyster growers, but it has
been repeatedly demonstrated by thecommissiou that the green oysters owe tlieucolor to vegetable matter which they receive as food, and that no impairment in
the food value of the oyster results from
this condition.

1154.20

—

him in

warrants

Humphrey

Col.

churches,

antique

This is

The story of this -woman is the
every day history of
thousands who are suffering as she
who ran he

lake
lobster.

FOR THK FRESHMAN CLASS.

many matters inexplicable to the casual
observer may be traced to the lack of unison between Generals Miles and Shatter.

:

mow.

hardly

sion of the

mg train at the other
i:

directly

Misery.

cod, whitefish, salmon, flatfish,
trout, herring, pike, perch and

shad,

is due not only to the originality and
1154.8
simplicity of the combination, but also
Irving. The sketch book... .s. Ir 8 e
to the care and skill with which it is
and the same..
pjlO 11
manufactured by scientific processes
Reade. The cloister and the hearth. 144.25
known to the California Fig Syrup
(Jr Scott.
Heart of Midlothian.
Co. only, and we wish to impress upon
151 19
for the junior class.
all the importance of purchasing the
Holmes. Autocrat of the breakfast
true and original remedy.
As the
genuine Syrup m Figs is manufactured
tal,le.
73 a
and the same... 1114 12
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
only, a knowledge of that fact will
Ryder. "Go right on, girls!”. 1044 29
assist one in avoiding the worthless
Smiles. Self-help. 1044.1Thoreau. Walden. 112s 17 j imitations manufactured by other parties, The high standing of the CaliDickens. Tale of two cities.
153. li
fornia Flo Sykl i* Co. with the mediOr Scott. Quentin Durward.
15115!
cal profession, and the satisfaction
for the senii*n
lass.
whirh the genuine Syrup of Figs has
Clarke. Self-culture. 1044.12
given to millions of families, makes
Dickens. 0ombe\ and son.
!
15
the name of the Company a guaranty
Or Dickens.
David Copperfield_
155.11 ! of the excellen
of its remedy. It is
Emerson. Representative men.
ill: 9
far in advance of all other laxatives,
Goldsmith. The v car of Wakefield. S. G 57 v ! as it acts on the
Kidneys, liver and
and.
142.18 i bowels without irritating or weakenOr Tennyson. Idylls of the king.
1224 8
ing them, and it does not gripe nor
nauseate. In order to get its beneficial
Winter 15 rm. On*- Honk.
effects. pl**ase remember the name of
the Company

Santiago’s shipping, and has siezed upon
everything that tioats for the homeward

»wn-pour: the uuv.-itiug to the skin,

<140.8

1154 10

spy..V..

she has no means ot transportation.
Col. Humphrey lias full charge over all

Cmbrellas are of

c

THE

SOPHOMORE CLASS.
Hemes and hero-worship..

A Mother’s

the last fiscal year exceeded by about
40 per cent, the work accomplished in
The num her
any other similar period.
Df adult and yearling fishes, fry and
eggs, distributed in public and private
waters, or transferred to the State authorities, was over 800,000,000, of which
by far the largest number represented
important commercial species, like the

932 9

the same....
Cooper. The
and the
same.
broude. Spanish story of Armada

as

aius descend-

:

t>2

The romance of commerce..

and

>ne

Kec p your head up and your bowels
open
The
Golden Medical Discovery
will put
steel in your backbone, and I)r. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellets will cure constipation.

a

!

Carlyle.

while

>

which make life

,>t

Pilgrim’s progress.S. B 88 p
and the same..
1012.13

For

women who suffer in this
It
way.
on the delicate and
important
concerned
in wifehood and mothertug-ms
•ood. It tones and builds up the shattered
nerves.
It restore.- the glow of health to
’he pallid cheek.
It gives springiness and
It makes the eyes
trip to the carliage.
sparkle with returning vivacity. It imparts
animation to the mien and gestures. The
tan that long lay listless and idle in the
lap
of an invalid again -peak- the eloquent
language of a healthy, happy woman
Thousands of woim ii have U -tifed to the
marvelous merits of this wonderful medicine.
For several years 1 suffered with
prolapsus
<'t‘ the ub rib
writes Miss A
I.ee Schuster. ■>(
Pox
Kidney. Jefferson go Mi>s.
Our family phy-e i.m treated me for kidnev trouble and
I grew
everythinc else but the right thing.
worse
.no 1
worstMy body w.is emaciated,
hands and feet clammy and eGd. «t..mach we ak"
with gi it pal]
t
f th<
rt
I «
i
suiier with nausea all night
1 began taking
your Favorite Prescription and I began t i:nI have taken thn e bottles
pro
right
and n w I am very neatly well and am
very
happy anil thankful to you.”

-phisticated travel-

.:nu

dejection

meniseives.

cujuv

i

Oxley.

cine for

acts

regions,

wo

>

L8de

Kipling. "Captains courageous".. K
Iugersoll, Wild neighbors.

may be naturally beautiful, naturally attractive. naturally interesting and animated
and witty, but the demon of ill-health is
gnawing at the very vitals of her womanly
nature, and she soon becomes a withered
wall flower in comparison with her brighter
and more healthy -deters.
Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription is a wonderful medi-

It

»

/

Two Kooks.

Bunyan.

cai1

According to the annual report of Fish
Commissioner Bowers, the propagation
and distribution of food
fishes-during j

THE FRESHMAN CLASS.

Longfellow. Evangeline. Hiawatha.
and Miles
Standish. S.

“r seek forgiveness.
a'*° te'l the
story of health.
A
woman who suffers
from weakness and
11

Fish Cultural Work.

School

Superintendent
Teachers.

Tall Term.
FOK

disease in a woman
ly way sits in sorrow

,ird to leave at 8

'v

ami

repel,
smile,

passion to
r-»3Katatters
or hum-

Jv"

of the railway,
rather upland.

In

high school.
Reading Required l.y

»be meek or
jT haughty, tear

«>f Santiago, into
made us feel like

:>

or

or

Xl!

hours from the

w
s

sigh

1

ft?’ £1

and

t

]

more

S

P\/ti
£<R

1

and her aides to

ti't on

woman s

frequently

—

kfjVw.

The Journal J

f

in

elo.
quent language than
any known tc
the tonRue of
It can
!llan-

\

Doing.

\\

can

speak

Red Cross

lie

\\ hat

fan

TO LET.

40tf
M. C.

The store in Johnson Block

HILL,

39 Miller St., Belfast.

by H. H. Johnson & Co.
*

formerly occupied
Apply to
C. O. POOR

Wedding Bells.
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Growing Stronger

rel
Mixer Coombs. A small party of
atives ami friends assembled at the residence
of Mrs. Mary A. Coombs, No. 17 Union
street, Thursday afternoon, Sept. 22d, the
occasion being the marriage of her daughter,
near
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Republican

Miss Anna M.

T he

repudiates

Connecticut Democracy

1» ryanism.

a ie

and foot ball

polo

is uvei, but
still with us.

The

war

The Bates entering class? numbers 7'»,
with more coining. TTiis Bates the record,
—

was not

in

this winter.

legislature

lie

an

the title of

is

Slipper”
exchange.

a

Most small

familiar with it, and not in
able sense.

an

are

Coombs, and Mr.George Mixer
The rooms were very prettily

Tufts, who used the ring service.

but I continued to grow weaker every
day, and in the winter of 1895 I gave up
all hopes of ever getting better. After
this I read of people gaining strength by
taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and my husband advised me to try this medicine. I
purchased three bottles and began taking
it. Before I had finished the first bottle
I saw that I was growing stronger and

After the

marriage the party sat down to the wedding
breakfast, and Mr. and Mrs Mixer took
the afternoon boat for Boston, on their bridal
tour, with Concord, N. H as their objective

past five years as a manufacturing conand wholesale and retail dealer in
fruit and confectionery, and is held iu high
esteem there
The bride is a well known

highly respected young lady

atnl

aud has

ts the One True Blood Purifier.

a

Id State."

y

1

Roosevelt, the rough rider, came under
stiiug a winner at the Republican State
Convention at Saratoga Tuesday, receiv-

tl

votes

■

the !i!'st ballot to this for

u

Governor Black.

was

Thi

will

ci

soon

ding
N

mustered

out.

Ana, Orange Co.,
and M is. Sai ah .!.
Diego. < al.. foimerh of
Maine, and Mrs. Sarah J.
1r -oi, Maine. At home at'tei
re.'
■'at. loTi a* jl'T Grand avenue. San Diego' Cal.
Man led in
>i-

1

:iu

\\

Santa

Mai

v

s.e.

sai:

t

<

ori

the abi

ve item in the society
Maine paper. and would realknow win* was married, when

■

tin

A;

annual meeting

the

of

C.<

K

(I.

v.

Wins!

(i.

were

sewed.

er( a m

handsome

Burgess.
W

on

Ilichborn of Augusta:
I«< ><.Ivtsi that the interests of the State
demand that ste]» be at once taken to
make
to) ographica'i survey of the State,
and that the President of the State Board
ami a committee of foci others appointed
by him use all honorable means in the
im\T legislature to accomplish it.

t

Ti

1 useful. The

an

in

will reside

■

of

is we 11

friend*

bride

••

at

is

M

rrii

t

vvn

that

aud

N<

v

aud

and

t*ni.• i.

Bar' i.av-Pf.mm.kton.

of Mr.

has

a

brideC.

of Wm.
host

of

They

.si

practically

stcoil under

.1. Stetson's fitness for the position
u <1 course be no question, and in
there
bn;m. >s it must be said that his principal
tot

■

«

petitors, C'aiJ

:

c.

Warre.it
also well

are

were

sio’fi iti(

King

qualified.

th

n

(

ot

Of

An autumn

wed-

Portland Evening

the

con-

Express

As the mattei of locality, other things
Pci mu' f*|ua!. is always ami properly a factor in such contests, Col. .stetson would
•seem t<> hav.-ihe
advantage of his competitors because it is hardly to be expected
that the speaker of the house am! the
president ot the senate will l»t taken
fiom the s; me county, as would be the
case was .bulge Philbrook made speaker:
<-i tl .it An <-stock, which has the
go\ern<
s 1.i uld also
furnish a presiding oilieer
f. r the House.

on

the

.b

nine

Pn<

S.MAKT-1* HOMAN. A Ll; TJ1
Wedding WAS
held Sunday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
M. I> Redman, the contracting
parties being
her daughter Alice Belle and Mr. John B
Smart of Presque Isle. The ceremony was
performed by Key. Geo. S. Mills in the pres'»f a few near relatives and intimate
friends. The roe-ms were prettily decorated
with

f
'liflrud, pastor of the MelBaptist hurch, London, and

was

mankind. It would bring about a
solid and enduring progress and the advancement of the
Kingdom of God. lie
said that he could
confidently speak with
vice of

Monkok-Mathews
A very pretty home
edding occurred at the home of the bride
Lincolnville, Thursday evening at 8
<’clock, when Miss Grace M. Mathews ami
William J. Monroe, also of Lincolnville,
v

i

regard to the people of England, the
churches and the ministers. The upper
class s in England were coming into line

were

of

united in marriage.

Rev. N. R

Pearson

Rockporr performed the ring service in a
very impressive manner. Miss Minnie Matli-

acted as bridesmaid and Alton French
best man. The wedding inarch, to which
'he, bridal party entered the parlor, was rendered by Miss French. Only the relatives
ami a few intimate friends were
present.
The rooms were very prettily decorated.
these tw o peoples. The preacher contend- Refreshments of ice cream and
cake were
ed that an Anglo-American alliance was served. The wedding cake was cut by the
bride and each guest received a generous
the inevitable step that must be taken, be- ! slice.
Numerous, valuable and handsome
cause the two nations were of one
presents showed the high esteem and love in
stock; v hich the
because the two nations spoke one tongue; ulations. young couple are held. CongratfCamden Herald.
because they read one literature, and beSliip=Btiilding in Bluehill.
■cause they hat one
this

HW'1
as

subject,

with the lower classes.
1 here was almost a universal pulse of interest in Eng.and for the consolidation of

on

j

religion.

( he

relmiMiug

of

Crosby

lun is again
few citizens who

>

A

correspondent

the Ellsworth Americalls attention to the

of

can
from Bluehill
ag fated, and t jis week a
statement made by Miss Stover in her
paper
appicviate the need for a fiist-elass hotel I ou the life of George Stevens, read at the
and who feel the reproach that the joes- I dedication of the George Stevens academy,
to the effect that Mr. Stevens built the only
cut unsightly
ruins cast upon our fair [ ship ever built in Bluehill. The American’s
informant writes:
city, have met to consider ways and means, i The records
show that, the first ship was
As one gentleman expressed it: “Let the ! built forty-one years before Mr.
Stevens built
viz.:
in
1800. Besides many other vessels
his,
city abandon its claim for uncollected ^ there
have been five ships built in Bluehill,
taxes and work would
begin next month, as

and the hotel be ready for occupancy next
season.” 'ibis is not asking much.
It
would

simply comply

witli the

under-

standing had with the city government

at

tlie time the
the
but

Crosby Inn was built, that
hotel building would not be taxed,
tlie tax heretofore paid on the Crosby
would be continued.

estate

tainly
tlie

was cer-

equitable arrangement, and at
time an advantageous one for the

an

same

But it is not

city.

This

pleasant,

and

this community would answer the
question otherwise than in the affirmative.
one

in

The need is greater now than when the
Crosby Inn was built. Then we were

making
ern

an

and

advance in

this mod-

finely equipped

entertainment.

house for public
Now, every day the ruins

they are
other places will
should enjoy.
remain

providing

as

we are

reap

retrogading, and
the

follows;
1800, ship “Juno”,

benefits

we

:>00

Ellis and J. Peters, jr.
coast of Ireland in 1801.

tons, built by J.
Castaway on the

1804, ship “Hero”, 300 tons, built by J.
and-Carleton. Sold to Portland
parties
1841, ship “George Stevens”, 480 tons built
by George Stevens. Went to California
Ellis

in 1851.

1844, ship “Tahmaroo”, 450 tons, built bv
W .and D. Sinclair.
1854, ship “Ocean Tanger,” 492 tons, built
by S. Treworgy and others.

Concerning

perhaps

not profitable, to go over this old story.
Tlie question now is, shall the Crosby Inn
be rebuilt? We cannot imagine that any

Capt.

A.

a

of

last

necessity by those who kept

F. Elwell

returned from Boston

Saturday morning from a visit to his w ife,
who has beeu under the care of physicians of
that city for several weeks.
Mr. Elwell
very gratifying
gives
health and expects her
a

after-

palms ami potted plants, and the bride
becomingly dressed in white silk and
carried a bouquet of lilies. The
presents inu .'<■•
pM '!• a m of the Free Evangelical
cluded checks, silver ware and a Urge numc.i
iches ot Great Britain, j reached at
ber of useful and valuable articles. The
i remont rj emple, Boston, last
.Sunday bride is a very estimable young la< y and lias
iteming (-ii “The Angh-American Al- a host of friends in this
vicinty. The happy
liance.
I.e said it was the desire of
couple will reside in Presque Isle, where the
true
citizen of both countries bridegroom is engaged in the
nearly every
photographic
that there si ould be an alliance, and that business, having one of the
largest and most
both nations should co-operate in the ser- popular studios in Northern Maine.
in

b’ev.

ing of water
stock.

arch

left

lain

of his wife’s

report
home in about ten

days.

f
steamer
their new home in
It is with no degree of pleasure that we
W1 utlu op,
Mass.
The
bridegroom is
note the' exodus of our townspeople this
a
mechanical engineer
in
the employ j
I week. Mr. Harry Miller and family have
of
a
large company in Boston, and
the bride is ,i yu mg lady whose friends | moved to Massachusetts, Mr Henry Pendleton and wife t«» Boston, Mr. Emery Brown
among the young folks here are many.
They were the recipients of many useful and family and Mr. Fred Smith and family
to Rockland. Me.
and valuable presents.

says:

b

copious
Friday and Saturday was most joyfully welcomed, as wells
and springs were drying up fast and in many
instances were entirely dry,making the haul-

Rev.

happy couple

Folwell closed his cottage at
and returned with

Wednesday

Bella

The

of evergreen,
and
Geo. S. Mills. After
refreshments were served

by

Local

WELLS & C0„

CLASS

i».

POULTRY,

HOGS,

SHEEP,

Bayonet, from

nearly 71 years.

Ames,
1st:

Melvin Clark. 21

Potatoes, greatest variety—C H Partridge,

Valuation of Maine Cities.

1st.

Turnips, Rutabaga—L

II

Partridge.

:

1st;

of

Industries.

I. L. Perry’s new boarding house is up
boarded and will soou be ready for occupancy.
Clias. E. Johnson, as agent for Skelton,
Foote & Co. of Boston, has bought of the
farmers in this vicinity and shipped to
Boston 1209 barrels of pickling cucumbers.
and

Mark Wood & Son have among the
marble work in their shop a neat tablet of
white Rutland marble. It is a square block
with raised Old English letters. Another
neat job in their shop is a circular
top,
white tablet for Adeline Smith, wife of
Horatio N. Palmer.

This week will uituess the departure of
last summer visitor, with the exception
of the family of Mr. W. A. Whitney, who
will remain a few days longer.
Mrs.Swaine

the

j

and her

son

and sister

Tuesday, and Mr. F. P.
ily departed for their home
N. J
Thursday.
J.

Claffcc

Thursday niglir
joyable summer

Bangor.14.148.587
5.802,04*
Belfast.
.2 *19.887
Biddeford. 6 869,095
Brewer. 1.504.275
Calais. ..1..
4.726,002
Deering.
Fast-port. 1 846,501
Ellsworth...
1.822,402
5 "47 *12
Gardiner..
Hallowed. 1.485.201
Bath...

returned
after

Reed and famat

Glenridge,

Boston

spending

last

;

1.655,999
12,144.424
1.431,330
1,125,54:;
Portland..39.240.011
37,956 806
Rockland.. 4 890,151
4.370,556
Saco. 5 914.175
4 155,549
Watervide. 4,912.865
5,462,795
Westbrook...2,non,610
3,254,575
The increase in the valuation of the
towns indicates that there is a better feeling prevailing in the countiy districts of
the state.
There has been a noticeable
improvement in farming conditions, and
during the hard times in the < ities many
have gone back into tiie o mtry. have
taken up farms, and have added to the
wealth of the communities.

Lewiston..12,450,56* >

1

|
The State assessors have just completed their compilation of the poultry
for the State forwarded to them

Tim totals are
by the local assessors.
surprising in the numbers and value of

very

en-

production

...

fast and

one

from

Northport’s

summer

visit-

have engaged to visit his camps after
the deer season opens. Fish and game of
all kinds are very plentiful in his vicinity.
ors

As it lias been several

days since the pleassmiling countenance of our second
selectman, Mr. Dwight C. Greenlaw, has
been seen at tlie Cove liis friends began to
think lie might be feeling indisposed. Not a
bit of it. He merely felt, disposed to take one
of the fairest daughters of Belfast under his
ant and

own

fra-

C. Batchelder, who has buffeted

scon’s Emulsion

according

to

was

the occasion of

Boston, where the cerethe law of Massachusetts,

very prettily performed, and lie now returns to us a full Hedged benedict. Come
was

the Cove are waiting to
congratulate you upon the wisdom of your

Dwight,
choice,

the

boys

and at the

grant Havana.

Capt.

A.

They do not complain of
anything in particular. They
eat enough, but keep thin and
pale. They appear fairly well,
but have no strength. You
cannot say they are really

so you call them
delicate.
What can be done for them ?
Our answer is the same that
the best physicians have been
giving for a quarter of a century. Give them

protection, which

his recent visit to
mony,

Delicate
(Children

at

same

time to

enjoy

a

What do you say ?

the wind and been a rover of the sea for several years, has concluded to try farming for a
change. He has disposed of the sch. Helen, of
which he was part owner and commander,
to Rockland parties. As it is rather late for
planting the genial captain will begin operations by building a henery, a building 12x50
feet, fitted up with all the modern improvements for the comfort and well being of the
large Hocks of hens he intends to keep. A
large and commodious yard will be enclosed
by a substantial wire fence. Feeding and
drinking troughs will be placed at convenient distances around the yard for their
benefit, and it is said a bath tub will be
placed in the centre of the yard, where the
fowls can wash their feet before retiring.
Also that he will begin business of egg raising with a flock of thirteen roosters and one

sick, and

of Cod-Liver Oil with Hypophosphites. It has most re-

markable nourishing power.
gives color to the blood. It
brings strength to the muscles. It adds power to the
nerves.
It means robust
health and vigor. Even deliIt

cate infants

flesh if given
three

or

rapidly gain
a

small

amount

four times each

50c. and $1.00
SCOTT & BOWNE,

in

all

day.

druggists.
Chemists, New York.

;

WANTED.
Capable help

at the

Uirls’ Home.

Total.

Sr

M

or

aim;. <'«•

L<
W.WKSrnTT.i
hank, do solemnly swear
mem i< t me t o Hie Lest of
lief.
C. \\
Suhsei died and -\\"i n
da\
September. 1 SdK

n

\\

.It lSLl‘11

-Atte.-t

If'!

o

1

i< >11N t. Id;
W M. It S W A
THDS. W. Pi

Ilhl'OKT OF NIK (ONhi

Ai Searsport, In the stale id V
hiislnos> Septeinh*
it K>* >r ic

nival;ivb and u
r. s
,ir
Stock
'.rill it ;•
r-e.t
ii" lit ;;i
lkod.ili_
l>ue tp.i \:,ti<hi:*: bank■

....

o

anvtitsI

side. California,

on

i*-'*

Sept *J1, aged

v.*ars.

lie was horn iu Portland May bth, l'* '.,b was
educateii a: the Portland Aoleniy and lh-w• ioin CoPege, and was gratluated at the 11 irHis healru heron,vard Law Seliot
LSbo
lug delicate he left college ami made a voyage around the world in -ailing vessels. IB
practised law in Poitla
afterwards acquired the Portland Machine
In
Works, which he conducted till l o'
1SS0 lie removed to Caliioniia. and settled at
>f
Riverside
He mar. ed d *nuie Me.len
Purtlaud. and had rive enildren, of wl in
three sons and his w;.l->w survive him

Freeman

/.

* loth solid embroidery done in silk
liuen. Center piece ami doilies—Mrs.
P lveem-*, 1st.
Silk and linen table doilies—Mis Fannie
S Libby, No years <>l age. 1st
Mrs M P Keene—linen table doilies, ‘2d.
Emma Trevett.—fancy banjo.
Mrs M S .M mlgett—shirred sola pillow, 1st.
Label.a Harding—Lamp mat, 1-u
Sadie Killmau—Bureau scarf, 1st.
Amy Lane- Embroidered underwear. 1st.
Lizzie Lam- -Baby Flannels, 1st.
Mrs Herbert Moore—uoveitv pin cushion.
1st.
Mrs Herbert Moore—work on linen done
in 1S44
Mrs Thomas Clifford —Fir pillow. 1st.
Mrs Sarah
Staples—Sheet and pillow
slips, 1st.
Crochet Table doilies -vrs I M Cunningbam, 1st.
Doilies—Mrs N J Heagau, and
Mrs.
Almeda Avery, 2 1.
Darned Lace
Miss Emmie Maiden, 1st.
Fancy Necktie Miss Elsie Clark. 1st.
Egyptian Shawl -Mrs Lizzie Lane,
Picture Throw—Lmleiia Harding, Is;.
Picture Throw—Jennie Cockett. 2d.
Crochet Lace—Lena M Sprowl, 2d.
White Apron—Mrs Gooding Grant, 1st
Fine needle work done by Mrs Almira
French Nutter, formerly Prospect, aged 80
years, l-t.
Pin Balls—Lina Colson, 1st.

1

nI,.

I

u

I

on

id

Total
LI M'.ILl I IV-

Ciipita1 -io,-U

I’.tio in
Surplus 1 mill.
I n ii\ tiled proiii
111 s — e\i
taxes paid.
Not ion:, I I tank n-m
I >i v idend- unpaid ..

indi\ idual

n

deposits

Total.
Sr

ov

w

Mum

<
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named hank, do ><i!emni\
statement

true

is

dav

-U

!,

September. ISP*

1

su,
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U
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[

(

tin- Lest
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to

belief.
S'lhseiub.--! and

1:
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I,.
\ r.

In-.-.

l'FM
mi
SMl'l IE
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Brivate William Wyman
Comp uu> lv.
.*o
in hut lend
First Main** Volunteers,
of
outra.-n .1 at
malaria,
boih,
typhoid
Sept
C Burn•. it’\.
He was
Chiekamauga
d
His parham, Me., and was 22 y- irs
i' e reents and one brother survive him.
mains were taken to Burnh tm.

In.

I I'

I.e-aai tender inIh'd. u.i
! i-.,
me,.
per rrui

(’apt. Flro\ Wood of the schooner James
A. Garfield died in New York Wednesday
night, Sept. UNt, from apoplexy. Captain
Wood was a native of Ornngtoii and had
He had been
the respect and esteem t alb
to sea f..r many
ears aud had made friends
all over the country, all of whom will be
pained to learned of ins death. He leaves a
wife, who was with him in New York, and a
daughter who is attending sell »..! iu Bangor.
The rem lius arrived
Ills age was b'_* years.
iu Bangor Sundax morning and were taken
to Orrington for interment

LADIES DEPARTMENT.

..

Peek•• and oilier ash it,
No-,
other N 111 *... b..,
,11 *-ur\ .in
Fraeiional pnpei

<

■

■

Natio

Searsport

Willi mi Howard Fessenden, tie* second
rson
i William Pitt Fes semi. n. died n ! 1

d

BARGAINS

Tray

on

The Penobscot hymn.

M

c
»-us,.,l
This is the Penobscot hymn as
Miss Mary GrosLy, Bangor, t > tie tune,
The Blue .Juniata, ami sung by tin-. i:i'y
delegates to tin* State \Y. 0. T I' conven■

by

of the
hens.
The total
number of liens in the State is 1.377,232:
estimated value of poultrj
Claffee 1 s an
produced,
spends a great part of the time, summers, so Or, ,4 70. do; estimated value of eggs
total
value of
$1,300,310.22;
produced,
on the water.
He is greatly pleased with
and eggs produced, $1.S71,7n>.
Penobscot Bay as a yachting place, and poultry
This is for one yeai previous to the
with North port as a summer home.
enumeration
last Apiil.
The figures
^
on
the remaining classes of fowls are
The outlook for cottage building at the
|
Estimated Estimated
Total
Camp Ground next season is excellent. Mr.
j
value of
valoe of
value of
Cobb of Newton Centre, who recently
J
rv
Total
poult
eggs
poultry,
number, produced, produced.
eggs. 1
bought six lots on Main street, expects to
S *.<»*
Turkey..5.268
814 4**3
$15,362
build one of tlie liuest cottages on the Ducks
!
1*2372
4.2*5
9,018
23,258
602
6,770
7,472 !
grounds, and several other parties have Geese.3.445
The average production of poultry i
bought or are negotiating with the Associaand eggs in the State per lieu is $l.ls;
tion for building lots.
turkeys, $2.dl; ducks, $2.38; geese,
H. W. Brown has closed bis summer $2.17.
The least average production
house on the Camp Ground, and gone to per hen is in Arooostook county, 78 cents,
in
the
greatest
Washington, $1.30.
Bald Mountain, where lie has two sportsWaldoboro has the greatest number of
men’s camps.
Mr. Brown is a licensed
Pillow Shams—Lizzie Lane, 1st.
hens of any town inj the State, 23,740;
guide and game warden and thoroughly Fort Fairfield of turkeys, 307; Stockton
Tidy—Mrs Gooding Grant, 1st.
understands his business.
His camp is
Fancy Doily—Sadie Killmau, 2d.
Springs of ducks, 1,100; Madawaska of
Bereau
Set—Mrs J H Killmau, 1st
reached by rail to Blanchard, thence by
geese, 200.
work—Mrs S A Clark, 1st.
Tatting
team 5 miles to his first camp at Spectacle
Table mats ami doilies done in silk on
Lake.
From there to the second camp is 8
iinen in short ami long stitch— Miss Alfreda
Harrnnau, 1st.
miles, with about a mile and a half of canoeCrochet carriage robe—Mrs Sarah Colson,
ing and portage. Three parties from Bel1st.
a

the Camp Ground. Mr.
enthusiastic yachtsman and
at

■

deu HeraM.

Mrs Eilie Ward. 1st.
Pansies, l‘> varieties- Mrs N .1 Hcagan, 1st.
Mrs Henrietta Ginn, 1st.
Sweet IVan
Asters- Mrs B M Fames, 1st.
CLASS

Nationa 1 I’.a il:
Due to oiln National
.uk
Dm- to St ate Ba uk- am I u
Di\ idciids unpaid,
Individual depo-its suhe
'•
Demand ei-rtith ate-

>

Hydrangea

I

Hen.

11.

li a mi.

Capital stock paid in
Surplus fund
1 ndivided profit-, less
\;
taxe.- paid.

Albert L. Young of Lineolnville who lmii
been ill for about, one year, dropped dead in
the barn Sept. 11th. aged bs years and b
months
Mr. Young was well known in Lm< i ti vi ! ie and Camden,
l ie ha* 1 a great many
friends, those who knew him best loved him
m
He was a very hii:*l and obedient s
fa:’ hfiil husband, a good father, and a m<> i.• i
eiti/.-n
lit* responded t'* his r.-untry’s <• 'll
m 'i 1 and remained in the s**rviee until the
ael -e («t the war.
It may b said in ab
eerity that earth is poorer bv lus removal.
He leaves a Wife and f ret Splendid e!
dreu. Mas ( b>d guide their !■*,it-.|..*ps tlin ;; hi
Life, and bring them tohe.ivn at asr.
[t'an.-

2 1.
Bel flower—W H Ginn, 1st; Ira Ward, 2d.
FreeBen Davis—Edward Clifford, 1st;
man Partridge, 2d.
Harvey Greenings—W II Ginn, 1st ; Freeman Partridge, 2d.
Plums Lombards—Edward Clifford, 1st;
Josiah Colson, 2d.
Grapes—Edward Clifford, 1st. Freeman
Partridge, 2d
Beauty (,t Kent—Melvin Clark. 1st: Josiah
Colson, 2d.
McIntosh Red— Edward Clifford, 1st. Josiah Colson, 2 1.
CLASS

:

Total.

the

(

Clifford,

2,260.177
5,358.51* I1

Old Town.

The Maine

Haley,

l-*t

1

notes.

Herald.

King,of TumpkinsjCo—Eugene Barnes,1st:
2.975.741 Josiah Colson, 2 1.
Baldwins—Freeman Partridge, 1st: Mel7,542,30'.1 vin
Clark, 2d.
1.307,970
Black < Oxford- -Edward Clifford, 1st; Free2,398,616
; man Partridge. 2d.
3,288.054 i
St. Lawrence--Melvin Clark, 1st: Edwin
954 572

....

returns

to

2d.
Sta w I terry Porter—A
Partridge, 2d.

8 195,750
*,152.380
12 177,401
6 419,481

vacated the Lancaster

house

A.

Auburn.6,552.820
Augusta. 8.905.*51

was

Specie.'.

Redemption fund with 1
er ."> per rent, of circnlat;

meline Buck of Bucksport:
Mrs. Charlotte
Tin;rst. >n «d Bang' r, and Mrs. Harriet Foster
of Winrhendon, Mass
Of his own family
there remain two sons, ('diaries and H<*nry
of Bostonymd three daughters,Misses Grace
Gertrude and another who is married. Mr.
Darling survived his wife, who was horn
Phebe F.ustis of Bucksport, some ten years.
A si mi, Henry, was lost, with the ship N. T.
Hill, Capr. Jabez. Snow, ,i 1S77. Mr Darling i -ft Bucksport when he was about Jl
years of age. not residing here since. The
funeral sen ices Were he'd Sept -Util and tile
interilieut
in
Boston.
was
[Bucksport

2d.

Pop corn—Freeman Partridge, 1st.
{Shipping potatoes—C It Partridge,

deceased

1

Legal tender

only
family of Henry and Eliza Darling,
the other members of the family being the
daughters; Mrs Mary Woodman, Mrs. Julia
Barnard. Mrs. Frances Svvazey, Mrs. Em-

2d.
L L

The

Banking-house,furniture .hi

Other real estate ami iimr:
ed
Due from approved reset s
Checks and other cash itemNotes oi other National I'.,.
Fractional paper enrrem
and cents.
,n
I.'iiijut Motii ij

in the

son

FIELD CROPS.

S .veet corn—E G Clifford, 1st

Kraggorgenson

Henry Darling, a native and former resident of Bucksport, died at his home in Boston Sept, isrii after a long decline, aged

GEESE,

>

Loans anil discounts.
Overdrafts, seemed and tin-.-.
L. S. Bonds to seen re rir> el.;U. S.,-Bonds on hand
Stoeks, securities, etc

Obituary.

Gould,

J

September
HESI>I K<

Georoe C. Ward, Sec'y.
Grange, Prospect, Me.

Gould,

NATIONAL

Belfast, In the Male of Main.
business

So. Branch

Beaus—C II Littlefield, 1st.
Corm-O B Grav, 1st; Freeman Partridge,

Mr. Monroe left for New York tlie
middle of the week to join tlie bark Leonora,
of which lie is second mate, and will soon
sail for Brazil.
Mrs. M. will reside with her
parents until her husband’s return.

rill^ of the

Al

sey.

2d.

10

a

BELFAST

make; also a soldier’s mess, consisting of a
pan, knife, fork and spoon used by himself
at Santiago de Cuba; a Spanish bullet and
purse; piece of shell tired by the 1' S battery
at El Caney, July 1, 1S98, by Joseph F Lind-

Sheep—O

( LASS

KKPOKT OK THK COMM Dm.

—

DUCKS, HENS, TURKEYS, ETC.
B Grav, 1st.
Lambs—O B Gray, 1st.
Bin k—O B Gray, 1st: O 1> Grant, 2d.
Geese—F A Lane. 1st.
Ducks—Charles IT Gray, 1st.
Hens, Plymouth lioek I F Gould, 1st and

the ceremony

103-105 Mam Str*

Wreath of hue shells from Turks Islanp
Addle Crockett.
Shells
from
Malvina
California—Mrs
Crockett.
Shells from Jacksonville, Florida—Mrs J
E Randall.
Bale of cotton from the Atlanta exposition
Georgia, by Miss Emma Ginn.
Two headed calf—Mrs I M Cummings.

2d.

them.

parents, Mr. and

noon

Waterville,

another

an

ceremony

and

Caribou and

of

Pbilbrook

the

married

of

"^-INSPECTION SOLICITED.^-

—

ding was liekl at high noon Wednesday,
September ->th, at the residence of Mr.
Nathan K. Pendleton, No <> Bay \ tew street.
The contracting parties were M r. Pendleton’s
Ruth and Mr. Robert Barclay of
many papers in different sections of daughter
Orient Heights, Mars.
The house was
the state have declared themselves in
prettily decorated with flowers and autumn
favor of the candidacy of Col. Isaiah K.
leaves, and the mantle piece in the parlor
Stetson
that the speakership contest
was banked with sw eet pea.-..
The couple
would seen, o lie
decided now.
As

ti lg Mrs, K's

Brood mare—F Eastman, 1st: 1 F
2d.
Sucking colt—F Eastman. 1st; I F

Wccli In

Dress Lip, Tewels ail Hi

1

the

were

Belfast.

vis

performance

Tills

Secretary Plummer of the State board C II Littlefield, 2d.
assessors, at Augusta, is just comTurnips, Russian strap leaf—F Partridge,
pleting the tiling of the reports of the 1st.
his family and servants t«> Philadelphia.
local assessors regarding the valuation of
Turnips, white—F Partridge, 1st.
Largest pumpkin—John F Libby, 1st.
The sloop yacht Siva, owned by Mr. W. the cities and towns of the State for the
Dwarf pumpkin—Frank Eastman, Is:
A Whitney, went out. of commission Monday i report of 1 *'.»*.
Alask pumpkin— F Partridge, 1st
Nearly every town in the State has reami was hauled into lie1 winter quarters
Squash- Henry R Grant, 1-t : Frank
ported and all the cities except Calais. Crockett, 2d.
Tuesday.
S
For a decade past the cities ol the
ate
I 1 > Grant, 1st.
Largest squash
Mrs. Fellows is making additions and im- have shown the
Git ons
C H Li ndsey ,1st
greatest percentage of in1
miutoes
Ira
1st.
Ward,
to
her
on
and
crease.
towns
have
not
The
Bay
street,
provements
cottage
villages
Table beets—F Partridge, 1st and 2d.
and the Misses Fellows will lunld next sea- stood still, of course, but they have failed
D
1st. Freeman
Cattb*
beets—U
Grant,
to show up the same progress in valua- |
son on their lot near by.
ParTridg •, 2 1.
tion as the Maine cities.
The assessors’
| Garrets Freeman Partridge, 1st.
A. II A. Groesehner and family left last
report of 1*9* will show on the contrary i
Parsnips—Freeman Partridge, 1st.
for
their
winter
in
Waterhome
Thursday
that the Maine towns have out-stripped i Onions—W S Littlefield, 1st; L II PartMass
after
the
summer
at
cities
advance
in
their
valuathe
in
the
town,
spending
j ridge, 2d.
Giieuiubers, white spine- James Clark,
tion.
their eottage at South Shore.
They base this estimate on the re\ 1st William E Boker, 2d.
the local assessors.
Mr. and Mrs. George Riley returned to ports by
Cabbagt.Freeman Partridge, 1st.
The ligures are given helow as they j
their home in Somerville, Mass., lastweek have been returned to the Mate assessors’
LASS 11. APPLES, PI. I’MS. LT<
after a very delightful visit of two week.-.' office.
All the cities in Maine aie repiesGreatest variety of apples Freeman Paras the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Cumeuted except Calais:
tridge, 1st Melvin Clark, 2d.
Suttons Beauty—Ira Ward, 1st: O B Gray,
1898.
s', m i.
mings.

the

A.

are

Mr. William

highly respect-

mghter

d

a

upon their new
their many friends in
and Northport wish them good

flection—typical, let us hope, of a bright and
shining future, full of happiness and prosperity during the years that are to come to

Andrew K.now 1 ton and child of Bel-

Isola

*.

wedding presents

The

groom is an im.nsti ous and
ed young man in the emph

State

f

sister

performed

>w

I

Mr

vc.•Ton .f

fast

a

a

few

a

es-

Mrs. Edward Drinkwater.

chilVon

carried

kept open

House will he

Ocean

Mrs

with

Mm.-dy, the latter

tinmen us.

Trade in Brunswick. Sept
following ) solution was passed

111v 1

but

As this most

SPECIAL DRIVES

♦

Grant,
Family carriage horse—John F Libby, 1st;
Jasper A Gray, 2d.
3-year old colt—I F Gould, 1st.
2-year old colt—Dumemck Guidamore, 2d.
1-vear old colt—Johu F Libby, 1st; 1 F
Gould, 2d.

life

of

for the

near

Henry Dunbar of Belfast is making
noticeable improvements on his farm near
Brown's Corner.

leg! 'o!n,st> id ujt with the happy couple.,

and

o' .it

i»

s

Lh Ini..io

<> i ke
o where“
T

i-hu!i,

re-

with

mmue-d

for the season,

Prospect.

2d.

there seemed to be an air of depression rest
ing on those present, owing no doubt to tlie
unpropitious condition of the weather, hut
just as the words “I prouounee you man
and wife, etc,” was uttered by the justice of
the peace, the sun burst forth in all its glory,
casting its refulgent rays upon the bride ami
groom and tilling the room with a golden re-

weeks longer.

and
brown
bouquet of bride
o;d ni.mim.hair ferns.
Mr. and Mrs.

k.

s

s.O:

a

<.

the

myrtle, cut
wers and ei.oice potted plants.
The 1 ride
w.idressed :n light brown and white
detorated

Waquoiis closed

The Grange and Town Fair in

health and prosperity and extend to them
their congratulations. As the time drew

and Mrs. Stephen Arey of Vinalbaven
visiting Mr. and Mrs. John Crockett.

The

Cnion

nreiti y

ry

v<

most

Harry Mitchell of Islesboro lias bought experiences
Lincolnville
Harris place and moved last week.

Mr. H. X. Titus of Appleton was the guest
of his sister, Mrs. L. E. (Hidden, last week.

held

was

‘.e

worthy young man.
tiinab^ young couple start
a

Henry Herrick of New Haven, Conn.,
is visiting his father, Mr. Joseph Herrick.

wed-

liou’.e

pretty

NEWS.

Mr.

at the home of Mrs. Pierce,
street, Tuesday evening, when
h-i son, Sewed l->. Pieme, was married to
M ss Augusta y.. Caswell. The rooms were

ninety-three

all be

A

1 *jkk<'k-'’asw5ll.

thirteen t.hou-

and

••

are

depend-

and highly esteemed young lady and carries
with her wherever she may go the hearty
good wishes of her neighbors and friends.
Mr. Monroe is known in his native town as

druggists.

Mr

piness

The National Encampment reports show
ha'. Tie net li.iv' in the membership of the
Gland Arm> last yea;
mo
seven
itumlied

the

much

place

do not

hear-say

Mr.

and we are pleased to welcome Mr and
Mrs. Mixer to our d! tge as residents. They
wi11 re*iile lit Mrs. Wheeler's house on ChestThe happy couple have been the
nut street
rei ipients of many beautiful presents, which
show i.lie high esteem in which they are held
I y their friends. Congratulation* are extended to them for man\ years of future hap-

e

ing 7

NORTHPORT

bridal tour. They were the recipients
of a large number of handsome, useful and
valuable presents. The congratulations and
best wishes of a host of friends follow them
to their new home. The Camden correspondent of the Rockland Daily Star says:
Mr. Mixer is a youug man of excellent,
habits, always pleasant and accommodating,

breezy, outdoor, wholesome, hearty, liap-

All

the best after-dinner
t-lswwi’c
Dillc
I 1OOU b r 11 lb pins, aid digestion. 25c.

their

“It you see it in the (New York) Sun
it is so.
The Sun says of Maine: “It is a

two

are

Gov. Pingree of Michigan was unanilarge circle of warm friends in Belfast The
mously reuomiuated by acclamation by happy couple will begin housekeeping in
No Camden
the Republican State convention.
immediately on their return from

small potatoes about Pingree.

taking

HOOd’S SpariHa

fectioner

agree-

After

looser.

wras

bottles my cough was gone. I continued
taking Hood’s and I am now in better
health than I have been for years.” Mary
A. Smith, LaGrange, Maine.

the

boys

cough

my

here they were greeted
point. On the
with showers of rice, and a similar reception
Mr.
for them at Camden
was prepared
Mixer has been in business iu Camden for

a

the

on

—

wharf

candidate.

a

“Tale of

story

j

of Fort Kent will be miss-

Major Dickey
ed from the

|

Settled

as we

testimony, we most cheerThe fair in Prospect, Sept. 21st, proved a
fully give the captain the benefit of the
doubt aud believe the reverse would be complete success. About 1.000 people were
about tlie correct number. However, be it on the grounds and South Branch
Grange
as it may, one fact is certain that whatever
realized some $60. The usual number of
number be chooses to start in with, the roost- fakers and
peddlers were present". Followers will have the right to crow over the
ing is a list of the premiums awarded:
superior accommodations they enjoy as they CLASS 1. WORKING OXEN,STEERS AND HEIFERS.
gaze through the wire at their less fortunate
VVorking oxen—S B Littlefield, 1st.
brothers and sisters in the neighboring
Best calf—Josiali Colson, 1st and 2d.
wish
of
all
that
is
the
Of
course it
yards
DAIRY STOCK.
CLASS 2.
this new and untried venture
the capBest cow—I F Gould, 1st; Josiali Colson,
^>n
2d.
tain’s part will prove most successful; aud
Best 3 year old—John F Libby, 1st:
that the harvest of eggs will be so abundant
Josiali Colson, 2d.
that his pacing the quarter deck will he
Best 2 year old—I F Gould, 1st; Josiali
a vision of the past is “eggsactlv” our most
Colson, 2d.
Best Bull—Tosiah Colson, 1st.
hearty wish.
Best 1 year old heifer—Iva Ward, 1st; I
Last Saturday afternoon, Sept. 24th, at 4 F Gould, 2d.
o’clock, at the residence of the bride, J. Al- CLASS 3. EXHIBITION STRENGTH OF HORSES.
ton Monroe of Lincoluville aud Miss Lida
Draft horses double—Fred Haley, 1st;
M. Packard were joiued in wedlock by F. A. Josiali Colson. 2 1.
Single horse—Fred Haley, 1st; Cliff
Dickey, Esq., justice of the peace. Accord- Eames,
2d.
ing to the desire of the contracting parties
Farm team—Cliff Eames, 1st: Fred Halev,
the occasion was a very quiet one. Only a few
2d.
of the most intimate friends were present.
CLASS 7
Miss Packard is the ouly daughter of Mr.
Best stallion—I F Gould, 1st.
and Mrs. R. A. Packard, aud is a well known
Driviug horses—Will Berry, 1st: E C

ence on

Lungs and
Caused a Serious Cough
Hope
but
Abandoned
of
Recovery
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Cured,
A severe cold settled on my lungs. I
began to cough and kept growing worse
all the time. My husband was paying
out a great deal of money for medicine,

Cold

Camden.
decorated with ferns and sweet peas. The
bride was becomingly dressed in white beurietta with silk trimming and carried a bouquet of bride roses. The bridal couple entered the room preceded by Miss Marjorie
Coombs, a niece of the bride, who carried a
basket of beautiful flowers. The marriage
was performed by Kev. Geo. E.
ceremony
of

j Busine""ManaRer

1'II.SRCRV.

CHARLES A

hen, but

Crochet

Wild roved an Indian tribe
I town the noble r: ver
Left the name Petiole*. .it there
To cling to it foie\ er,
Staunch and true the <• nuty s,
Among white-rib bon sisters,
Alas! the evil fame it h is !
All tbe fault of—the misters!

j

Through

State

S S

j

Silk quilt.—Mrs Geneva Randall, 1st; Ruth i
C Clifford, 2d.
j
Worsted quilt—Carrie E Grant, 1st; Mrs
Susie Perkins, 2d.
Outline quilt Mrs Lizzie Lane, 1st, Mrs
—

I)r Erskine, 2d.
Patch work quilt—Mrs Grace Ames,
containing 8900 squares, Janev Lane, 2d.
Applique quilt—Mrs Lizzie Lane, 1st.
class

1st;

20.

Jelly—ras, her ies, blackberries

ami

—Mrs S D

grapes

Perkins, 1st.
Preserved plums—Mrs E G Clifford, 1st;
J A Haley, 2d.
Canned raspberries and jam—Henrietta
Gray, 1st.
Mrs

Crab

apples—Mrs

J A

Haley,

1st.
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sound. Kind and a
< all on or address
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1

line

fapt.
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Pent Maker

i

Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and acts
directly on the blood and mucous surface* of the
Send for testimonials, tree
svstem.
F.
CHKNF.V A
Toledo, >.
t-fT* Sold by druggists, The.
Probate

i.

for ;'

art

*

Toledo,

}

At a

«

i;?7 t'Ki'i

1’K \ N K d. CilKMA
Sworn to be lore me and subserihed in my pres
!>. is.se.
enee, this Gth dav of Decemhei. \
A. \V l.I.KASON,
seal.
.Vot'iry V

|

<

GIRL WAN
To do !'.■

-—

!

.1.

who may wish
!•■>.•!;•
increase ■•( pensions, 1 uiP
shoe shop, 2? 'lain -t reet
< M‘toher
1 si. to do pen-0
elaim- will reeei •• jo .ini|■:
2w38

Frank .1. Cheney makes oath that he is the
senior partner of the tirai of I-. .1 Cheney a.
Co., ifoiii;: business in the city of Toledo, County
and State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of O.M-; HI'XDRKl) Diil.I.AUS n
each
and every case t>f Catarrh that cannot be cured
use
of
Hall’s
Catarrh
Ct re
by the

19.

CLASS

Ohio, city “*■'
la ea> I'm vn

oi-

of

rh

pensioner* having elaim-

So, like the barbarous tribe
That, named us at beginning,
Our men have named our county. !-*'•«*
“The easiest one for sinning
But fleeting years shall spurn away
This shame and sm that festers;
Still pray, in God hope on,
Toil on, white-ribbon sisters!

17.

Knit rugs- Miss Carrie Grant, 1st; .Mrs
Rebecca Harrimau, 2d.
Embroidered rug—Mrs. John Sprague, 1st:
Ella Ward, 2d.
Drawn rug—Mrs Fred Clark, 1st; Miss
Oria Libby, 2nd.

Having purchased tiie
estate

Alas: their administrators'
Helpless we as lambs at block,
A j-atriot'few mid traitors.

painting—Mrs Charles Wood. 1st.
Crayon picture by .1 F Gerrity of Ethel
Cummings by Mrs I M Cummings.
Crayon picture entered by J F Libby.
Domestic yarn—Nancy E. Ward, 1st.
Men's stockings ami leggings—Mrs
Trevett, 1st.
CLASS 18

I

Cold are sweet love and home,
For sail Penobscot mothers;
Bowed with shame are sister hearts,
Because|"f tempted hr-.tliers.
Strong and kind the laws would be,—

Oil

class

the county going,

Ran the false Penobscot- plan,
Justice overthrowing

l'i

class

Here's the University,
Here's a school for parsons

Here's the Dexter Union brave,
And Bangor kindergartens
But swift as toboggan slide.

carriage robe—Susie Perkins, 2d.
in Delft work—Mrs M
S

Doily, done
M mlgett, 1st.

Sept. J'J.id

tion

first-class

A

pant

m.iU

once.

Belfast.

Sept. 8, 1 si*s

v

for

County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday oi
September, A. I>. ISPS.
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
the

!

A will and testament and codicil ot JOHN < ;
NEALEY, late of Winterport, in said County of j
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for pro
bate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to bepublished three weeks successively in the Re
publican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Ha/kltink, Register.

Pear preserves—Miss Emma Trevett, 1st.
Pickles—Mrs. H. J. Ward, 1st.
CLASS 23. CURIOS AND RELICS.
NOTICE. The subscriber hereby
A piece of marble column from one of the
J
gives notice that he lias been duly appointed
oldest churches in Italy—there is no record
of
the
last will and testament of
Executor
of when it was built but was supposed to be !
MARY S. COLLINS, late of Belfast,
one of the oldest heathen temples
erected
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
before the Christian era—also two marble
candle-sticks in form of a leaf made in Italy I bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
mauds against the estate of said deceased are de—Mrs I F Gould.
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
Perfume bottle 200 years old—Mrs Herbert indebted
thereto are requested to make payment
Moore.
REPEL W. ROGERS.
j immediately.
Pressed sea moss—M H Mudgett.
I Belfast, July 12, 1898.-3w39
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address, Belfast, Me
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Special attention given
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A copy of The Journal of

centaiuing Belfast centennial a
will be given for it at this office
Belfast. September 10, 1S9S.
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regular meeting of the
City Council
he held next Monday

evening.

Everything

crop of

over;

pity
city!

blossoms from all sections.

List of unclaimed letters
remaining iu the
Belfast post office for tlm week
ending Sept
24th: Ladies—Mrs. Addie F. Brown, Mrs. J

Haynes.

W.

opened photograph

i,w

Gentlemen—J.

W.

Holton S

K. Leslie.

Knowlton
last
hi; N. Stewart when
L.

A

by

a new one

the

ed

t.

1 •>«,

1

remarkable

a

v»-1 roof.

granted as follows:
tsr, Garshon C. SimpK.

his farm in Northport.
Mr. Rose subsequently sold his place to Martin Black and
Mr. Knowlton leased his to Mrs. John Shaw

>24; original,
>d win, Newfield,

"7
»

to

Simpson’s Cord'd I ross, Orland, $12
u.

mmture.

inlinite,

are

.:«

spent tlie

says

i. N. d.,
News:
Harbor, Mount De-

>f

dy Pat,” to F. C. Pendleton of Islesboro
Dandy Pat w as the property of Mr. Eli Moui

of the most

lie

beautiful

was a good one, and sold for a
Mr. Reynolds also sold one of
iiis own.‘‘Frank I).." to U \V. Morse,Bang. r.
Frank D. is by Harolds.>n. is 7 years old
and brought a good sum.
Mr. Reynolds has
another, 7 years old, by Col. West, for sale,
[Turk Farm and Home.

moun-

ii.ii-hi.r it in the

cen-

who hetlie Hiatt-Hail
1
City Marshal

f

lie

rn

•.

company, with

good prospects
of

ful

Ex-Senator

lie hired out
to

iare
he

'•

t

1

i:

on

-rid

at

the Maple-

trailing vine which
■die of the bouse and
a chair
in the front
ug about it is the fact
'v,
in good coudim uuiy
no way of getV
forcing Itself direori'
The chair is n< >w
b.- vmo continues its
:

e

:i.e

Virginia

dene.
is

-M

-ts

he vine made its

t

walls and

ci

*

xoeptiou

ones," wh

of

a

few of the “faith-

the

came

of town,the workers
Circle, K. D. and S., held a

were out

Kelley started work in his ax shop last
Friday with E S. Achorn heater an*l V. D.
Larrabee as forger... Mrs. V. D. Larrabee is

i

mu,ne

:eGently

in the

-al

The demand

ft th

retail ice deal-

Md
1

Belfast

Coal.

as were

season

may he

visiting friends and relatives in DixmontMrs.

part of a
Light and Power
!cneut
the dealers
a

who

•’•.! isr

IN

annual convention of the State SunSchool Association is to be held in
Skowhegan, Oct. is. 10 and 2U_ The program
is already prepared and the convention
pr< nnses to h«- one of the best ever held.
One evening will he devoted to the graduating exercises of the Normal Students, with

GARMENTS, SUITS and FURS

an address t-» tin- graduating class, the preThe primary
sentation of diplomas, etc.
wok will be tinier the direction of Mr.
Archibald and Mr. Pease of the Bible Normal College.

expe-teu.

# SPECIAL

j

Harvey Smalley

daughter Mamie,
are reported
writing.
and

approval
Saturday of each month,

the Supt. of Schools
the

fore

last

on or

/TAIN STREET.

WE (JIVE

not

than noon, if tuey are to be allowed
at the regular meeting of City Government.
All bills presented after that time must go
over

to the

iug

bills

<

IRAtaiMCoj

$

and

whose grates

obliged

"e

have been very sick lately,

At the

regular monthly meeting

of the

school committee

arc

to do the

■'t it.-

h Emma "W Day- ar'•n Boston,
with high
d ••hews Bros, and C. B.
tid" for local merchants,
schooner Laura Robdisrgess, boasts the
uly vessel on the coast
national colors. .As
e-masted schooner now
M Bean's yard is launch>

unmenced

B

furs

ever

measures

Co.,

George W. Bur

brought

The

to

this

city.

Special

will be taken for customers desir-

ing electric seal, astrakhan and cloth jackets.
Fred Johnson, Masonic Temple, offers a
job lot of children’s underwear, from 18 to 20
at 19 cents each. .See statements of the Belfast and Searsport National Banks. .Starrett
offers 40 in. dress goods in a variety of color-

Mr.

dsall, Jr.,

&

opening is for one
one da;\ only, and there will be exhibited
the finest assortment of garments, suits and
to-morrow, Friday

immediately

who

Andrews

New Advertisements.

of the J.

built b}

Mark

kett, Odd Fellows block, will have a grand
opening of ladie’s fall and winter garments

Holmes
Bean in
dt for Capt. Ciareuce
h‘ ver. N. J., who is a
ate

o’

by

insurance. Considerable water went through
The loss will be in the vicinithese floors.
ty of $25,000. of which the greater part will
be by water. The damage to the building
by the tire will not exceed $5,000 The building is owned by 11 II. and J. R. Carter.

d'l'y-

■"

occupied

wholesale clothing dealers. Mr. Andrews
was seen in his office after the fire and stated
that while he could not tell the amount of
stock his firm had on hand, it was very
heavy. He also thought it was covered by

The arrivAlmeda Willey,
1-y calms and head
of affairs and users

*1

ji^p“All

...

corn-

This will
vessel
the following dift; breadth of beam,

tin cd

the

above

the primary grade

dost them
term, anil t
15 minutes earlier. The superintendent was
authorized to apply to the city * ouncil for an

for

winter

appropriation
school

of

£100 to support

The committee

were

an

evening

unanimous

favoring such a school and be.ieve
would accomplish much good.

.u

that it

School Children of the
view of the possibility
of re-calling the schools into session next
Monday, the following signals are arranged :
The ringing of the Universalist church hell
at 3 o’clock Saturday afternoon will be a
signal that all schools will re-open Monday
morning and an effort will be made to extend the notice verbally that afternoon
throughout the city. Should it be deemed
advisable to extend the vacation another
week the usual storm signals will be rung
To Parents

City

of

and

Belfast: In

Monday morning at 7 15 and 7 30, standard,
the
Universalist bell being used for that
purpose. In brief, the signals arranged are
as follows: Bell rung at three o’clock Saturday afternoon, schools will be opened

j

[ Winter

ings at 17 cents.

of

y

yacht Brunswick, recently sold
Andrew C. Wbeelrigbt,
fire recently under the boiler during
the night and was so badly burned that she
The steam

R. Keene to

taken out of

commission and hauled up

:

i|pa complete line of
Hosiery, Gloves,

a

aav

other firm

Plum

RERKETT,
nnn

!

It

or

:

Sept. 20th ami

difficulty of making the river landings
night. The Penobscot, due here at 8
'■•o'tg "10 to
o’clock Sunday morning, arrived here 10
Deer Isle Gazette says: hours late. She had a rough passage:r*i! lias
just made two trips The Maine Steamship Co. has announced
-nipty barrels to supply the a sweeping reduction in freight rates belobster shippers here. He tween New York and Bangor. 1 be new
with 500 barrels.”... .Sch. rates are as follows: On freight of class
/arrived Sent. 24, with granite
l; fifteen cents per 100 pounds; class 2, fourV |md
for New York ....Capt. teen cents; class 3, thirteen cents; class 4,
tn and
others of this city have twelve cents; class 5, eleven cents; class 6,
>uer A. Hiyford and Capt.
ten cents. The Maine S. S. Co. has hereto■‘''b.uiaud her in the Boston and fore charged from 20 to 25 cents per hundred
,'fl1 k*-r
business. Last November pounds for sixth class freight between New
ll;
net with an accident which York and Bangor and upwards in proportion
l|,! b
remain ashore,and his vessel, for other classes. This reduction is of course
by Ca])t. Closson
Capt. Sanborn of

the

in the

■

'*

1,,

,

Ih.iuies,

lost in the gale of
‘’‘t
while in command of his son,
'H,ik C,
P
Ryan. Since then Capt,
tHU,ained ashore. The Hayford
:,i
Belfast, 1872 and is 139.34 net
'"l*
‘ar»?er than the Holmes, and is
ki:...
>*r
F°r 8everal y©ar8 pa*t she
^
" llie
lime business.

y

\

'^L*rr

was

Boekl^nd

due to the fact that the Manhattan Steamship Co. has placed the Pentagoet on the
New York and Bangor route.. .The steamer
Castioe made an excursion to Bangor Sunday with a party of about 50 ladies and
gentlemen. They had a pleasant trip up
the river and stopped about three and a
half hours in Bangor.

given point.
Belfast company, U. H., K. of P., is drilling nearly every evening, preparatory to
attending the Knights of Pythias Field Day
in Bangor next Wednesday and Thursday.
and four minutes passing

a

Among the Sir Knight* who expect

Full of

Dressmakers'

Supplies

V R. A. FRENCH.

THE LEADING JEWELERS,

a

to

specialty.

NELLIE HOPKINS

of Waldo

?

Rough

County:

The time is fast

Ajob

Lot-f

Underwear

wires, #1.50 per

ton

#1.15 per

ton

for

press-

ing and wires and board furnished by the
F. G. WHITE.
owners of hay.
THE

GREAT

Wisely

MAINE FESTIVALS
SECOND

SEASON,

1898.

Bangor, Oct. 6, 7, 8
Portland, Oct. 10, II, 12.
WM. R

World

Renowned Solists and Artists.

Single concert tickets are now on sale at M. H.
Andrews’ Music Store, Bangor, and Cressey, Jones
I

& Allen’s, Portland.
Apply at once for choice

Evening Prices,

| Matinee Prices,

seats.

91.00. 91.50 and 93.00
75c., 91.00 and 91.50

19

Jl

each.

-

I
!

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

SURPLUS,
( ||.\S,

II.

SA lid F VI

$33,000

j

Collector.

Belfast, Sept. 1, isos. -BOtf

IJVPOSI rs SO LI (11 I KP

Safe

1

»

>sit

lvx.-s

rent :»t

i»r
a

»>:ir
1

|

have in

store

loo

barrels November,

ground Hour, Snow White,
Pillsbury’s Best. This is
spring

made Hour.

Also

Albion,

iso;,

superior to winter
hay by the cargo, ear

or

or

Straw by the lot or bale. I will make low
31tf
prices. Call.
ALliFItT M. C'AHTKK,
4 Front Street anil Sibley's Wharf.

bale.

E H. DUBGIN, M. D.
until

Will be in Belfast every Tuesday,
usual,
further notice.
Office over J. W. Ferguson & Co., Main street.
as

Office hours until 11 a.
From 12.30 to 3 and 7

m.
to 8

1

elephone

and

j

burglary in the country.

renting boxes can have the exclusive
privilege of taking their boxes to and from the
Those

vaults.

DR. W. L.
^Veterinary

%

WEST,
Surgeon.

Graduate and Medalist

m.

Connection.

an

uuequaled in Kastern Maine
in security against tire

i~

Ontario
p.

MAINE.

SEARSPOET,

vault

new

>t. 55. $0.5t)

year.

am iUNEXCELLED

II;. period and

CHAPMAN, Conductor.

Grand Orchestra uf 70 ami Immense Chorus
of 1000 Voices.

’

JOHNSON,

FRED A.

\arious markets of the country, that the preparaof the crop shall equal that of any other portion of the country. This result can only he obtained by using Dedrick’s upright press. It seems
at present as though the larger part of our surplus

tion

Profits.

on

when the

approaching
hay crop
of 1898 will be put upon the market for sale. Re
sections
of
the
show
the
from
all
country
ports
largest crop of hay raised in many years, especialy through the middle and western States; in view
of these facts it is essentially necessary, in order
to secure the highest prices for our product in the

thou rnad’st thy early choice
To walk with Christ the narrow way,

25 Main St.

=

4
H

TO THE FARMERS

in the

Bargains,

}

k
lr

Sorrow thee no more will trouble,
Thou art resting over there.
Precious, loving, faithful Edith,
Thou hast left au unfilled place,
Death thy tender voice hath stilled,
We see no more thy beaming face.

Trinity Commandery ex- Following in that radiant path
Which leads us to eternal day.
cursion to Pittsburg are James H. Howes of
Belfast and Past Grand Commander Fred- Father, mother, sister, brother,
Weep not for she’s gone before,
erick S. Walls of Vinalhaven.
But look beyoDd this changeful sphere,
To that bright and shining shore.
The Sovereign Grand Lodge, I. O. O. F.
at the forenoon session, Sept. 22nd, voted The tiowers so
pure were fair to her
Which she gathered by the way,
hereafter to require that all grand represenSo Christ, our Lord, has taken her home,
tatives to the Sovereign Grand Lodge should
Where tiowers of good works ne’er decay.
be member of a Rebekah lodge. This is
A M J
and
considered to be far-reaching legislation,
to
the
will undoubtedly give an impetus
The Kangaroo Ballot.
The Sovereign Grand
Rebekah lodges.
At the recen t State election iu Bruns
Lodge at an earlier session in the week revoted wick alone, one of the most advanced places
jected this same proposition. It was
in Maine, the seat of Bowdoin College,
that members of the Patriarchs Militant twenty-four intelligent citizens were dismust not appear in parades unless they are franchised by the sneak’s refuge, the Australian ballot. [Maine Farmer.
In good standing.
participate

FELLOWS' BLOCK.

does up to date goods at the lowest
are a little gone by, at your own
We are

Island-|

Boston

on

CHASE & DOAK,

?
Corsets, Veiling, Etc.
Infants’Wear, Dresses, Cloaks, \
S
Bonnets, Blankets, Socks,
Bands, Etc.
}

j

■.■ted

he present

$

Small Wares,

[;

rsiamarcK, uapi. iveeue, uas nulaying the government signal station

diameter.

Underwear,

A

k
t

steamer

was

occasion

cordially invited to
Friday, September 30.

prices, and goods that
price, appeal fa you ?

ladies' Union Suits.
ladies1 Cotton Underwear 5
and ladies' Wrappers.

|

season.

islieil
cable between Snttou's Island, Bear Island
ami North East Harbor, which was partly
laid by the U. S. Light House steamer
Myrtle. It took three and one half tons to
connect Sutton’s Island with North East
Harbor.
The cable is about 3 4 inch in

and Misses

They were bought at aucfor repairs.
tion at
prominent dress goods mill, and Monday morning; regular storm signals
must find a market on the cattle steamers,
Henry Teague, who recently returned from hay
hence the low price....R. A. French & Co., Monday morning, 7.15, aud:7.30, wi'l indicate
-'1 ft. She will have a
where space is an absolute necessity, and hay put
on furlough, is still quite feeble
south
the
of
a
vacation.
continuation
'•'.mg forward to within (R. A. French and Nellie Hopkins) have
up in the old style lever presses will not be used
and under the doctor’s hands.
F. S. Brick. Supt
for this purpose when a better pressed article can
at,eh. Moulds will he just returned from Boston with a full line of
who has been at the
Frank
Mrs.
Fernald,
he obtained, and even then must he sold at a dishe h of October and the fall and winter goods including dress goods
for
treatGeneral
Maine
Portland,
Hospital,
count. It is of vital importance, especially in this
Secret Societies.
braids for trimmings in black
O'..;.: the first of June, [ in patterns,
ment, returned home last Saturday.
year of low prices, that the farmers co-operate
and Misses underwear,
soft coal arrived last I and colors, ladies’
with the dealers and pressers in this matter and
A. O. L'. W., will ob&
Enterprise
Lodge,
this
week
Wells
drives
|
by
Lines.
dors, the sch. Almeda etc_Special
raise the standard of our hay. Don’t use the old
serve the 30tli anniversary of the Order with
and
hamlkertowels
on
dress
Co.
linings,
■i la for F. G. White
but have the best and obtain the
oldest daughter lever presses,
ol'
Edith
On
the
leatli
Lorena,
Oct.
27th.
exercises
appropriate
K. Stetson from Balti- chiefs.
of Mr. ar.d Mrs. Charles It. Forbes, who died in highest prices, which can only he done by proAt the annual field day ol the Knights of Brooks, Aug. 24tli, aged 22 years, 11 months and ducing a perfectly pressed bale of hay.
•v Sibley Co-Sell. SySteamer Notes, The rough weather dein Bangor this year 1G days:
The Dedriek presses in Miis section are operat'i Sept. 22 from New
| layed the steamers considerably Saturday. Pythias, will be held
Dearest Edith, thou hast left us,
ed by Freeman Ellis ov Sons, South Brooks;
on Oct. 5th and 6th, it is expected there will
I
&
Co....Sch.
York
and
the
from
SaNew
The
Cooper
Pentagoet
Thou hast sought another chine,
Charles Barnes, Waldo; Edward Greer. Belmont,
lived Saturday with lacia from Portland ,due here Saturday after- be at least 600 uien in line.
With the angels thou art dwelling
and E. Ii. Greeley, Swanville. Communications to
Far beyond the shores of time.
lor Staten
noon, arrived about 8 o’clock in the evening.
The Odd Fellows mustered 16,717 strong
any of the above parties, or F. <1. White, Belfast,
schooners Regina and The Salacia laid awhile in Boothbay harbor.
for their parade through the streets of Bos- Angel forms did bear thee thither
10w30
will receive prompt attention.
and
To
those
mansions
fair,
bright
w.-re in collision off Cape
She remained here overnight on account of ton Sept. 21st, anti the iine was three hours
TERMS: Pressers furnishing board and

ts*

this

are

—

To

l ladies’

on

by W.
caught

on

ARE YOU MARRIED

board indicated a hasty departure
by the crew. The vessel was towed in here
and docked at Parker’s wharf.
[A later report says that George Andrews,
her captain, and a crew of four men were
picked up and landed at Rockland, where
they now are. The schooner was owned by
Joseph Dillon of St. John, N. B, and was
wrecked on Petit Manan Sept. 25.J
The summer people have left and the
hotels are closed after a rather prosperous

thing

ol

*

j

JlOOUyin schools

seen

GEORGE W.

usual amount of

j

The whole nf the second and third fiuors

were

•ner

*>

t

■

should

says;

steam

racite.

t!

will be

j

against the .school department
render the same monthly until paid

desiring

Capes, Collarettes and Victorines

berry Isles, Capt. Bunker, fell in with, on
Sr' p 25th, ami took in tow, teu miles off Petit
Manau, the water-logged sell. J. W. Fait of
Halifax, loaded with kiln wood. The deck
load had either been lost or thrown over
hoard, as there was hut a small portion re- j
maining. The schooner when sighted was |
heading off shore with her jibs up ami a j
small portion of her foresail. The lower j

All persons hold-

month.

next

::;

STAMPS.

j

short,

^ 4' .A. Full 1 i n 0

TRADING

♦

later

MEASURES

ik a. nil ■ « *11

South West Harbor, Sept. 2b, 1808. The
fishing schooner Margaret Leard of Cran-

be-

city.

Will be taken for customers

j

Mount Desert Correspondence.
for

to this

-• • •-

j

use.

brought,

ever

The American board of commissioners for
foreign missions issued, Sept. 22ud, a linaui;C: statement, showing that the debt, Sept,
i. 1S‘.»7} was $45,1.“>(), and that the disbursements during the fiscal year ending Aug.
The receipts were I
I, l>!'s. were $ii!>2,5t>‘.<
>|>S7,2U<S, leaving a debt of the current year |
> b'
ol
a decrease of debt during the!
I
Of the receipts $25,y-'.u of ab» nt $5,000.
!">1 were for the dept --f a year ago, leaving
>b'd.:;o7 for the expenses of the year, which
x- ccvled tliis amount by >21.052.

school bills should be in the hands of

All

Only.

The

The public schools were closed this week
by advice of the local board of health because of the presence of st arlet fever in the

Sou, for school

One Day

On this occasion will be exhibited the finest
^-assortment of-^

day

given

••

Mi

For

in.

last Monday evening the
routine business was trans- part had been blown away and the peak halas improving at this
acted. Tim action of the superintendent in yards
-.ft parted and unrove. The mainJ A 825,000 tire occurred on Oils
the public schools this week was ! sail had been Mown from the bolt ropes.
street. Ibis.1 closing
cue time
ago. As it I
! ton Sunday morning,in which the wholesale
approved, but unc ss the situation change* j One davit was unshipped and laying on
ere obliged to send
deck, and the yawl boat was gone. No one
C*>. was they will lm re-opened next Mmday. It is
b ts have 7)een reclothing stock of Mark Andrews
lr was a
thought thit the scarlet fever scare wi.I was mi board and the fate of the crew is unwater,
considerably
damaged
by
_• r.
a
number
Quite
known at. this time. Tne rudder post had
and the tin- originated on ha\e abate* by that time, and that the dan
:•>
light their sup- live story building
been twisted off. A yawl boat was seen a
U
in a clothing manufactory. gur from this source will havt passed.
fifth
floor
the
v most of them
use
short distance aWay badly broken. Everywas voted to have, no recess
in tlie afterThe Boston Globe
i'een for

1

■

vestry at 7 15 p

Franklin Chase, and Albert J. Ham.

B.

wo

mon

The will of the late John (J. Nealey of
VVinterport, which was presented fur proi bate at the September term of Probalt.nr:,
w..s
supplemented by a udicil, which rei
voked the naming of Clias. H
Buzzeli
i
and Chester \V. Nealey as executors and
names in their stead, Chester W. Nealey,

ing trip up-river. They expect to he gone
two or three weeks-Mr. and Mrs. James
A Nickerson arrived home Thursday from
Greenbusli, where they visited Mrs. N’s parM rs. Mary E. Achorn slipped on a
ents.
piece of wet board Sunday morning and falling struck her head on a stone door step.
She was attended by Dr. S. W. Johnson....

creeper,

through the
sitting-room

the

ver
Me

season

CUT PRICES

Morning worship at 10 45, with serby the pastor, Rev. G. S. Mills; Sunday
school at 12 n..; C. E. meeting at b 15 p. in.;
and how to bear them,”
Trials
TopiThe pastor will lecture in the
Is. il s _'n.

lows:

notice will be given.
they will hold their

entertainments such

FRIDAY, SEPT. 30,

j

Some years ago
v
covered with

way

a true prayer?
will
topic of the prayer meeting at the
North church this, Thursday,evening, at 7.15
References, Matt 2b: .5b 4b; Luke 11: 1-13: is :
The Sunday services will be as fola 14

the

j

ar-Herald.

>■

“What is essential to

be

■>

a

square up
York.
w

evening

.OSN.

winter.

which due

Later iu the

evening worship at 7.15 j
evening preaching
will continue through the
m ;

first of the

which

services

GEORGE W. BURKETT'S,

1

as

New

lioral

matinee,of

the

is

.at.

Bold throughout the world. Potter D. * C. Corp., Sole
Prop*., Boatoa. How to Cure Baby’s Skiu Diseases, free.

J
j

gained
energy
When the com-

ne\

This

Ladies' Fall and Winter Camels

—

j

fn !. of

e,

a

\

He lias

;k.

Endeavor, 0.15 p.

.or.

emollient skin cures, and mi d doses of Cuticura Resolvent, greate»tof b.ood purifi-"-* and humor cure*.

1
The
Maine Congregational
Conference
pieasant
prolitable meeting Wednesday
was lichl m Bid delord last week, closing at
n-'o’
The
of
the,
Sept 22nd.
cveiiingjSept. 21st. Seven large aprons were
greater part
city. No new cases have appeared this week, first un-ming session was taken up with a
fimsbi-d and other sewing done.
During
and in the cases reported quarantine has revision of 'lie constitution of The society, I
the evening refreshments were served, and a
rl-c <•! mi cli tJige made being a provision for
been establish-ami all the requirements bii \ ru.-tecs
instead of 15, as lias been the !
Social tone enjoyed by all. This Circle is a
with.
A drawback lias been the nec here;,Two.
Rev George Lewis, D. Ik.
small one, but the “workers” are truly complied
il
South
was chosen moderator,
Berwick,
of attending physicians to report
“armor bearers." Another i-u
of work neglect
Am- -ng the delegates chosen were the 1 5- ;
eases; and it is specially requested that
To
has been sent to Rockland.
ig.
England and Wales, Rev R.T
Portland: to Nova Scotia and N-u |
| hereafter all i-outage.oi.is or infectious dis- If,II J. Morrison has just sent to I. M. Cot- ;
eases
be promptly
reported t the lucai Brunswick Rev. Cha-. Harl-utt. Presque
is!.
to
trell of Laconia, N II..
association, Rev. J. T.
handsome counter board of health
by t.ue attending physicians Berry. As!Baptist
land, to Methodist i-inference,
for Lis lunch room.
It is Is- feet long, and is
At this writing it is the opinion of the board
R’-v
E. 1.. Smith, Farmington; to East
surmounted by an elaborate scroll work, the that it wiil be
quit-- s tfe P- reopen the schools Maine conference. Rev. B. B. Merrill,
whole standing
Brewer:
Free Baptist association, Rev.
feet 3 inches high
There next
Monday
J
A
Jones, N’orridgewock. Member of
are 18 drawers
and two closets under the
inter-den iminatiuual committee, Rev. J. G.
counter. There are in the top 10 bevel edge
The Belfast Schools.
M'-rrill Portlaud. It was voted to have the
next no*, ting of the conference at Augusta
plate glass mirrors and the whole is to be
-n September, Js'.ip
At the meeting of the
finished in white enamel and gold. The jig
Teachers are requested to call at the office Maine*
Missionary Society, Sept. 21st, the
sawing and turning were don** by E. M. San- of the superintendent during the week, ; following officers were chosen under the revised constitution:
born and the hand work by S. G. Small.
President, Galen C.
and get promotion cards for September.
Moses, Bath vice president, Prof. John S.
East Belfast. George Leavett, John Hr.- i
Public acknowledgment is made of 25“ SewaM, I». I). of Baugor; treasurer, W. R.
gan and Will Larry left Saturday for a hunt- blotters received from the firm of Pattee &
Hubbard, Baugor.

and

ige.

a

The managers of the “Progressive Whist
Club" will soon inaugurate the season with

and

has proband downs of life

-1

the

of Armor Bearer

t«i start on

m.
sic;

With

men

.tl• uit

Unity,

good price.

country is

our

of

ton

world.

m'cnation of

at 7 15

from

811111-

Harbor,

Seal

and

SIX,014; operating expenses, $7,182; iucome. last winter.
operations, $3,832, an increase of $7‘i.
Seaside Grange conferred the dd and 4th
After paying interest and other charges a
degrees on 4 candidates iast Saturday evennet income of $536 remained.
ing- Preparations are being made for a
W. S. Reynolds of Brooks, who has had
hearty welcome to Granite Grange at Seaof
of
horses this sea
charge
side Grange hall this, Thursday, evening,
quiteastring
son, his own and others, was at Monroe fair
ami with good weatuer one f the events .<*
with several, where he sold the horse “Dan

and

ngeuuity neces.*»f mi them to new
!i,

m..

day evening.

report of the Maine railway commissi* aers contains the following
concerning
th Georges Valley railroad: Gross
earnings,

sofa, making
The possi-

:t

Mr. Rose has

he

M

.nT'>

m-» 1- 45 and 0.20 p.
in
1.15 and 4 p. iu.

Miss Mae E. Piilsbury gave a party to the
members of the choir of St. Francis Catholic
church at the home of her mother, Mrs.
James Haney, on Union street last Satur-

moved to the
G M. Knowlton place at East Northport.
w ich he recently bought, and which
has
bt u occupied by Mrs. Shaw.

bedstead into a
Sanborn has

d
1!

Northport.

of

North port cofc-

a

v

of young

II

BIRTH

Our little daughter had Eczema from birth.
The pares afflicted would become terribly inflamed, and water would ooze out like great
beads of perspiration, finally this would dry
up and the skin would crack and peel olT. She
suffered terribly. Had to put soft mittens on
her hands to keep her from scratching. Two
of our leading physicians did not help her.
After bathing her with Cuticcra Soap, I
applied Cuticcra (ointment)freely,and gave
her Cuticcra Resolvkxt regularly. She improved at once and is now never troubled. The
statements I have made are absolutely true
and not exaggerated in anv wav.
ROBERT A. LA PIT AM,
llli West Si le Square, Springfield, 111.
Speedt Cure Treatment foe F.vert Blood and Skin
Warm baths with CctiHumor, with Loss ok Hair
ci.'ra Soap. gentle anointings with Cuticura,
purest of

subject,

depart
party
people had a masked !
ball at Odd Fellows’ Hall last Friday evenW. C. Tuttle has a novelty iu the photo
iug. The music was by the Belfast Theatre
Orchestra, and I. T. Clough was door direc- graph line—the popular photo-jewelry, in
tor. It was a very pleasant affair.
which oue may wear the picture of his best
George Rose has exchanged his place on girl as a button-hole bouquet, so to speak,
Northport avenue with E. H. Knowlton for if be chooses.
A

FROM

the Unitarian church, next Sunday,
by the Pastor, Rev. J. M. Leighton;
The fundamental fact of the

At

sermon

J

present

good business mak•rt Camp Ground and

welcome.

for

Reformation.” Sunday school at,
The steamer Castine brought a large ex- | world’s
cursion from Castine, Brooksvilie and Isles- i 12 m.
Services at the Methodist church Oct.
boro to Belfast Tuesday, notwithstanding
Sermon by the
2d will be as follows:
the bad weather.
pastor at 10.45 a. m., followed by the Holy
George Pratt Epworth League is preparcommunion : meeting of Epworth League at
ing for a literary and miseellaneous enter(i 15 p. m., soug and prayer service at 7 15.
tainment to he given in Memorial Hall in
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7 15.
the near future.
Class meeting Thursday evening at 7.15
Hutchins Bros set two line monuments
Fid lowing are the services to be held at
in Bucksport last, week—one at Oak Hill
the
Baptist church the coming week:
on
the
Tlios.
Parker
and
the
cemetery
lot,
Thursday, 7 30 p. m., Church covenant
other at Silver Lake for Zenas Homer.
meeting: Friday, 7 30 p. m teachers’ meetThe fall arrangement of the Maine Central
ing; Saturday 4 30 p. m., Junior Endeavor;
liailroad will go into effect Oct. 2d
Traius
Sunday, morning worship at 10.45; Sunday
on the Belfast branch will arrive at 10 05 a.
school immediately afterward; Christian

The annual meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua Circle will lie held at the home of
Mrs. Geo. K. Carter Monday
afternoon, Oct.
3.
All interested are invited to he

t we

Meetings will be held at the People’s Misevery Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday
and Sunday evening at 7 o’clock. All are

sion

late pickling and preserving is now in the market, quince and barberries having arrived the past week.

Progressive Circle, C. L S. C., will
meet with Miss Vesta
Stearns, Cuiou street
Friday evening, Sept. 30th.
Apple trees are blossoming quite generally this fall, reports coming in of the second

r with clover,
Int ss, land sakes!
! -at pancakes!

The Churcnes.

The annual inspection of A. E. Clark
Camp, Son of Veterans, will be held Friday
evening, Oct. 21st.
There were live intentions of marriage on
record in the City Clerk’s office last week, on
which the papers had not been issued.

l'lie

features !
creatures;
.in slices;
Ci
m 1 prices !

v

j

1st.

sy

ne

Chas. B. Stover is
painting the outside
woodwork of the court house.

The town of Jackson will hold its
annual
town fair at the fair grouui!
Saturday Oct

lmtter;

an;n’

I

The

■tr Vui sputter!
..j-ifS laden;
maiden!
Arcadai.
:.

Seventeen good sized trout were
caught at
Lake last Saturday.

will

M'iancholy?
»i jolly!
c

Swan

Office and

Residence and
Office

Veterinary College.

Pharmacy at Keirasi Livery Co.
Hospital 17 Congress street.

Telephone 8-2.

Itjsi lenee

Teleph

»no

2*1

STRICTLY PURE

Cider

*

Vinegar

FOlt P1CKL1NU, BY

A. A. HOWES & CO.

FOR RENT
O*

CHURCH STREET.

A very desirable tenement for a small family,
with or without use of stable. Enquire at
4w33
17 CHURCH STREET.

TttiriBLES AND COMFORT BAGS. ! thimble would
grow if you planted it?”
! ‘*Yes; I asked him, and he said ‘Urnhum’ just as plain.”
The ladies of Pinehurst had met in the
reading room to make comfort
bags. Ethel Ravage was there, too, because Mrs. Savage was not the kind of a
woman to go to a sewing society ami leave
pretty

her little

girl

alone at home.

1

;

!

While the

pleasant hum of good-natured gossip

went

aiound her, Ethel silently and laboriher own comfort bag.
and little lingers would i
but
she
get sweaty;
struggled bravely, !
thmkiug only in her patriotic little heart
of the soldiers in Tampa, and how pleased
one of
them would be when lie got her 1
Sometimes lies- little white teeth i
bag.
had to pull the sticky needle through the
j
puckered seam, and sometimes it was |
shoved through on the edge of her chair i
seat, but she never thought of making a
fuss about it.
After a while Mrs. Munson, who sat be- |
side Ethel, said sympathetically:
••You’re having a rather hard time of
it. aren't you, dear?”
••\'<*s’m; this needle’s awful dull.”
“1
me take it a minute and see if i !
can’t shat pen it.
Ethel gave it up with a relieved sigh and j
watched Mrs. Munson with lively interest
wLi.e she stabbed it through her emery
j
bail.
-Now, try that, and set- il it doesn’t
work better.”
b did for a while, and then teeth and*
chair had to help again.
•'li you had a thimble you’d get on bet j
ter, don’t you think?”
"1 ’spect 1 would.
I do wish 1 had!
uu

ously worked on
The day was hot

<

j

‘•That accounts for it; you know you’re
responsible when you’re reading
war news.”
1'ucle George was just as sorry as he
could he, and mamma stayed at home
from the sewing society and finished her
own bag and helped Ethel with hers until
that, too, was done, and in the evening
they carried them to the president of the
society and she sent them with the rest to

pretty?”

Miss Cora Flood, daughter of the California millionaire, hasdonated Menlo Park
mansion and 540 acres of land to the University of California.
The ram Katahnin nas oeen put out of
commission and placed in reserve with the
cruise s Columbia aud Minneapolis at

patient fidget.
“Just

look!
The’re all coining to
This indiTerence was sornepieces!
tliing new in Ethel’s experience.
She
w as accustomed to
being listened to when
she ta'ked to her uncle: so she gave him
a gooi shake.
But it his body bad beeu.
where his mind really was at that moment
—watjhing Genera's fleet in Santiago harbor— ae could hardly have been more oblivious to the meaning of her chatter.
She went away after a while and thought
a long time over an idea which had come
to her and then renewed the attack.
“Uncle George! Say, Uncle G-e-o-r-g-e!
Do thimbles grow seed?”
“Of course. Now run away. I'm read-

League Island, Philadelphia.

In Green County, Ky., near Greensburg, fourteen human skeletons have been
found in a cave. The remains are evidently those of a prehistoric people.
A

must have planted awful poor
seed for these, don’t you think?’’
But Uncle George w;.s still in Santiago.
“Say, if you planted better seed
wouldn’t you get better thimbles?”

“Yes, yes.”

“If I planted this would it grow good?”
“Umhum.”
“1: I had thimbles for all my fingers
couldn’t 1 make bags faster?”
“M-m-m-m.”
Fit ally she left him in Santiago and
went back to the locust tree and her own
occuputions. These must have been very
pleasant for she went about happily excited all the l'est of the day, and tor two
or three days after.
Mrs. Savage noticed
that she seemed to have lost interest in
her comfort bag, but when she asked
about it Ethel always said, in a very mysterious way, “Just wait; I’ll work fast
when I do begin.”
She spent more and more time under
the locust tree, and one morning said,
Very soberly and anxiously:
“Mamma, how long does it take for
seed to come up?”
“Why, that depends upon what kind of
seed it is.”
Mrs. Savage was very busy, just thed,
and paid no fuither attention to her little
girl. But when the day arrived for going
to the hall to finish the bags, Ethel said
she didn’t want to go, and for a long time
wo uld give no reason.
But mamma got it
all out of her at last, together with a
at
amount
of
gre
hysterical sobbing.
‘I wanted enough for all my fingers—
’cause Uncle George said I could sew
faster on my bag—and he said it’d grow
if I planted it—and I did—under the locust, where the others were—and—it did
not—come up, and—now I can’t find it—
and the poor soldier—won’t get any bag—
c au se I can’t never get it done in time—!’
“Are you sure Uncle George said your

dispatch

from Madrid says that the
publication in that city of a statement
that the United States intends to demand
•$20,000,000 indemnity in behalf of American citizens who have suffered
through insurrection in Cuba has created throughout
Spain “a painful impression.”
A

ing."
“They

1

slipontliestairs,lifting duringmenstruation, standing at a counter,
running a sewing machine, or attending to the most ordinary tasks,
may result in displacement, and

in Java makes a good living as a
prophet. He has been paid £80 a year for
the last fifteen years “for not predicting a
tidal wave which will sweep clean over the
island.”
The credulous natives believe
that he has the power to attract the wave
that will overwhelm the country.
man

Dr. N. G. Woodward of Defiance, O.,
married fourteen years ago and seut
an invitation to
'Lafayette Woodward, his
cousin.
Nothing was heaul from the latter until a few days ago, when he sent
from his home in Minneapolis, Minn., a
check for $2,000 as a wedding present.
was

Hundreds of Spanish officers in Havana
have asked to be discharged from the
army.
They refuse to return to Spain,
where starvation stares them in the face.
Many of them have formed classes to study
English, hoping to obtain commissions in
the United States army as soon as they
learn the language.
A foreigner who was brought before a
San Francisco magistrate the other day
was found to be so
uncleanly that the
police were ordered to give him a bath.
“Vat! Go in de vater?” he asked. “Yes,
How
you must take a bath; you need it.
long is it since you had one?” The foreigner shrugged his shoulders, and replied: “I never was arrested before.”

►*phe
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Easy Food
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uaker Oats
At all grocers
in 2~lb. pkgs. onl>
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a train of serious evils is started.
The first indication of such
trouble should be the signal for
quick action. Don't let the condition become chronic through neglect or a mistaken idea that you
it by exercise or
can
overcome
leaving it alone.
More man a

Hut the best part of this story happened
our little patriot the next morning.
When she went sorrowfully out to the
locust tree to dig again for her buried
treasure she saw at once that the fairies
had been at work in the night. There, on
the ends of nine sticks, standing in a circle, were three little red celluloid r.ltiui j
bles and three white ones and three blue !
ones.
In the centre of the circle was I
planted a pole from which the Stars and j
Stripes waved cheetah in the morning j
breeze, while n its very tip sat a tiny si I- j
vet thimble, and if it wasn’t the identical
one she had planted, it wa.> so nearly 1 ik»• !
it that it couldn’t tell itself apart. [Caro!
lyn Palmer, in Herald and Presbyter.

■

“I've got one for /very linger.'’
Y-e-s.‘
"Do
u 'iiiuk 1 can sew with them?”
“Um hum.”
IUit they're all breaking up.”
I ncii■ treoige only answered
by an im-

Apparently trifling incidents in
women's daily life frequently produce displacements of the womb. A

*

to

i

That Threaten Women’s Health.

never

Tampa.

million women

t

nave

I
health by the use of Lydia '*]
1
K. Pinkhands Vegetable Compound.
If the slightest trouble appears which you
do not understand, write to Mrs. Pinkham

regained

at

Lynn, .Mass.,

tor Her novice,

ann a tew

words from her will show j'ou tlie right
tiling to do. This advice costs you nothing, but
it may mean life or happiness or both.
Mrs. Maly Kexn'ett, 311 Annie St., Kay City,
Mich., writes to Mrs. Pinkham:

t

ime!

v

j

“I can hardly tina words with wnicn to manic tou
ior the good your remedies have done me. For nearly
four years I suffered with weakness of the generative
organs, continual backache, headache, sideache, and
all the pains that accompany female weakness. A
friend told my husband about your Vegetable Compound and he brought me home two bottles. After
taking these I felt much better, but thought that 1

j

would write to you m regard to my case, and you do not know now tnanktul
am to you for your advice and for the benefit 1 have received from the use of
I write this letter for the good of my suffering sisters.”
your medicine.
Tiie above letter from Mrs. llennett is the history of many women who have
be*n restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.

l

Ask Mrs. Pinkham's Advice—A Woman best Understands a Woman’s Ills

j

j
j

He Thrived by the

Mrs. Pinkham Tells How Ordinary Tasks May Produce Displacements

paper.”
Mrs. Savage laughed.

<

“Say,
Geor_.*%
“Yes, yes.

--

Mamma was tilled with pity for her little girl’s disappointment and with indignation for her brother, whom she interviewed at once.
‘‘George, what did you mean by telling
Ethel that foolish stuff about her thimble
growing if she planted it?”
•‘Why, Julia, I never said anything of
the sort.”
•‘Yes, you did, Uncle George. I asked
you if it would grow if 1 planted it, and
you said it would.”
Then 1 must have been dreaming.”
I
“X", you wasn’t; you was reading the

Ethel looked admiringly at the pretty
Humble on Mrs. Munson’s linger,
and her heart w as filled with longings to
possess one like it. She meant to broach
the subject to mamma on the way home,
but Miss Harvey walked down street with
them and talked all tin time.
Then
mamma was bus\ getting supper and she
NEWS
NOTES.
went to Uncle George w ho was resting in
the hammock.
million bicycles have been made in
Two
“Uneie George, do you know liow much
the w.'iid since the wheel was perfected,
thimbles cost
Do you mean the kind
‘•Thimbles'.’
The pecan crop of Texas is almost a
they put in stove-pipe holes*.’”
complete failure, and prices are advauc“Now. Uncle George' You know what ing.
1 mean; a lovely little gold, one, like Mrs.
Mount Vesuvius is in violent eruption,
M UUsen's.”
“Oh. that! 1 never had one of that and the spectacle is the grandest since
iSTib
kind, but 1 have bought the stove-pipe
How could I know what you
fellows.
Detroit. Mich., lias been chosen by the
meant ?'
Sous of Veterans for their encampment ir
;
“Well, you know now. >ay, how much 1899.
do yoi. s'p. se they cost?
The Treasury Department has received
“Dully, my dear, 1 haven’t the least
-simi,000,000 thus tar from the. sale <>f war
idea.
Hut what of it?”
bonds.
“Why, you see, 1 wish I iiad one—if
they don’t cost too much.”
T he supply of food at Dawson is report“Now I begin to see the drift of your ed to be sufficient to
carry the camp
discourse.
Hut what would you do with through the winter.
it if you had one?”
More than 4,000 Jews joined the volunThen Ethel entered iuto a minute acteer regiments in the United States to
count of the trials of the afternoon and
told him all about the comfort bags and fight against Spain.
produced her own warped and deformed
Admiral Schley has n Tiffed the Navy
specimen, and showed him where you put Department that all the Spanish war vesthe scissors and the little Testament and sels have left
Porto Rico.
the court plaster and ail the other comEmil Zola, who is now in Switzerland,
forts.
Uncle George was full of sympathy and interest, lie had gone on the ex- is said to be preparing an address to the
curs.on to Tampa the week before, and ; public on tlie Dreyfus case.
had told Ethel about the soldiers who had j
Five of the .A retie whaling fleet so long
to sleep on the ground in their hot tents j
in ice in Behring Sea are now
without any mosquito bars; and the great j imprisoned
known to be out of danger.
number of horses and mules corraled near
A committee of three statesmen having
by w hich might stampede at any moment
and run over the poor boys.
To Ethel’s no interest in the case will be selected to
mind all the horrors of war were repre- determine the Alaska boundary.
sented by this possibility.
In case they
The Indians in Supia, Ariz., are left
did stampede there would he immediate
need of comfort bags, and. she felt that destitute, in consequence of the destruc:.ei> could not be linished too soon.
All tion of their crops by a recent storm.
this was pointed out to Uncle George as I
The Marquis Ito of Japan has gone to
an uhlrh
d argument in favor of haste Pekin r
arrange an offensive and defeni
the matter of a thimble.
Well, when sive alliance between Japan and (‘hina.
l ncle George came home the next night j
he brought
little silver thimble. Ethel i During the extremely hot weather last
had taken the precaution to show him the j A agost Dakota farmers did their field
woik at night by the light of the mov>n.
exact >iof her linger, so if fitted perfectiy. and .'he was sure then could be no
The Spanish authorities in Cuba have
trouble now in finis).mg her big in short
given orders to collect their troops preorder.
Hut, oh, on! The fat, unac- paratory to. then embarkation Pu Spain.
customed !;' tie linger w ould double up ar
Heirs to the state of (»eorge M. Pull
the most unexpected times and send the
head of the needle into her knuckle or the man say that debts against the New York
r almost ant where
property, wurti rTboptoo, will wipe it out.
palm of her hand,
but the place where it ought to go. HowThe < alitor:;':.. bailivad < mimissi.>ners
ever, she made some progress and gr-w
are to mvesb_the Pull-man ( mi i.'ommore ami more in love witli her thimble.
■pauy t" sc. if i;es '•;u: be leu ally reduced.
The next morning while she was busy
w ith her
T lie cartmeu vvL » liaul sand to Rome for
play-house under the locust tree,
she found a cluste. of little toadstools 1 udders W' »rk i- m-Te«.*n iiours a day for :J5c.
! sleet in
in- sf aides with t in ir mules.
that looked exactly like liei thimble, the
same size, color and shape. Erhelscrcam
'lie Queen Regent of Spain visits daily
ed with delight, and gathering them care
the >ick soldiers who Jiave returned from
fully, placed one on each linger. With
and abends personally to their
her thimble, which had never been out rnba,
needs.
of her hand since It it -le George gave it '>»
her, each of her bivwn little digits was
:
said that the President has decided
decorated with a cup.
Tearing into the that ir wii: be necessary to keep all of the
house, she showed hem with eager de- Pulippiues in order to prevent
foreign
light to her mamma, who smiled with complications.
sympathetic pleasure. Then she took
The account book of the paymaster of
them to 'ncie George, who only said indifferent y, “Certainly,” and went on the Spanish cruiser Cristobal Colon, sunk
at Santiago, was found on the beach at
reading tie mornii g paper.
Middletown, R. I.
Uncle
ain'tthev

gold

MANY FEMALE ILLS RESULT FROM NEGLECT.

powders.

It

ls a

difierent,

belter, and

the

Spanish war began, the Atlantic
|
I promptly reviewed the whole question,
and
showed
the justifiable and inevitable
|
The first portraits taken of Mary E.
Wilkins which she has e\er liked will be causes of our action; and now that the
printed in the October Ladies’ Home war is closed, the Atlantic is to discuss
Journal.
There will be nine of them,and ; the new situation and the new problems
they will show the famous New England ] and tasks which confront the country, exstory-teller at home and wirli her friends hibiting a spirit of hope and courage
! which fully accords with the true nationaround her.
al feeling of our .country to-day.
Elisee
The Maine Sportsman for September is
lteclus, the famous geographer, also disthe “Big Game Number.” From cover | cusses from a
European standpoint the
to cover it is brimful of matter of interest
pending division of Chin a, aud our relaand value to all who contemplate a visit tions to the Far Eastern
question cominto the Maine woods. The beautiful half mercial and
political, and Worthington C.
tone illustrations add much to the attrac- Ford
the
compares
putative values of
tiveness of this number.
Hast Indian and of West Indian ComJohn Kendrick Bangs’ newest stories merce, deciding strongly in favor of the
are to appear in The Ladies' Home Jour- j latter.
nal.
They are called “Stories of a Suburban Town.”
There are several, and each
Register of Deep \\ ater Vessels,
will relate some droll incidents in the life
of a small town which every “suburbanSHIPS.
ite” will instantly appieciate and enjoy
Aimer Col-urn, M L Park, sailed from New
laughing over.
Literary

News and Notes.

1

vance in the iate v.t
wages, and that this
advance has been at < ompanmd by. and is
in fact a constquence of. a general decline in tht pi ice of nearly all products.

The heroines of Edith Ames l'ai 1 tield'>
{ a lb
The stoiy
serial,
Faim/’ running in the September numbers of The
Youth's Companion, are two girls, one a
trained muse, the other a trained teacher,
who, li tiding patients at id pupils too scarce
to provide them with living incomes, take
to cultivating bees.
Tin; heroic struggles
and diverting misadventures of the enter
prising girls are described with zest and
<•

sympathy.
There will be Jive issues of The Youth's
Companion in Sept. The principal contributors will be Justin McCarthy, who
describes t he oratory of some of the great
men whom lie has known in the British
House of Commons; Capt. Alfred T.
Mahan, U. s. X., who tells how “The
Old-Time Frigate” was handled; Percival
Lowell, who writes of “The Aims of the
Modern Astronomer:” the Duke of Argyll,
who contributes “A Chat about Herons;”
and the Countess of Malmesbury, who
describes “A Holiday in Spain.”
Alice Carter Cook is the author of a
illustrated paper entitled Plant Life
in the Canaries, w hich will appear in Appletons’ Popular Science Monthly for October.
These “Fortunate Islands” of
Lucian, “abounding in luscious fruits
and covered with luxuriant forests,” are
to-day scarcely at all Known or appreciated by the general traveler after health or
pleasure. A reading of Mrs. Carter’s article, however, will give oue a most delightful picture of their beauty and interest, as well as a great deal of information
of scientific value.

fully

The many readers of “Alice in Wonderland^ will be interested to learn that
a plain white marble cross has
recently
been erected in Guilford cemetery to
mark the spot where rest the remains
of “Lewis Carroll.’ The cemetery, situated on the side of the Hog’s Back, overlooking the town of Guildford, is one of
the pretth st in the kingdom, some 400 or
500 feet above the set level. “Lewis Carroll’s grave is situated in the upper portion of the ground, whence magnificent
views of the adjacent Surrey hills can be
seen.
The cross has been erected in loving memory by his brothers and sisters.”
In the opening article in the September
number of the American Kitchen Magazine. Mary Avery White discusses “The
Bemoval of Laundry Work From the
Home” and offers many helpful suggestions to the busy housewife.
Mrs. Gilson
Willets contributes a paper of much interest undei
the caption, “How They
Cook in Cuba.” Adelaide F. Chase makes
an earnest plea for “A Study Hour for the
Housewife.”
“The
Bacteriology of
Household Preserving” is interestingly
discussed by Alice M. Burr. Mrs. Lincoln’s valuable department contains a
large number of timely recipes which
will be appieciated by the home cook.
The New7 York Times of the 17th published a laudatory review of Professor
Arlo Bates’ new novel, “The Puritan.”
The reviewer concludes as follows:
“That Mr. Bates has succeeded in preserving the consistency and naturalness of
his characters says much for the development of his skill since the early days
when the Back Bay was accustomed to
affix a label to all liis men and women,
while the South End and the suburbs
solemnly questioned whether or not certain incidents were imaginary.
As it
stands, the novel accurately exhibits a
certain group of Bostonians, children of
the Puritans, but also children of to-day,
devout even in unbelief.”

September Atlantic is an especially
“timely” number both in the selection
The

and the treatment of its

topics.

When
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other old-time
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Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, cleared
from Rockland Sept 1(5 for Louisburg, C B.
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certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will amt Testament of MARY Cl'SHMAN,
late of Montville, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate.

cfc

Son,

The dining room has been thoroughly refurnished, and this is now the best .?1 j»Oa
day house in the city. Dinners a specialty
at 25 cts.
Good stable connected. Horses
to let.
3m34
12.

H.

KNOWI.TON.

Proprietor.

«•£«' tSV^Ul Sf

/S7

Izfadmeja- L rfum
sCiyuftL^/isyit/iciruf/

PORTLAND, AUGUSTA, BANGOR

and

HOUL-

TON, MAIN K.
Actual Business by mail and railroad, office
Practice for beginners. Bookkeepers, clerks and
stenographers furnished To business men. Free
3m33
catalogue.
F. L. SHAW, President, Portland, He.

PROBATE NOTICES.
YT7ALDO SS.— In Court ol Probate, held at RelV? fast, <*n the second Tuesday of September,
1898. SARGENT A. COFFIN, Executor of the
last Mill and testament of JOHN PERI.EY, late
of Unity, in said Count\, deceased, having presented his second and final account of administration of said estate tor allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
Meeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of October
next, ami show cause, if any they have, why the
said

account

should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltjne, Register.

A true copy.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at BelTuesday of September,
PENDLETON, Executrix of
the last will of BEEDELIA M. PENDLETON
late of Belfast, m said County, having presented
her first ami final account of administration of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to
he held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of October next, and sIiom- cause, if am they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P, Hazeltine, Register.
the second
WALDO
fast,
1898. MARTHA M.
on

Court held at

Belfast, within

and

IMJXABKTH Mll.IJKKN. administratrix of
late of
estate ofSKTIl I.. Mll.IJKKN
m

■

■

a

the
Bel

certain instrument. purporn
will ami testament ot .lollN
mterport, in >ani >unty u \\
having been preset,toil tor
< trdered. Tliat not jot- be
!•,.••
tcresied by causing a
published three wo klit-an .lournal, printed ,o i.
appear at a Probate Court io
within and lo;;.| C.uiliC..
day o| October next, at ten
noon, ami show cause i! am 11
same sliould not be 1 !-.\ed. Hi:

\

said

Probate C onr: held
< ounty of \\ abio.

September.

A. 1

>

at
oil
1 SIRS.

(1KO. E. JOHN.Attest:
( MAS. 1‘. Ha/11

At a Probate Court held at Belt.
the County of Waldo. ,.n il
Septembei. A. I). 1 S.eS

for

W

belonging to t lie estate ol -aid deceased and
described in said petition.
Ordered. That said petitioner give notice to all
persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three wrrk- Movt-ssively
in the Repub’i'-ai
lournai, printed a: Beliast,
that they may ap[ car ai a Probate Court,?.. be
held n: Beliast within and Be -aid «" untv, on
tin- second Tue.->lav
f
October
!
xt. .>■ ten
thecloek betoia no. n, and show can.-*-. ,t and they
have, wiiy the prayer of said petitioner slmul
not be granted.
CKO. K. JOHNS! >N Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
<Tc\s p. Ha/.ki.iink. Register.

the

granted.

A true Copy.

estate

At

■

<

County of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a peti'i-m praying for a license to sell
at public or private sale mdronvev -crtain real
tas'.

Beita-t

at

MA\

appear at a Probate Court, to be neld at Belfast,
within and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause if any they have why the
same should not be proved,approved ami allowed.
UE(). h. JOHNS!)N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine. Register.
Probate

Probate Court held

.1. AKNOI I) of Starsn
Waldo, having presume! .,
that her name be changed to MA \‘
Ordered, That the said petit i-a
ali persons interested li\
ausiie
order to be published three w-ek
the Hepublican .lournal, prime'1
they may appear at a Probate
at Belfast, within ami lo: >,iid
o ill
Tuesday of Oerober next, at
before noon, and show cause. ;t
why the pravei of >aid petite

Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast that they may

At a

a

the County of \\ able, ot, tie
September, A. D. lxos.

County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Septeiubec A. 1>. 18'J8.

NOTICE OF SALE.

Gladys, II B Colson, arrived at Port i'ampa
Sept 10 from Philadelphia.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at

Boston Aug 17 from Weehawken.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, arrived at New
York Sept 10 from Bangor.
Lester A Lewis, Knuball, sailed from
Salem Sept 17 for New York.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, sailed from Bangor
Sept 14 for New York.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Norfolk
Sept 5 from Rockport, Me.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Baltimore Sept 19 for Portland.
R W Hopkins, Hichborn, sailed from Port
Eatls Aug 14, New Orleans for Boston.
Sallie I*On, W H West, sailed from New
York Sept 17 for Port Royal.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at St. Jago Aug
17 from Philadelphia.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Portland Sept 18 for the Kennebec. \

ou

the

j

Lucie, arrived at Rio Janeiro March 28
from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griltm, cleared
from Boston July 2 for Rosario.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived
at Boston Sept 3 from Turks Island,

Set

Peppermint

PERRY DAVIS-

!

St

iu /:/ h in

rhx.Sennn
ISddt, Solis
r1fu.se Set J

\

Pain-Killer.

Lancaster,

Aug 2 for Rio Janeiro.
G Waterhouse, cleared from

J

Probate Court held at Belfast, w ithin and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
A. L> 1808.

Poor
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Rajang March
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THE COMEORT

Penobscot, E G Parker, at Hong Kong
July 23, uncliartered.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, cleared from
Bridgewater, N S, July 25 for Buenos Ayres.
Rose Inuis, Melvin Colcord, sailed from

Fromotcs Digestion,Cheerful-

ness

Rite Councils.

York July MO for HoLg Kong.
A G Hopes, David Divers, cleared from
N*-\v York May JO for Sail Francisco; spoken,
uu date lat MO S, ion 48 W.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at New
Yoi k Sept 22 from H-molulu.
..or A N l.w MODKIJN
Bangalore, A N Blanchard, h ared trom
New York Maj 10 f<>r Yokohama: spoken,
J one 1:lat 7 S, ion JS \V
F B Sutton, K L ( arver, arrived at Ifonoluin June JO lrom Y.ctoria, B. C.
Emily h Whitney, A S Pendleton, sailed
from H»>ng Kong S- pt 4 for New \ --rk.
i* «.u
\
to
m. u i:a i;
r.
Emily Heed, D C Nicliols, arrived at Singapore Aug 28 from Zanzibar, seeking.
l: hie, B F Colcord. arrived at Hong We have tin* late*! improvement ami are selliie*:
K-mg Aug 1 from New York.
! many. Try one. t !i»*\ lit like a le'.uve.
;
Henry B Hyde, TP Colcord, sailed from
New York Sept 20 for Sail Francisco
Josephus, J. H. Park, arrived at Hong
,,
n h W'.'t, ,■ Pods,
id
He
K-»ng Aug 20 from New York,
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
i
Lmk F-'t!
Fir. y..n r.m j“l<
at Hong Kong June s from New York:
n
>>p
port Aug ti.
your old Tri's* so it •••<‘,7 </-, i/<>od srrE 1> P Nicho s, sailed fr« m
May hln
11 logo Ar.g 24 for New Y- rk.
V/Cl Of sli-yh! ritsf.
Puritan, v N Blanchard, sailed from San
I
Francisi N \ 2 f< If
H 1> Bi-o, Carver, sailed from San Frauci.-eo Jmy JO for Comox.
Deal er, <> C Young, sailed from Honoi ilu
;
DIU MKilSTS.
| Aug 24 lor Port Angeles.
if D 1 homas, C G Nichols, sailed from
Hong Kong May 25 for N -w York,
cleared from New
j Sat hem, II L
! York Sept 1M for Shanghai,
S
D
1, LINDLKY H. MOSHKK. Administr it..t of
Carleton, Amshnry, cleared from New
j
tlie estate ot .IdtiN A. SM KDBKKG, late of Unity,
York .July s tor Hong Kong.
j
■
St Paul, F \V Treat, New York for Hong County -d Waldo, deceased, hereby give notice
Thai "ii the 9th da>
August, \. 1>. 1898, 1 obarrived at Hiogo Aug 18.
tained lie-use from the lion. Geo. K. Johnson,
j lvong,
J-1 Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Sail
1‘iobate in and tor the Count} "1 \\ al io,
Judge
Francisco Dec 17 from Seattle.
t" sell ami convey at public sale, the following deState of Maine, H G Curtis, arrived at scribed real estate of said deceased, situate*! in
|
Hong Kung May 12 from New York; in port said Unity, and bounded as follows Beginning at
the southwest corner ol said lot; thence northerly
Ans
Tillie K Starbuck, Eben Curtis, cleared to stake and stones to land ot Hunt ,v .March, to
the north corner of said lot to stake and stones;
j from Philadelphia July <i for Portland, <_>.; thence u> herly by said March’s land, to the northAug 11, lat 12 S, Ion 35 W.
east corner of said lot; thence southerly to land
j spoken
Win H Maey, Amshuiy, arrived at San
ionnerly owned by Harrison Chase; thence westj
Francisco Sept 13 from Tacoma.
erly bv land of Hunt ,v Chase to the place of beWm H Conner, J T Erskiue, arrived at
ginning, containing 7" acres, more or less. Also
certain real estate, described in a certain deed
Shanghai Sept 13 from New York.
Arthur McNdley to John A. Smedberg,
W J lloteh, Sewall C Lancaster, sailed given by
dated November 2, 1892, and recorded in Waldo
from Seattle June 4 for New York.
County Registry of Deeds, in Book 237, Rage 271,
to which reference is made fur further descripti u;
BARKS.
ot said premises
Also certain real estate deAlice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at scribed in a certain deed
given by John March to
John A. Smedberg, dated April 3, 1889, and reWeymouth, N S June 50 from Providence.
C P- Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Port corded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds, in
Book 227, Rage 98. to which reference is made for
Natal July 20 for Biera.
Edward May, arrived at Seattle Aug 10 further description of said premises. That pursuant to said license, I shall proceed to sell, on the
from Vladivostok.
premises in said Unity, at public auction to the
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Monteviedo highest bidder there
for said real estate, on the
June 7 for Puerto Burghi.
29th day ol October, A. D. 1898, at ten of the
Erie Reed, A
T Whittier, arrived at clock in the forenoon.
Dated Unity, September 13, A. D. 1898.
New York Sept 10 from Auckland, N Z.
37
LINDLKY H. MOsHER, Adiiir.
Harriet S Jackson, sailed from New York
18
for
N
B
Chatham,
Sept
(wrecked).
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from Rosario July 25 for Santos.
lolani, McClure, sailed from New York
May 10 for Honohihuaud Hong Kong.
Mabel I Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Cor. Main and Pleasant Streets,
Belfast, Me
Santa Fe July 18 for Rosario.

Matanzas, sailed from New York Aug 51
for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, at Boston repairing.

AYege tabic Preparation for Assimilating the Food and Regulating the Stomachs and Bowels of

ing: Marquis Fayette King, Portland,
deputy of Maine; William J. Burnham,
Grand Almoner, Auburn, Me.

1

Science Monthly
Appletons'
! for October willPopular
contain an article by Edvard Atkinson, entitled The Evolution of
High Wages from Low (Vst of Labor.
He point< out tha: in evciy branch of industry there has been a pn giessive ad-

or

The supreme
Cincinnati, Sept.
council of sovereign grand inspectors of
the 33d degree, Scottish rite, for the
Northern Masonic jurisdiction, opened its
*0th annual session here to-day.
The
supreme council was opened in full ceremonial form by Henry L. Palmer, most
Puissant sovereign grand commrnder.
The supreme council this morning conferred the 33d degree on several candidates.
The officers of the supreme council participating in the ceremonies during
the <!av and in the work of conferring the
33d degree to-night included the foliow-

<

Charles E. Hamlin, grandson of Hannibal Hamlin, has just completed, in Bangor, the manuscript uf the book which
will tell a fascinating stoiy of the Aineri
can
nation during a period of the mos
vital halt century of its life.
The name
of the book is to be The Life and Times
of Hannibal Hamlin, with the sub-title,
The War Vice President and for Quarter ;
of a C* ntury Senator from Maine.

Franklin

sage once in getting up copy for a new
edition of an almanac wrote on his typei
writer, “He who by the plough would
thrive, himself must either hold or
drive.”
It has transpired that, beyond a doubt
the philospher had iu mind the well-known
citizen and practical farmer of Bucksport,
Jesse I). Atwood, who has that identical plough and has thrived to an extent
quite to be envied.
Fifty-three years
ago Mr. Atwood started out to lay the
foundation of a fortune.
He was up
with the lark and labored faithfully until
he had accumulated the sum of eight
dollars.
Now some young men would have used
that eight dollars to pay the first installment on a bicycle aud bought a pair
of green plaid golf stockings, or gone
aud got married.
Not so with Jesse,
lie had his mind made up, and after
examining the markets closely aud
thoroughly informing himself upon the
subject, he invested the money in a plough.
It was a *10 plough, but Mr. Atwood got
it a trifle off.
He now has a fine farm
aud everything else to go with his plough,
but the strangest part of it is, that he lias
taken such good care of that implement
that it is iu serviceable condition to-day,
and although the acreage it has turned
would equal that of the whole towu of
Bucksport and part of Verona it is iu
condition to-day for instant use.
Many
so-called scientific farmers who write
pieces to put in the papers can get some
valuable points from Mr. Atwood [Bucksport Herald.
Scottish

not confound Comfort Powder with the ordinary Talcum
more moderr
preparation. The nur-iu"
has
adopted it because they have proved it
profession
ia the best, both as a nursery and toilet powder.
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that Samuel I.. Sleeper in iy la; appojmed
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istrator of the es aof -aill deceased.
m
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all persons intere-ted b\
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tlin
the Republieau Journal, printeo t Pa Ita-'. that
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beTuesday ol October next, at ten ; the !
fort* noon, and -how cause, M auv t hey huv *•. u hy
t lie prayer of said petit loner should not be grant» -i.
CKO. K. JOHNSON, Jud
Atruee.ipy. Attest:
Chas. P. H.\/.kij'ist., Register.
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At a. Probate Conn heldat Belfast, wittiin ant; -r
W aldo, on the second Tuesday of
the County
September, A. 1>. I S',is.
J IZ/.iE M. ELLIS, widow of JOHN L. El.l.i-.
lj late of Monroe, in said County ot Waldo eceased, having presented a petition praying n
an allowance out of the personal estate of said
deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of i.iorder to he published three weeks sueiessiveiy
in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,
he
that they may appear at a Probate Court.
held at Belfast, within and fot said County on
the second Tuesday ot October next, at ten "1 the
clock before noon and show cause, if any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
GEO. E. J< )HNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. p. Hazeltink, Register.
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desired to present tie- same !
all indebted thereto are requ*
ment immediately.
HAIL
Searsport, Sept. 13. 1S'.*>
>

At a Probate Court Held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of September. A. !> 1898.
A. THOMPSON, widow o« W ILLIAM W
TH().MPSt)N. laic of Montville, in said Counot
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petity
tion praying that Simon S. Erskme of said Montville, may be appointed administrator of said

MARY

ECCTOK’S N< »TK’E. 1
gives notice that be has
ed Executor of the last will ,e

deceased.*

in the
bonds

E\

LA VIM

A

true

GEO. E. JOHNSON.
Chas. P. Hazkltink.

4

the

j

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said County, that all per
sons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to
he held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of October next, and show cause, if any they have, why

weeks

the said

should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.
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A true copy.
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the County of Waldo, nr.
the law directs. AM per»>n
against the estate ol said d*-<
present the same f.>r settlem*
thereto are requested t" mak.
CHARI
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Searsport, August

STATU Oi

;

certain instrument, purporting to he the last j
"ill and testament «»l liKnlldK W. c »> 1 |

'TIT A EDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at BelW fast, on the second Tuesday of September,
1898. HENRY T. SANBORN, Executor of the
last will of JOHN STOKELL, late of VVinterport,
in said County, deceased, having presented his
second and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.

wit

>f

in the County ol \\ ai»l- *t«•
lie law direct"
A
pr
against the estate <•! -ant or.
pieseiit the .sanu- for sm i.*in
thereto air requested to
JESSIE M
atelv.

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within ami for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not be proved, approved and allowed
geo. E. Johnson, j mg.-.
A true copy. Attest:
(has. p. Hazkltink, Register.

appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second luesday of October next, at ten of the clock before
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
same should not he proved, approved and allowed.
cl eo. e. Johnson, judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Cnas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

estate
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I’m
1
give not me hat tl.r\ I a\
ed Executors of the last wil.

Ordered, That notice he given to all persons in
by causing a copy >>l this order to he
published three weeks successively in the Repubican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may
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Mil!,

JOSEPH E. NIC HOI

teres ted

TRELL, late of Belfast, in said County of W aldo,
deceased, having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons in
terested by causing a cop\ of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Bepub
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that tliex may

S

in
as

At a

a Probate Court held at BeRast, within and tot
the County of Waldo, on the second Tut*.-day of
September, A. 1». 1898.

DMIMSTKATOR

erebv gives I'oti
A
appointed Administrator

Register.

At.

the

FRANK

Judge.

Probate Court held at Belfast. within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
September, A. 1>. 1898.
.4 certain instrument, purporting to be the last.
A will and testament of RCL CS C. FORD, late
of Montville. in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
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desired to present the -uni.all indebted thereto are rnp
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Ordered, That the said petitioner gi\e notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer <d said petitioner should not be

granted.
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Edwards, of
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arm.
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mishand

troubled with

de.sc-n!)«••;
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a

her

experience, and speaks of lbs

vif
in the following words: “My wife was
with what the doctors calle d nervous
debility and neuralgia. 1 had
?.
spent a.» the money I had in getting relief for
hut was in t
help
her in the least. At last I heard of Pe-ru-na. Have now used ab<.: t a dozen
bottles and they have helped her more than eveiythin:; else combined.”

suffering

Another case of

whoso nerves weakened by catarrh had given way
and who was restored to her good health by the use of IY-i u-na. is that of Mrs.
Ann Randall, Caro, Mich., who writes us as fallows: “This etter leaves me a
well woman, made so by following your good advice and taking your great

•insiders
excluded
the nursery -yet we
it were rather pleasOne was a lady,
w
n.au; they had not

medicine, Pe-ru-na.

a woman

I need
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but will
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always keep

Pe-ru-na

on

might continue indefinitely and quote words >f praise 1 b.at reach us from
every part of the country. The one mission of TY-ru-na is to cure ra; arrh. Pe-runa attacks this insidious disease wb mover it.
it from
may be lo. ated, and dr:\
the system. If you will stop t > re tier t for a minute h w easy it v, ild bo for you
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the advice of

the.many who owe good health to lY-m-na. Pe-ru-na is one of
the best known remedies in the West and South where for yea s it has had enormous sales.
It has but recently been introduced in Mew England, for which
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section it is

appropriate remedy.

If you are doubtful in n aid to your
own condition, or to the best
way you should treat yourself, for this disease,
we would advise you to write dire< tly to Dr. S. B.
Ifartman, Columbus, Ohio, a
regular physician of over 40 years’ experience, who will advise and prescribe
<Yr you
absolutely free.

as

English people.

a

most

percent, more than
it will support, and then feeding them
aud
sweet corn fodder.
provender
[D. O.
Bowen.
.Searsmont.
Iu some future number I
will tell how 1 have seen an acre of very
bad witch grass completely eradicated at
;t moderate cost, which may interest some.
[Otis I). Wilson.
[Note. We shall be very glad to receive
yt'ur experience in destroying witch grass
‘inc future bulletin, and will hr
lor
prepared
for

that

u r o

state

the secret

.mi ':

t

|

Dancing

and Card

Playing Denounced.

[From the Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]
Toronto, Sept. IT. The Quadrennial
Morrill.
From my own experience I Conference of the Supreme Governing
would advise pasturing sheep in the body of the Methodist church of the

For Man’s Greatest Enemy There Exists a Remedy
as Efficient as the Disease is
Dangerous.

isc-looking, capable,

<

County Crop Reports.

orchard, perhaps fifty

am■>

Waldo

A RELENTLESS FOE.

vN MACLAREN.
,j»ped and the old geuw.
i .id been a contented
ny. traveling from a
t) high good fellowaie monarch was Baby.
evidently the wife of a

it—Secretary j

There is no such thing known
Monroe.
Of
as the best soil for apples in Maine.
all the different soils of our State, there is
he
made
to produce
none but wind can
good fruit if it is not too wet. The only
this:
is
Different
remember
soils
thing to
There are
require different treatment.
men who have made it profitable to pasture
sheep iu orchards, but they are mostly
agreed that this alone will not lung keep
Ileus are a good thiug
up the fertility.
in the orchard if it is not overstocked.
They help to keep down the grass, aud.
being fed ou grain food mostly, keep up
the fertility.
Regarding legislation, I
have only to say that the man who allows
insects t" breed in his orchard without
trying to control them is a disgrace to his
1 have thought that legislation
business.
was needed, but it may be as well in the
end to allow private enterprise to decide
Those who control the evils
the matter.
will reap the reward, while the negligent
If men
will get as much as they deserve.
success they can extend
arc making a
the
but
farmer
then business,
average
v has more trees than he takes care
alic
of, ami to increase the number would only
makv him puorer.
[K» C. Dow.
m a iion.
well
\Y v 1.1 »•
iiign land
Baldwin
dim ied is best for oicliardiug.
and Northern Spy an- profitable apples for
this locality.
Topgrafted trees do the
best, an saddle grafting gives best satisfaction.
Poultry yards iu the orchard
are a:l rig.it.
Sheep are yarded in a part
»>f our orchard during the fall and spring.
We keep ‘.'0 liens in a hen house <10x15.
Each pen has a
1: has five pens 12x12.
yard 125x15, and there is a yard of half an
We aim to
acre which is used as needed.
raise on the farm a large part of the feed,
as oats, barley, buckwheat, corn, potatoes
Tin- purchased feed is wheat
and rh>vt‘v.
liens arc used foi
;,nd animal meal.
hatching ami brooding. In 1807 an averSO liens was kept, cash receipts
age ot
Product sold at market prices.
si5:;.7g.
S,, tar this year we have averaged 01 hens.
In .lanuarv they ’.aid 00 5 t* dozen eggs.
1-2
4
oz--n; March, 125
Fein nary, b I
dozen: April, I22 7-12 dozen: May, 0,s7-l2
J
02
1-4
1-2
dozen: une, 100
dozen; July,
dozen: and August, >2 dozen. Total, 777
One hundred and fifty chickens
dozen.
We have a good market
have beei raised.
vitiiin two miles for fancy eggs, and have
Boston market for our surplus stock.
Our sr.»ck is nearly all full blood and
grade White Wyandottes. bled for brown

[J.

eggs.

G.

Ilardiug.

I aint?—Here's
( .tarrli
Have
You
strong
\’.deiic^o: the quickness and sureness of that \vi nderful reineily. Dr. Agnew's
“For years I ws a vicCatarrh a, Powdei
tim of Ch
nic Catarrh—■ ried many remedies. but no cilia? was effected until 1 had
procured and used Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal
Powder.
Fust appi: ation gave me instant
in an incredibly short while I
relief, an
<

asylum.
In this fashion the debate
proceeded una vote was
taken, when Brother Moore’s
carried
the
supporters
day, and as a
result secessions on an extensive scale
are expected, all the broader-minded men
demanding that the questions referred to
be left to the consciences of individual
church members.
til

Big Class at Colby.

Colby college entered upon her 7m1i
year Sept. 21st with a freshmen’s class of
70, of whom 50 are men and 20 women.
This is above the average, the classes at
this institution being larger than usual,
as are these of Bowdoin, which was 70;
Bates 75; University of Maine 100.

>.t

Better than Gold

enjoying exceptional prosperity
presidency of Nathaniel Butler
a large sum having been added to hei
general fund, goodly donations being received towards a woman’s dormitory and
Colby

is

™

under the

1 1

—

complete subscription for the erection

a

."

and better than any other chewing tobacco ever
made:
YOU are not obliged to dig for it.
The JO-cent piece of

a chemical
laboratory, which is now
erected.
The varsity football team of this institution holds the championship and is
now in training, but owing to
graduation
the team is much weakened, which condition may be said to exist with the teams
;u Bowdoin. Bates, and the
University of
Maine, although the latter probably has
the strongest team of experienced players.
The breach between the University of
Maine and < olby has been healed so the
tour eniirges will compete on the gridiron this fall.

of

being

Typhoons

on

the

Japanese

is the

largest piece

and you

can

get it

;

PLUG

of

really high grade tobacco,
anywhere in the United States.

the name
Remember
when you buy again.

Coast.

Victoria. B. <
Sept. 21. B. M. S.
Empress;of India arrived today bringing
lie»vs that seriou>
typhoons have done
mill ii
damage on the Japanese coast.
Man\ ports and towns have been totally
devastated and in tlie Amusi district
where the ruin is greatest over a hundred lives are said to have hi on lost.
Yokohama and Tokio were also storm
In Yokohama liaibor many vesswept.
sels broke adrift and the British ship
Lindhurst and the Italian cruiser Marie
Polo collided, both being damaged.
The wreck of the American ship Emily
\Y. Whitney is reported from Shanghai,
with a number of the crew lost. She
was lost in the typhoon which caused the
abandonment of the German ship Trinidad, while on her way to ICiao Chow with
supplies. The crew of the Trinidad and
the German soldiers were saved.

inaction and has
ni ialign, and my heart
_-____X was
absolutely cured."—James Headley,
he courts defeat.
On
Dundee, N. Y. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
a
for
or
even
for
a
woman.
(iranuie and within were provoking and required chastisement
man,
and A. A. Howes N: tv.—-17.
■i
imluence was a man of regeneration.
Baby is not lifted above all human
Baby was to them a
“kid." to be treated with ■••ntemp', and weaknesses—preserve us from perfect :
'•w-s>ion there could be
Stiinpson’s Success.
he had not a bag on when in a paroxysm of delight over that people!—and he indicates a desire to
ci c
not reading from a
folly of a law paper he had tilted one of taste as well as handle that silver head, j The
Pulpit-Harbor correspondent of
M in.
After a long and the young men’s hats, that blase ancient The colonel is quite agreeable, the most :
Courier Gazette
Rockland
Doctored Nine Years for Tetter.—Mr.
the
says:
cm n
of the lawyers replaced it in position with a bored and good-natured man you could meet in a !
Isaac Brown lately received news James Gaston, merchant of Wilkesbarre,
day's journey, but Baby’s guardian ol- Mrs.
'haven, bloodless face, weary air.
writes: “Eor nine years I have been
Pa.,
who
from her brother, Alfred Stimpsou,
How Baby had taken in the situation I jects, and history warns us of the dangers I
waci and tapped gently
that he has disfigured with Tetter on my hands and
which beset a collision between an abso- ! left here about 2b years ago,
cm| then, when the keen cannot guess, but he iiad his mind on the
face. At last I have found a cure in l>r. Ag1 been in the Klondike
regions for the past new's Ointment. It helped me fr m the first
lute monarch and his faithful Commons.
y lick enquiry, Baby re- i lads, and suddenly, while they were susor so and has been one of the fortunate
application, and now 1 am permanently
of )guish intelligence, taining an elaborate unconcern, lie llung We were all concerned, but the crisis is ; year
the snug Num of cured.” Sold by Kilgore N Wilson and A.
IK- thrusts j ones, having realized
himself back and crowed—yes joyfully safe in the colonel’s hands.
work. This is A. Ilowes
his
for
IN*.—lb.
about
years
s;i,0<X)
his
i
hands
within
the
>iii> as long as myself, crowed— with rosy, jocund countenance in
tightly buttoned
have
frock coat and produces a gold hunting clear of his expenses which must
ii could all have been the whites of the eyes of the two solemnilie
writes
that
as
he
been no small item,
The Grave of Blaine.
One raises his eyebrows, and the watch—crested: did you notice, and—yec,
i know ; ties.
e. a> y ou and
for beef, beans and
a pound
just what every father has done for liis paid *1
way, that parchment i other looked at the roof in despair; but I
candles
*1
flour
*75
each,
The
per sack,
Blaine, at Oak
grave of James
excellent drum: do you had hopes, and who could resist this bahv since watches were invented. bef< re bac.>u;
To Hill, Washington, is visited by about
and everything else in proportion.
: une has just come into
bubbling, chortling mirth/ One laughs a a lirst served the purpose, he bl *w, the
those who kn<>w Mr. Stimpsou the follow- thirty persons a day, and is unmarked
glad, boyish chuckle, and the other lid liew open. Lain blew, and lie .id
lie first went save by a small foot stone bearing tin*
Orannic ing will prove interesting:
tickles Baby just at the right spot below llcw open faster and farther.
"Mi sc. drew away the
Fiver initials “J. G. B.”
it is understood
wouhi ;ik«* to kn >w whether any baby with his father’s family to Range
c the insolence
f the the chin—lias a baby at home after all,
where Mr. Stimpsou, Sr.,
among the friends of the Blaine family
not —there is a soul in and loves it—declaring aloud that lie was could have dune the trick better, but Valley, Ore.,
the
went
to
<
afterwards
still
He
the
burial
at
>ak
Hill is only temresides.
that
V
Those boys are there was no use a king us.
how to find it—he “a jolly little beggar."
was overporal}', and that Mrs. Blaine intends to
“Beniinus me o my boy at that age, coast and for a number of years
all
there
is
a sound heart below the
s not a first-rate
right;
smile,
see 1 in 1 shvv mill at a salary of *100 per
remove the bodies of her husband and
little affectations, and they are going to killed o Tlie frontier last year."
is genuine, and the
a year or two
moir, h.
The hard times
children to Augusta, Me., as soon as she
Is much ashamed of this conlideiu-e,
111“i, and afterward be men.
ex- lean
make satisfactory arrangements lor
ago a 1 ected this business to such an
W.ia
a
This outburst *d 11 is Majesty e bee red and wt! all look unconscious.
: is lace and
lighted up
ami
it
tent that he determined to leave
their burial there.
When political aniline simple old fellow he is!
us all mightily, and a young w- n; tu at
I
never been exposed in
the
with
I mosities are dead, the pro-eminent great“Saved up, has he," the colonel is' try his fortunes in the Klondike,
Ibie way before, and the top of the ’bus, catching his eye.
of
a
He
married
of
results.
n<
ss
James
(».
Blaine
will be rccogmzabove
lady Buy
to him, with a happy speaking to the mother, “to give baby
on and Baby played a j waved her hand
Wt can ncvei be reconciled to ™e
ed.
lie's .-ide, Calif., where his home is at present.
and you a week at Ramsgate?
Brown gloves, size six and a
i.iitanuia’’ with much ! smile.
fact that he was not permitted, as he logiit'
for ri hey have one daughter.
the right sort, your husband
■ mi
appealed for up- : quarter, perhaps six, much worn, and
!
cally should have been, to show this counjacket not of yesterday: blit everything is Baby, not. for you, to get him soinefoi-detry and the world how notable and worthy
lie's done a lot of g ud ; The Black Oxen of Bailey of Brooks
Milk- rol, you know
v as
well as the baud in well made and in perfect taste.
he would have been as President of the
white teeth, hazel eyes, Grecian profile— ! to a crusty old chap.”
-'uuday 1"
[Exchange.
The conductor has taken in the scene j
The. T irf, Farm and Home say’s that United States.
served rest of forty sec- what a winsome girl 1—and let me see, !
she takes off a glove, yes, she is wearing ! with huge delight, and closes it at ji.st the most interesting event of Wednesday 1
■:: we wagged our heads
t the Monroe fair, apparently, 1
forenoo-i
a
The Stomach’s Woes —Are pleasantly
named his attention to an engagement ring:
lucky fellow, ! the right point.
“Your club, general; just wait till tl e j was the trial of strength between the and positively heaieu by l)r Yon Stan’s
cjibor, and for the bal- for she must be good with those eyes
i
the
in
Cau you get near
kerb, oxen entered for the premiums offered
Pineapple Tablets. They act upon and diDaughter of a doctor ’bus stops.
MiC.e, examined her with and merry smile.
n
old maid without ques- or clergyman who died before he could Bill? Now that'-s right, take care, sit, that class. Several pairs were alternate- gest the food, prevent fermentation and all'
of the stomach.
Eminent physidistresses
was
<
of
time.
that
of
hitched
the
nothing. ly
granite preOh,
dragload
esposition written on the provide for his family: a teacher one plenty
thank ye, pared for toe occasion, each piece having cians have noted their sterling merit and
seen you sooner.
niwii
lips, and the hard guesses, and to day off duty, going to ; might’ave
the wonderful cures wrought right in their
raornin’ general, its weight plainly marked upon it. The
>f us would care to trille meet her liauce in the city, and then the | I do smoke at a time
own practice and prescribe to relieve and
load prepared weighed 0,850 pounds, and cure. 35 cents. Sold by Kilgore & Wilson
if he has three, her mother, that dear woman with i all right, Bill.”
he dare
The colonel was standing on the broad was, as everyone knows, a heavy load to and A. A. Howes & Co.—
Eis first stroke of genius, her hair turning gray, will go upon the
and move on a drag, or a stone boat, with one
success—when with an ex- river, and come home in the sweet sum- j top step of the “Veteran’s” smiling
As soon as waving his hand; the ’bus waved back,
pair of oxen. Most of them, however,
red pity, he put out his mer evening full of content.
Our Public Schools.
succeeded, witL a good deal of hawing
cal and gently stroked her he gets a rise in the office they will mar- and the conductor touched his cap.
ain't mide that and geeiug, in moving the load ahead
“A
cads
and
she
will
also
have
her
as
gentleman;
ry,
gift
Washington. Sept. 19. The annual
But where am I | way,” and Baby danced for sheer Chris- r ore or less, and the general impression statement of the commissioner of educai: alone, ‘lone, 'lone,’* he
every woman should.
tian joy, since there is no victory like
now? Let that baby bear the blame.
among the spectators was, that the load tion lias been submitted to Secretary Bliss.
as if to say with liquid
was unreasonably heavy; but when Mr.
We had one vacant place and that was Love.
[British Weekly.
n so soil}, solly, sollv,
The report shows satisfactory results for
I ey Bailey of Brooks hitched his pair of
how he intruded on our peace; but let me
v.ly, sully.”
the work of the year ending June 30,
the
Like
Doesn’t
5
Army.
than
less
7
olack
Bryan
feet,
oxeD, measuring
eyes were tender aud make every excuse for him. It is agrava1898.
5
the
in
and
to
the
minutes,
load,
in a man's heart and ting to stand on the edge of the pavement
One cause of congratulation on the part
A spee- inches,
Kansas City, Mo., Sept 20.
this
it
moved
307
time,
feet,
and
wave
umbrella
to
prescribed
mm lips spoke of patience
your
ostentatiously
ial to the Star from Jacksonville. Fla., conclusion was somewhat modified and it of those who hold the doctrine tl at
if 1 did not, 1 repair my a ’bus which passes you and draws up j
popular education is the safe-guard of
was decided that the load was not too
fifteen yards ahead, to make your danger- ! says:
u>i have been a beautiful
institution is, says the eour American
I
Col. William Jennings Bryan of the much for some
for these walked
oxeu,
i’ll- no, no, to-day, just ous way along a slippery street with hanthe continued prosperity of the ele!
third Nebraska volunteers will shortly
port,
light oft with it.
her head ever so sliglit- soms bent upon your life, to be ordered
The ini lease during
mentary schools.
resign his commission in the B'. S. Arm;
her cheek again, and to “hurry up” by an impatient conductor
the year 1896 07 amounted to 257,890
the discussion of public quesand ignominiously hauled on to a moving ! and resume
The
The will of t:ie late George A. Pills- pupils over the previous years.
This statement is not made upon
; tions.
pretty, and so velly. ’bus. For an elderly gentleman of mili- ! the authority of Col. Bryan, however, bury, of Minneapolis, bequeaths $250,000 total enrolled in elementary schools
tary appearance and short temper it was When asked to
Adding
express himself on ques- to the Pillsbury Academy. Various Bap- amounted to 15,452,420 pupils.
a lovely
flush on her! not soothing, and he might have been ex- j tions of
tist institutions receive $25,000, and $5,- to it those in colleges, universities, high
public interest, he said:
of a man who might! cused a word or two, but lie distinctly
the
total
number
and
academies,
“You can say that 1 refuse to discuss 000 eaeli is given to the Northwestern schools
She opens a neat little j exceeded.
any matters connected with politics tlie Hospital for Women and the New Hamp- reached 16,255,093.
He insisted id language ot great directI
st
e
no
public affairs we watch- I
still
that
A
Woshire
for
greater occasion for cougiutulaCentennial Home
Aged
army or of myself, except
(piite so; she is to be ness and simplicity that the conductor reason to change the views in regard to men. The will also provides that the tiou, it is stated, is the iuen ase of stu1
lias got a frugal lunch- had seen him all the time, that if he the
universities. '1 his
expanding of the territory of the widow shall bequeath $20,000 to Pillsbury dents in colleges and
she can do in return. ! didn't he ought to have been looking,that United States 1
in my Omaha
increase has gone 011 steadily tor 2«> years.
as a Margaret Pillsbury fund,
expressed
Academy
•'
in tin* million
eat it.
1 do not know, he, ilie colonel, was not a fox-terrier to
speech, made before entering upon tins the income from half to go to the aid of In 1872 only 590 persons
In
m's the pity of it, poor run after a ’bus in the mud, that the conin thoso institutions.
were enrolled
life.”
worthy
young men and women, from $5,
army
are a mystery to her, but
1218 in the
ductor was an impertinent scoundrel,
Col. Bryan added: “You might also say 000 for prizes and from $5,000 for the 1897, the number bad. risen to
that biscuit? Not he; lie and that lie would have him dismissed, that I am not so enamored of camp life
million.
support of the library.
•Mise
to do over it, and
with other things and words unworthy that I would at the close of war apply for
mother anil all his loyal even of a retired Ahglo-Indian. The a commission in the regular army.’
was ready to be kissed,
sympathy of the ’bus did not go out to
like to kiss him.
Peace him, and when he forced himself in beMaine is all Right.
modest soul, the Christ tween the lawyer and Grannie, and leanThe Boston Advertiser has an idea that
thine heart!
ing forward with his hands on his cane,
which makes Ivorine so unilaw is to some dems on
Baby’s left had en- glared at us impartially, relations were Maine’s prohibitory
excellent
the
for
popular with housedelegaapades with patient aud strained. A cut on his left cheek and a gree responsible
is this Toilet Soap,
mhty. When a boy is pio- bristly white moustache, half hiding, half tion which always represents the Pine
keepers
us that he
the hands
Tree State at Washington and expounds
a man
a cruel
did
I

ifialtli

Dominion has been iu session here for ten
days and the members have had several
exciting discussions. The most heated
and sensational discussion was on matters of discipline.
The result of the debate is that members of the Methodist
church who go to theatres or dances or
have dances or card playing in their own
houses will be expelled.
Edward Gurney, a wealthy manufacturer here and in Xew York
state, declared he would as soon play a game of
cards as read a novel.
kkYet, Brother
Moore had said card playing led one
down
to
hell.”
straight
John T. Moore—So it does.
Mr. Gurney—That is absolute uonsense.
deferring to dancing Mr. Gurney said
there was no moral question involved.
“\ ictoria, the purest sovereign on earth,
contenances it.
Would Brother Moore
say that it. too. led down to heir?”
Mr. Moore—Yes.
Mr. Gurney—The man who says that
should be a candidate for a lunatic
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'‘‘hid and unfeeling world con*t him
as—well, a child—he
-unself aud assert his posihe does, to the delight of
hh any sense of humor, by
-uantly to be kissed by his
'' least
sisters, in public, by
kl )g
any natural tendency to
;v,,uit anything except sport,
to be understood that he
! die
last remaining pleasure
'Unit out. Dear boy, and all
1
to run a mile to see a cav"ui
drill, and tormented by a
K(1'>ug after the Zoological Gar1
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nice little chaps
Mrs"aS°**la<*andk«en
would be manly felv.
■ears hence. Meanwhile they
*

concealing
mend the
company.

mouth,

new

passenger to

not

a

which keeps
soft, and smooth.

com-

peaceable

Baby regarded the old man with sad
attention, pained at his unlicensed talk,
but full of charity, and at last he indicates that his fancy is to examine the

silver head of the colonel’s cane.
The
colonel, after two moment’s hesitation,
removes his hands and gives full liberty.
On second thought, he must have got
that cut in some stiff fight; wonder
whether he is a V. C.
Baby moves the
cane back and forwards to a march of his
own devising, the colonel actively assisting. Now that I see it in a proper light,
his moustache is soft and sets off his face
excellently. Had it not been the cut
puckering the corner of the upper lip,
that would have been a very sweet mouth

follows:
“Why not give prohibition credit for
Maine’s peculiar excellences if prohibition is to be charged with every fault that
manifests itself in the public life of the
Pine Tree State? Her delegation in Conbut it is influential at
gress is not large,
Washington all out of proportion to its
numerical strength. The people of Maine
to choose the
appear to know enough,
choicest timber out of which to make
and to have
senators and representatives,
them at Washingsense enough to keep
term
indefinitely. This
ton term after
shrewdness indicates sobriety,

as

political

steadiness, clear-sightedness, enlighten
ed self interest and an unfaltering eye to
These are temperance
the Maine chance.

qualities.”
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Capable help

at the

tiirls’ Home.

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

LOCALS.

SEARSPORT

Mrs. Abbie S. Merrill left last week for
Dixfield.

Mary

Mrs.

Kane is

visiting

her

sons

in

L.

G. Paine of Portland made

a

short visit

this week.

town

Hall Kneeland has

versity

entered the Maine Uni-

at Orono.

Eugene Kneeland will open a jewelry
pair shop at Presque Isle next month.

re-

W. E. Grinnell and wife are visiting Mrs.
Grinnell’s mother in Harwichport, Mass.
James S. Orr of the Boston Police is makhis annual visit to his native town.

ing
to

Blanche Boss left for Boston Wednesday
resume her studies in physical culture.

The monthly contribution will be called
for at the Congl. church next Sunday morningH.
visit

J. Jewett of Chicago made a short
to his sister, Mrs. J. G. Ham-

recently

mo n.

A
on

E.
his

Trundy will erect a dwelling
land, formerly known as the

house
semi-

nary lot.
Sewell
Jackson ot Beverly, Mass., an
olil-time resident of Searsport, was in town

Tuesday.
Mrs. 1).
and Miss

S. Beals, Miss L. W. Edwards
Margaret B. Sargent are in Boston

this week.
Hichborn bas rented a house
Dorchester, Mass., and will reside there

Mrs. G. W.
in

this winter.

The Waldo county Congregational minis
met with
Lev. R. G. Harhutt, Wednesday.

ters association

Upharn,

who lias spent the summer
Stevens’ returned to his home at
Saugus. Mass., last week.
H. B.

at

S. A.

The Congl. Women’s Missionary Meeting
beheld in the upper Conference Room,
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clook.

will

W. K. Morison of Minneapolis is
making a short visit to her parents, Capt.
and Mrs. John G. Pendleton.
Mrs.

Capt. A. G. 'Webster is making some
necessary repairs on the J. P. Nichols’
house, which he recently bought.
T. Whittier left for New York

Mrs. A.

Thursday to join Capt. Whittier, who
cently arrived there from New Zealand.

re-

During the fall and winter months the
meetings of Mariners’ Lodge will begin at 7
o’clock standard, and of Sears Lodge at 7.30.
During the winter months the mid-week
prayer meetings at both churches will be
held at 7 o’clock instead of at 7.30,
beginning
next

week.

A case of scarlet fever has
developed in the
Intermediate school. It is hoped the board of
health will do all they can to
prevent the disease

Some Good

a steamer bound from Bangor to
York_Mr. Henry McCaslin and
family have moved to the Phillips place in
Searsport_Misses Mattie Littlefield and
Jessie Marden have arrived home from Old

mate

on

Mrs. Francis Palmer and
daughters, who
spent the summer in town, returned to Man-

chester, Conn., Monday. Mrs. Palmer was
accompanied by her sister, Miss Evelyn
Ford.

The steamers arrive
to

the

new

here from Boston acschedule on Tuesdays,

Wednesdays, Fridays

and Saturdays—returning Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays.
Among the recent departures were Mrs.
Mary Ford Dakin, Mrs. Evie Crowell, Mrs.
Frank D. cro, Miss Nita Grifiiu,
Capt. C. A.
C°lc( rd, Mrs. G. H.
Jennison, Mrs. W. G.
Nichols, Alee Nichols.

Capt- Benjamin Atwood of Wiuterport was
registered at the Searsport House Tuesday.
Capt. Atwood whi here met several members of his old regiment, the 26th
and
of course,

Maine,

the old veterans always do, enjoyed talking ever tl eir experience while in
the Louisiana lowlands.
as

People
still follow antiquated
methods of raising cake,
biscuit, bread and pastry

Orchard,where they were employed... .Mrs.
Ellen Holt has been seriously ill, but is

improving-Much sympathy is expressed for Emery Calderwood, who was
called to Portland recently by the severe
now

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Marden

of

Swanville have been visiting bis son, Dr.
W. C. Marden of this place. They started

Sunday morning for home after stopping
two days-Miss Grace Davis, who has had
■a position as typewriter and stenographer in
the Metropolitan National Bank in Chicago
the past two years or more, has been at
home visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Davis. She started Sunday morning on
her return trip accompanied by her mother
as far as Boston
where they expected to
meet her sister, Miss Susie Davis from New
for

spend

York to

a

day

with them

as

she could

business to come home this
fall-Postmaster Oramel Murray lias recovered from his recent illness... .Mrs. H.
C. Farnham and daughter Florice of Bangor
have been visiting her sister, Mrs. L. O.
Haskell-J. S. Davis, a man over ninety
years old, went with his team Monday up to
his farm in Palmyra 7 miles to see about the
orchard, etc-Mr. aud Mrs. C. E. Vickery
went to Boston a week ago to look after the
interests of the fall and winter trade_Mrs.
not leave her

Isabel Vickery is visiting friends in Thorndike-Rev. Abel Walker, an aged and respected citizen aud one of the oldest clergymen of the Free Baptist denomination, died
at his home in West Pittsfield Sept. 21st_
Dr. M. L. Damon went to Houlton Sept. 19th
as a delegate to the annual State convention
of the Independent Order of Forresters....
Dr. and Mrs. E. P. Goodrich attended the
Monroe fair-Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Berdeen
have

a

young

daughter.

Burnham. A very pleasant home wedding took place Sunday, Sept. 18th, at the
residence of Win. II. Kimball, when his
daughter, Addie R. Kimball, and James P.

Augusta

Holt of

were

marriage by
Only the imme-

united in

Kimball, Esq.
diate relatives were present. The rooms
were prettily decorated with flowers and the
bride was beautifully attired in tan serge
and blue silk, trimmed with cream lace
After the usual congratulations the party
partook of a bountiful dinner prepared for
Later the party broke up, exthe occasion.
tending their best wishes to the bride anti
groom for their future prosperity. Mr. and
Mrs. Holt left Sept. 25th for Augusta, where
they will make their future home... Private
William

Wyman

of Co. lv. 1st Me.

Infantry
Vol.,who died at the Augusta City Hospital,
Sept. 21st was a son of George Wyman of
Burnham and

days

old.

mother,
mourn

was 20 years, 3 months and 19
The deceased leaves a father and

seven

their

brothers and

loss.

He

was

two

sisters

to

a

young man
all who knew him and the

much beloved by
family have the sympathy of all in this their
great bereavement. The funeral services

they

suppose to be cream of tartar
and soda.
They do not know
that these articles as now
sold in the groceries are
almost anything else but
cream of tartar and soda.
The best housekeepers use the Royal Baking Powder instead. Its
scientific composition insures
uniform results.
Only by its use can the
finest
flavored, most
wholesome cake, biscuit
and pastry be produced.
To any housekeeper who
has not used the Royal
Baking Powder we would
like to send our Cook
Mark your
Book, free.
“
For
instrucrequest
tion.”

brother Walter, who died later
He was a private in the
First Maine.... Anson Smith and family of
Brewer visited at Wilber Ridley’s recently.
_A Baud of Mercy was organized in the
Robert’s school by the teacher, Miss Bertha
Partridge, last Friday. The name chosen
was the Clara Barton Band of Mercy, and
the children are much interested in the
good work.. Mr. Lemuel Perkins and family
of Monroe are visiting friends in townMiss Stella Nickels of Belfast is visiting
Miss Inez Staples and other friends.
Pittsfield.

of what

tures

hospital.

at the

mix-

home-made

with

illness of his

William H.

becoming epidemic.

cording

Stockton Springs. Mr. Isaac
secured a position as second

has

New

Boston.
in

North

Partridge

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.,

NEW

YORK.

Lincolnville Centre. Win. McKinney
has on hand a few punts, road-wagons and
groceries he will exchange or sell at a bargain-Miss Lettie McKinney, who has
been visiting her brother at Elm View
Farm, has returned to MassachusettsThe dance Saturday night was a success. All
enjoyed a line time. There was another
dance at the Band hall, Lincolnville Centre,
WedneSvlay night, Sept. 28th.Amon
Brown is at home from the Beach, where he
has been at work this summer-Mrs. Jennie G.

Young

and

family publish

the follow-

ing card of thanks: “We wish to thank our
neighbors and friends for their kindness
during our late bereavement. We are especially grateful to the choir and the G. A.
R. Post, Cam-leu, also the friends for their
beautiful Moral gifts.”
Prospect Village. Fred Dockham’s sister
husband of Massachusetts are spending

and
a

two weeks’ vacation with

him.Mrs.

Grace M. Nute, who was so severely injured
last week while out driving, is reported as
comfortable. Her physician thinks it will
be weeks before she wiii be able to walk.
-Manly Knowiton will visit liis old home
native place in Belmont this week_
Capt. A. A. Ginn and wife attended the
county grange in Morrill Sept. 27th_Mr.
Joseph Colson aud family are at Temple
and

Heights

for

a

few

days-Mrs.

Noah Blithen

Frankfort was the guest of Ella M.
Littlefield last Sunday.... Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Dockham went to Bangor Sept. 28th,
shopping-The grange has secured a half
acre of land and will
begin their horse
sheds this week, it the weather is favorable.
....Mrs. Belle Erskiue aud Mrs. Andrew
Hopkins of Frankfort were the guests of
Ella M. Little field, Sept. 19th.... Horace L.
Gould of Boston is spending his vacation
with his father, I. F. Gould.
of

Republican Majorities

Halldale. Rev. T. R- Pentecost will
preach here Sunday, Oct. 2d. It is expected
Rev. J. Washburn will preach here Oct. 9th.
-Mrs. Luretta Tucker of Pittsfield is visiting relatives and friends here-Mrs. D. A.

held at Burnham

THE HOMELIEST MIN IN OELFIST

naine.

1

ness.

Camden.

About 8 40 Wednesday evening,
fire gong sounded and J. W.
Kimball’s news stand was totally destroyed.
Mr. Kimball was just (losing up for the

Sept. 21st, the

night

and

was

about

to

extinguish

the

South Montvillk.
a

trip

to

W. E.

Lowell, Mass.,

Prescott made

last week to visit

his sister-Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Folsome of
Oakland visited at J. Q. Adams last week.
-Joe Bagley of Camden is spending a few

days with Clarence Peavey... .Ralph C.
Henderson of Company C, 2d Mass., is visiting his uncle, B. F. Knowles-E. H. Cram
is building a fine stable... .Simeon Cram
left

last

for

Newport,

be
is employed by his brother Danvers_Rev.
John Clifford of Deering, accompanied by
his sister, Mrs. B. C. Wentworth of Skowliegan, visited at G. F. Randall’s last week_
week

Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Morse

and

where

son

Arthur

spent a few days with her sister in Freedom
last week.
Brooks.

Miss Grace E. Dow went to Castine Monday to attend the Normal school....
Mrs. F. W. Pingree and children went to

Fryeburg Saturday

to

spend

a

few weeks.

-Mrs. Hattie Merrithew is at work for Mr.
Geo. B. Roberts-Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Stantial went to Boston

Wednesday to buy goods.
Henry Webb resumed work on the
railroad Monday. He has been off ou ac-Mr.

of sickness-Mr. L. C. Jones has
leased his blacksmith shop to Mr. Horace
Day, who will manufacture spring beds_
Mr W. H. H Roberts has been repairing bis
shed, and will soon have the grading done
around his house-Mrs. Stanley Perkins
count

was

taken

suddenly

ill

Saturday evening

trouble_Mr. ami Mrs. Thomas West arrived from Lewiston
Monday....
Mrs. B. F. Stantial takes orders for ladies’
cloaks and capes, to be manufactured by a
New York firm-Miss Vasliti Fogg is iu
New York selecting her fall and winter milwith stomach

linery.
O. F. Allenwood was in Herfirst of last week to attend the funeral of his aunt, Mrs. Sarah. B. York, F. S.
Belmont.

mou

the

horse should be covered*with a

on entirely new principles.
Can’t slip or slide. The horse can't
work it crooked on the road or in the stable. 5/A Bias Girth Blankets are
made in all styles, at all prices, to suit all needs. Ask your dealer for them
and look for the trade-mark. A book on the subject free.
WM. AYRES & SONS, Philadelphia.

Constructed

♦

quarter.

A large sale of goods at auction at
I “
a prominent Dress Goods mill,

“Twenty-five thousand is a tremendous
Republican plurality, even for Maine.”

:

♦

SHIP NEWS.
___

PORT OF

light

when it exploded. In an instant the papers
books, magaziues, etc., were in a blaze. The
firemen quickly responded to the alarm and
the opera house building in which the news
stand was located was saved. The postoffice was in the same building and directly
opposite, but was not damaged. Tne large
plate glass window fell with a crash and the
glass in the door was also broken. The
stock was partially insured.

is

Every

j

Troy. The drouth in Troy seems to have
Sept. 23d at 2 p. m_ broken.
j
A heavy rainstorm prevailed last Wilson of Belfast accompanied
him....
Mr. and Mrs. John Bossier have just returnGeo. W. Morse and wife were in Camden
ed from Belfast and Rockland, where they Saturday, accompanied by high winds. Many
Chevalier George P. Carter, who attend,
wells were getting low and people were glad Sunday visiting their son, A. C. Morse...
visited relatives aud friends-Everett Libed the Sovereign Grand
Lodge, 1. O. O. F in
to see the rain ami would be glad to see If you want to buy a very nice, stylish loadwho
went
to
in
Montana
on
busiby,
July
Boston the past week, gives a
more.
glowing ness, is
Sunday was a very cold day for the ing horse, and one that will work at the
expected home every day. He will
account of the reception and entertainment
same time, just call ou Mr. Ernest Townsshortly begin repairs by lengthening the season.. .Farmers have their potatoes mostly
of the Odd Fellows at the
Hub, and says the barn on the Nash
who has one to sell at a price that will
place, and expects to harvested aud many complain of rot to a end,
suns of
Maine were well remembered, as
make you smile. Your scribe knows, for he
|
winter 5,000 sheep from Montana on this great degree-Mrs. Drusilla Brown of Benare
on such occasions.
they always
has seen him-Don’t forget the dance at
ton is the guest this week of her sister, Mrs.
farm.. The well known Doe & Co.’s lumber
In the news anil ship news columns are
lot recently changed hands and Hiram Mc- J. F, Fernald-Mrs. Frank Seavev, who Mystic Grange Hall this, Thursday, evenreports of she loss of ship Emily F. Whitney Alister is now the owner. He will prob- has been visiting her parents, Mr. ana Mrs, ing, Sept. 29th. Music by Townsend Bro’s.,
our veteran violinists-The meetings at
on the coast of
Japan, and the discrediting ably strip the lot. There is tine spruce, Martin Mitchell, has returned to her home in
Auburn-Miss Flora L. Forbes of Provi- Hall Corner school house under the leaderof the report liy her
managing owner, Mr. J. hemlock, basswood and all other varieties
R. I., aud Miss Inez M. Forbes of ship of Rev. R T. Capen of Belfast are
H. Flitner of Boston.
Later advices by usually grown in northern climates, all of dflflee,
Brooks were the guests of their aunts, Mrs. well attende'd and great interest is shown.
letter from Capt. F. W. Treat
explain the old growth-Messrs. Wilson and their Parsons and Mrs.
Leathers, last Saturday -The Sunday school at Belmont Corner is
cause of the
report of the loss of the Whit- families from Boston, of the wholesale
and Sunday-Mrs. Sarah Norton has her growing very fast. Mrs. Eliza Alexander
The story originated in a
ney.
Japanese jewelry firm of Wilson Bros, of that city, fall
millinery in and will welcome cordially of Belfast was present last Sunday; also
paper,which reported the ship lost on the
have been spendiug a few weeks with B.
pasall who may patronize her....Benuiah Hard* visitors from Morrill-The rainy weather
sage fioui Shanghai. 'Tile Victoria P. C. re- Dodge at the pond, but recently returned to
iug has gone on a business trip to Bangor.... of last week was just what was needed, as
porter got this account garbled,
giving the their homes.
John Wyman is visiting his brother, Charles many of the wells were
dry.
ship an lost after leat ing Hong Kong. Both
O. Wyman-Henry Reynolds, the returned
C. O. Hatch’s dog treed a
Prospect.
accounts were wrong for the
Lnity. Mr. Nutter, who has been sick so
ship is all right. hedgehog in an apple tree close to the house soldier who is ill of
typhoid fever, is doing
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
long, passed away Sept. 24th. The funeral
well under the treatment of Dr. Dodge.
one morning recently and Mr. Hatch used a
services were held Monday at 1 o’clock_
I).
Cap. T.
Nickerson is very sick.
couple of charges in a gun to quiet him_
Thorndike. Miss Carroll of Belfast is
Our new M. D., Clair Whitney is having
Mrs. J. L. Dow, who has been
The corn crop is the best for years, and the the guest of Miss Bertha Parsons_Mr.
very sick,
a
and has good success.
is now better.
bluejays, squirrels, crows and everything and Mrs. Millard Gilmore of Burnham were quite good practice
-Mrs. Maude Simpson and Miss Edith
corn come in for a share_The
that
likes
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Higgins
C. 0. Fernald has his pleasure boats
Nelson of Waterville were in town last
housed
springs and wells are getting low here and Sept. 25th and 26th-R. S. Ward and wife
for tue winter.
week to attend the fair_Rev. J. A. Weed
rain is wanted. The turnip and cabbage visited their
daughter, Mrs. George Ward, of Clinton
A. Stinson attended the
supplied the pulpit here last Suncounty grange in crop have matured and with some cool and
25th-Mrs.
was
Sept.
called
Lydia
Higgins
Morrill last week.
day in exchange with Rev. A. Wood....
wet weather now expected farmers will to
Freedom last week to see her sister, Mrs.
Miss Mary Russell of Waterviiie
Blanche Conner, who has been visiting her
is visit- have an abundance of everything.
This Carrie Boulter, who is
very sick... .George
ing her sister, Rosa E. Russell.
grandmother, returned to Lawrence, Mass.,
season will pass for an extra year for
corn, Cilley went to North Andover, Mass., last
last Saturday.... N. C. Knight is gaining
W. J, MattbewB and wife have
returned beans, onions, beets, pumpkins and grain, Friday where he expects employment for the
.Dr. W. G. Fuller and family have
slowly...
home from a pleasant visit to Union.
with enough apples-Mr. Emery Calder- winter...
.Miss Jennie Shibles has been danmoved into the house with Mrs.
Conner
0. F. McGlathry of Dexter is
wood, who went to Portland last week to gerously ill with pneumonia. Dr.
Kilgore for a short time-Bert
visiting his visit his
Tosier, who has
brother Walter, who died in the of Brooks is the
aunt, Mrs. C. O. Fernald, for a few
attending physician_A. beeu
days.
visiting his parents, returned to Conhospital soon after his arrival there, carried S. Higgins has received news that his son
Lettie Nickerson is
stopping at home for a the remains to Vinalhaven for burial. Since
cord, N. H., Sept. 24th-John Stevens is
ehort time. She lias leen in the
Barney is in the Massachusetts hospital
getting along nicely with his broken arm.
employ of The Journal’s report of last week we have sick with
H. Black for three
typhoid fever... .Mrs. Maude
years.
learned that the young man Sprague of Hogan is again on the sick list_Clement -Mrs. F. L. Ames of Skowkegan spent
last week with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
Prospect, who enlisted in the Sixth Massa- Stevens and wife visited Mr. and Mrs.
Winter port. Mr. James
Wardwell, an chusetts regiment with Charles Partridge, Joseph Stevens last week....Mrs. Calista G. Bartlett-Mr. and Mrs. Mercer of
aged and well-known citizen of this
village, took his name from the roll and did not go Cilley of Lincolnville and Miss Susie Mc- Kansas City were in town last week stopdied at his home
Saturday morning after a to Porto Rico; and now the report is that the Farland of West
ping at the Central House-Our fair passUpton, Mass., visited Mr. ed off
long and painful illness.
said there
very pleasantly. It is
He,leaves two Lindsey young man is in the Second Massa- and Mrs. V. N.
Higging last Friday and were more
daughters, Mrs. R. A. Babbidge and Mrs. A.
people on the ground than ever
chusetts. Charles Partridge is in the Sixth
E. Treat, to mourn
Elvira Stevens is passing
Saturday-Mrs.
their loss.Roy L
Massachusetts, and is in Porto Rico, and a week with friends in Bangor.... Willie P. before. The dances both nights were well
Fernald lias been quite ill with
patronized... .H. C. Chandler is in poor
malaria, hut the others in the First Maine are expected
is slowly
improving....Among those who home on a furlough soon_Mr. Eastman, Higgins of Lawrence, Mass., is visiting his health-Mrs. Clifford is better.
father, A. S. Higgins-H. M. Higgins is
attended the State convention of the W.
C.
our road commissioner, has
newly planked in Brooks for a few days.
Monroe. It is Dr. J. II. Webber and wife
T. U. in Bangor were Mrs. E.
F. Littlefield,
the Lane bridge near by here_O. B. Gray
(uot Melcber) who have a tine baby boy_
Miss Ertie M. Littlefield, Miss
Palermo.
John
Black
had
a bee
last
Eleanor wants the taxes in Prospect. Loring CumMrs. Fred Putnam is more comfortable at
week for digging a trench to lay pipe for
Barrett, Miss E. M. Hall, Mrs. Sarah Nealey,
mings, our old collector for years, is on the
present-Fred Stevens has been quite
Mrs. E. S. Gould, Mrs. Emma
water from a reservoir on the side
carrying
Haley, Mrs. sick list and not able to be about_C. H.
hill to his house and barn-James Knowles sick, and remains about the same....Mrs.
Josephine Hardy and Mrs. R. H. Hardy_ Partridge has built his third barn and a
hen
James Grant was thrown from a carriage reis again on the road peddling fish_Messrs.
Capt. C. E. Litliefield arrived Monday.
house this year-C. O. Hatch shipped a
cently and quite badly hurt. A large dog
Charles
Capt.
Whitney was in town Mon- few barrels of apples to Boston last week. Mosher and Malcome of China and George owned
by Jerry Bowen jumped at the horse
day.... Frank F. Simonton was in town for
Reynolds of Winslow were in town last
Capt. Bert Hopkins of Stockton Springs, week
and frightened him.
Her little son was with
a day last
buying lambs... .John Brown, wife
week-Mrs. Jennie Seamans, who runs a vessel
her and escaped in juries. The harness and
among the islands, reports and
visited at Fred Young’s last
State Organizer of the W. C. T.
cousin,
U., gave a apples low and not much of a sale for them.
week-Frank Young is at home on a vaca- wagon were demolished. The horse was
very interesting lecture to a large audience
Capt. Fred Harriman of Stockton Springs tion of two weeks. He is a
after running a short distance_
at the Methodist Church
night watchman stopped
Sunday evening.
has a very good packet for a freighter and
at a hospital....Eliza Howes of Liberty Rev. John S. Blair has his brother from Boscarries apples in the fall, but nothing is
ton for a guest a week-Eli West is gainspent a few days last week with her sister,
Freedom. Mrs. Margaret White of Bel- heard from him
yet....Philip Holmes of Ruth Young-William R. Osgood had his ing as fast as could be expected... .Hodgdon
fast and Miss Mae
Murrey of Pittsfield have Salem, Mass., had a camera and took some
house painted last week, and George Os- Buzzell from Massachusetts is visiting his
been guests at Dr. A. J.
Billings’ the week fine pictures when he was visiting at N. W.
good had his painted recently....We were brother, C. H. Buzzell-Miss Annie May
past....Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Keen have reStaples’. Mrs. Hattie D. Hichborn of Stock- visited last Friday and Saturday by a line Maddox is teaching the fall term of school
turned to
Washington, D. C_Walter ton Springs is another good hand with a
gale and rain storm. The rain was much here....Miss Lizzie Moore is at home on a
Boulter of Kno», who is home on a
furlough, camera.
needed, as many wells had failed. On the vacation-Miss Geneva Grant of Frankfort
called on friends in this place this week....
road from Branch Mills to Greeley’s corner is the guest of E. H. Neally-Frank Nye
Mr. and Mrs.
Benj. Stevenson and little
about every family had to haul water from is enlarging his store, making room for his
daughter, who have been visiting Albert
the pond, and the pond was so low they could increasing trade... .Mrs. Laura J. Curtis has
Stevenson, have returned to Portland.
returned from Boston with a full line of fall
As well as the nandsomest, and others are invited not grind at the mill....Cora Goodwin reand winter millinery....Mrs. Horace Webturned
last
from
to call on any
a
visit
in
MontWednesday
druggist and get free a trial bottle
ber has gone to Boston.... Washington Patof Kemp’s Balsam for the Throat and
Lungs, a ville. Her mother came home with her and
remedy that is guaranteed to cure and relieve all stopped a couple of days....Frank Sanford terson continues very sick and it is thought
Chronic and Acute Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis and wife of Freedom
spent last Sunday at j he has a cancer in his stomach. No hope is j
and Consumption* Price 25c. and 50c.
*1 entertained of his recovery.
John Black’s.
were

in

—

An exceedingly emphatic quietus is put
by the New York Sun upon the efforts of
Democrats in certain quarters to draw
incorrect conclusions from the election
Ordway returned from St. Albans last Mon-' figures in Maine at the last election.
These efforts consist in an attempt to
day,...Mrs. Mary W. "White has been sick
show that a Republican majority of only
the past week with erysipelas in her head
25,000 in Maine is abnormally small and
and face....Rev. O L. Soule and wife and threatens
the integrity of the party.
Rev. S. L. Pennell and son Leighton of Pal“The fact is,” says the Sun, “that
myra were at J. E. Hall’s last Monday on during the past thirty years, in the electheir way home from Razorville, where they tions corresponding with that of the 12th
attended the dedication of the C. E. Chapel. inst., that is to say, in the elections
for governor
midway between presi-On account of the rain the Freedom fair
dential years, only once has the Republican
was postponed until Saturday, Oct. 1st.
plurality in Maine exceeded 20,000. That
Prospect Ferry. Miss Fremetta Shep- ouce was in 1894, the momentous year ot
herd of Belfast visited Mrs. B. C. Avery one reaction against Clevelandism.
“The figures show how big a Republican
day last week_Miss Orianna Harding has
has been won in 1898.
victory
gone to Boston to spend the winter... .Mrs.
Plurality.
Mary A. Harriman is visiting her son, P. M.
1870. 9.500
1874.11,937
Ginn, in Worcester, Mass-Many from this
1878.15,115
part of the town visited the fair at Prospect
1882. 8,872
Marsh, Sept. 21st and most aU pronounced it
1880.12,019
1890.18,833
good-Al. Clem mens died at James Hol1894.38,978
brook’s Sept. 18th after a long illness. The j
1898.25,000
funeral services were held at the house Sept.
“The object of hostile comparisons
20th, after which the body was taken to Or- niade exclusively with 1894 is to misland lor burial. He leaves a wife, two chilrepresent the political situation in Maine,
dren and mother. Mr. and Mrs. Holbrook and to counterfeit signs of a reaction
which does not in truth exist in that
were very kind to him all through his sick-

BELFAST.

ARRIVED.

Sept 22. Schs Emma W Day, Crockett,
Boston; Aiiueda Willey, Dodge, Philadelphia; Syrena S Kendall, Whitney, New
York.

Sept

23.

Baltimore.

Sch

Isaiah K Stetson, Trask,

Sept 24 Sch Geo B Ferguson, Ferguson,
Bangor for Kondout.
Sept 25. Schs A Hayford, Warren, Rockland; P M Bonnie, Burgess, Vinalhaveu;
Rescue, Gray, Castine.
Sept. 24. Sch. Paul Seavey, Pattershall,
Somes'

!

|

\
I

j

Very
ted.

low

Result,

variety

of

We benefit40 in. Dress Goods,

prices.

colorings.

Veryde-

stable, |7 cents.

H. A. STARRETT, Belfast, Me,

Sound for New York.

Sherman, Pillsbury, Baltimore; 26, ar, sch New York to Port Koval, -a
Charlotte T. Sibley, Coombs, Norwich.
freights: Sch Anne Lord, HJacksonville. Sept 21. Cld, sch Jennie F tine, 50 cents. Sch Electa BadSept 24 Sch. Twilight, Thorndike, Rock- Willey, Martinique.
to Portsmouth, 50 cents. Sell I
port; Volant, Pendleton, Rockland.
Perth Amboy, Sept 22.
Cld, sch Anna ton, Perth Amboy to Ports:!,
Sept. 25. Schs. Geo. G. Ferguson, Fergu- Pendleton,
Thomas, Portsmouth.
Sch F. C. Pendleton, South An,
son, Staten Island.
Rockland, Me, Sept 21. Ar, sch A Haycents. Sell S N Picker
Sept. 27. Schs. S. S. Kendall, Whitney, ford, Warren, New York; aid, sch D H Riv- ! land,55
boy to Boston, 55 cents. Sell V
Bangor; Paul Seavey, Pattershall, New era. Louisburg, C B.
vey, Edgewater to Boston,
York.
Newport News, Sept 22. Sid, sch Mary E W. H. Sumner, Baltimore t.■ N
AMERICAN FORTS.
cents.
Palmer, Haskell, Bangor.
Barge Helicon. 200n t,
New York, Sept 21. Sld, schs Maud Snare,
Bucksport, Me, Sept 22. Ar, sch Fiora Hampton Roads to Provi !•
Bangor; Eliza J Pendleton. Perth Amboy Condon. Sellers. Port Johnson.
Sch. Telumah, Pt. Reading
for Portsmouth; Henry R Tilton, Port JohnWashington, D C, Sept 22. Ar, sch Jose p. t. Sch. H. R. Tilton, Pt. Kson for Newburyport; 22, sld, schs Helen G
Olaverri. Arey, Kennebec.
bury port, 55 cents. Sch. Le
Moseley, Holt Amboy for Boston; Annie R
Seattle, Sept 10. Ar, ship Reaper, Young, Amboy to Portsmouth, 55 cents
Lewis, Port Reading for Biddeford; 23, ar, Honolulu.
A. McCann, Perth Ambo\ :
ship A J Fuller, Honolulu via Delaware
Portsmouth, N H, Sept 23. Ar, schs Levi cents. Sch. J. F. Shepherd, I’1
Breakwater; schs Edward Stewart and Susie Hart, Pendleton, Amboy; Eliza J. Pendle- East Braintree, 05 cents.
j.
P Oliver, Bangor; Helen, Rockland ; Herbert
ton, Fletcher, do.
delphia to Bangor, (i5 cents
E., Shiite. Long Cove, Me; Lester A Lewis,
San Francisco, Sept 19.
Sid, ship Dirigo, Bird, Philadelphia to Rockport,
Bangor; 24, ar, schs F C Pendleton, South Goodwin, Seattle.
John I Snow, New York totV.
Amboy fur Portland; Isaac Obertou, Norfolk
FOREIGN PORTS.
cargo, lump sum.
Brig Han
for Boston; sld, sch Daylight, Washington,
22.
C
sch
B, Sept
Carrie E York to Bahia, general carg,
Ar,
Louisburg.
D C; 25, ar, schs Humaroek, Veazie, Bath:
and
CIO
gratuity. Sch Jas A <
Lunet, Simpson, Bangor; David S Siner, Look. Veazie, Boston.
York to Surinam, general
,i
Halifax, N S, Sept 23. Ar, sch Hattie C
Fernald, Clarks Island ; 27, ar, sell Sarah L
Nimbus, (previously) Yarn
Luce, Heal, Louisburg for Rockland.
1 >avis, Mt. Desert.
lumber
Sch
11$10.
Rosario,
Buenos Ayres, ept 22.
Ar, bark Thomas
Boston, Sept 21. Ar, sell Flattie M Howes,
Jr, Philadelphia to Guantan t.
Goddard, Boston for Rosario.
Flodgdon, Perth Amboy; cld, sch Carrie E A Caleta
Bark Olive Thursiow, New V
25.
In
bark
Fred
Buena,
Aug
port
Look. Louisburg; 23, ar, schs Fannie &
case oil, 10 1-2 cents.
Sch 11’ Litchfield, from Callao (ar 11th) ldg for
Edith Ryder, Belfast ; Maggie Mulvey, PenBrunswick to the Sound,
Roads.
dleton, Edgewater, N J ; EL Warren, Tain- Hampton
to
New
York
Scotia,
Tampa
St Helena. Passed prior to Sept 9 ship
tor, Bangor; Young Brothers, Snow, Norand coal, p t. Sch Kit Car*folk; sld. balk Olive Thurlow, Southern Great Admiral, Sourabaya for Barbadoes Boston, fertilizer, M 4'>, load
and
U
S.
port; 23, ar. schs VVm E Downes, Marshall,
Coal
freights: Sell Henry
Departure Bay, Sept 10. Sailed, ship R D
Baltimore; Odell, McDonough, Philadelphia ;
Reading to Bangor, 50
San Francisco.
20, sbl, s .-b Susan N. Pickering, southern Rice, Carver,
to N.-rtBio Janeiro, Aug 31.
Sid, bark Priscilla, Willard, Hoboken
port.
cents.
Sch II Cl Moseley. p<
Baltimore, Sept 21. Cid, sch Senator Sulli- Springs tee n, Baltimore.
Batli, 50 cents. S.-h Mena.v
van, Crockett, Fernandina ; 22, ar, sell Leanton to Bangor, 50 cents.
M A K INK MI St'EL LA N Y.
tier V Beebe. Daniels, Kennebec; 20, cld
bark Doris, Thompson, Rio Janeiro.
Boston, Sept. 20. The entire cargo of stone
BORN
Ar, sell Alfaretta S has been recovered from sell S A Paine, bePortland, Sept 21.
Snare, Lawson, Amboy; eld, sell Maud fore reported wrecked on Fawn Bar.
Clement.
In
Orland,
Septet
Chatham, Mass, Sept. 21. The oarkeutine Mrs.
Briggs, Webster, Mt Desert and New York;
George M. Clement,
22, ar, sell Estelle, Dennison, 1 urks island : Harriet S Jackson, which w* nt ashore on
('RAHTREK. In Hat Hi ck. T,
cld, sch Alfaretta S Snare, Lawson, Apple Monoinov Beach mijTuesday, during a fog, ami Mrs. Alfred B. Cramttee.
Dow. In Stoningtoii. Septm
River, N S; 24, ar, barge Western Beile, has been abandoned.
Beaufort, S. C., Sept. 20. Sch May O'Neil Mrs. Simeon L. Dew. a s- n.
Newport News; cld, sell Grace Davis, Dodge,
Eaton. In Peer Isle, Srpton
Barhadoes; 20, sld, brig Jennie Hulbert, before reporte 1 ashore on Candy Island, S C, Mrs.
Peter H. Eaton. .1 son.
Philadelphia for Gardiner: sch Helep G was sold for >110, boats and wreckage for
In Swan- Island, StGross.
SAILED.

■

-280. ScliNelsou Bartlett,which was wreckMoseley, New Y- rk for Gardiner.
Bangor, Sept 20. Ar.sehs Annie p Chase, ed on Hilton Head beach, was sold for >155
New
Chatham, Sept. 20. Bark Harriet S JackEllis,
York; Nightingale, Pinkham,
Boston; Webster Barnard, Marshall, do ; 21, sou, Veazie, from New York for Chatham,
N.
B. stranded on M.money Beach and is
sld, schs Post Boy. Bullock, New York An- 1
drew Nebiuger, Robinson, do; 22, ar, barge full of water. She will probably be a total
Forest Belle. Weed, Newport News; sch loss. Crew saved. Vesst i valued at about
Lillian, Grindle, Portland ; 24, ar, schs Yale, $0,000 and insured in Bostou Marine Co
Simpson, Philadelphia; Mary Ann McCann, ! She has a cargo of sulphur.
Gates, New York; 24. sld, schs Geo B FerBucksport, Me Sept. 22. The schooner
guson, Ferguson, Roudout; Melissa Trask, A. V. S. Woodruff, Capt. Peterson, arrived
Trask, New York : 20, ar. sch Rabboni, Lord, today from the Grand Banks with the
Philadelphia; Celia F., West, do; Abraham largest catch of fish ever brought into an
Richardson, Nickerson, Fall River; 27, ar, American port, some over 5,000 quintal of
schs Celia F West, Philadelphia; Rabboni, ! tine coil. Tue Woodruff is oue of T M.
Lord, do; sld, sch Melissa Trask, Trask, Nicholson’s Bucksport tieet.
The reported loss of the
Boston. Sept 22.
New York.
Georgetown, S C, Sept 19. Sld, sch Puri- ship Emily F. Whitney on the coast of
Japan, and the drowning of several of her
tan, Sargent, New York.
New Loudon, Sept 19.
Sld. sell Charlotte ! crew is discredited by her Boston owner,
T Sibley, Coombs, Brunswick, Ga.
| Mr. J. H. Flituer. The disparity in tlie
Punta, Gorda, Sept. 20. Sld, sch Sarah E time of the ship leaving Hong Kong and the
Palmer, Whittier, Carteret; 20, cld, sch Star ! sailing of the steamer Empress of India,
which reported the disaster, leads to the beof the Sea, Hopkins, Alexandria, Va.
lief that, there is little truth in the story.
Fall River. Sept 21. Sld, Abraham Richardson, Nickerson, Calais.
Hyaunis, Mass., Sept. 25 sch William
Norfolk, Sept 20. Sld, sch Melissa A Wil- Slater, from Bangor fur N Y with a cargo
ley, Coombs, Boston; 22, ar.sehs R W Hop- of lumber and ice, arrived here this afterkins, Boston; Lyman M Law. do; sld. sch noon after bein ashore on the tl its on the
Mary E Palmer, Bangor; 24, cld, sch Isaiah west side of the harbor. She reports that
Hart. Williams, Kingston; 25, cld, sch Ly- during a southeast gale this morning she
twice parted her chains, losing an anchor off
man M Law, Blake, Providence.
Brunswick, Ga, Sept 22. Sld, sch Flora Bishops’ and Clerks' and again lost oue
Boston
Rogers, Francis,
; 24, sld, sch A B while trying for an anchorage. The failure
of the chain to hold the second time caused
her to drift and ground, but she floated with
the assistance of the U. S. S. Azalea.
The Katahdin’s Hard Voyage. The brig
Katahdin, bound from Bangor to Bristol, R
1, with a cargo of lumber, which left Portland two or three days ago, after lying at
The Belfast Reader will be Amply Re- anchor; off the breakwater for a week, has
been having a pretty rough time. The
paid for the Time Spent in
Katahdin left Bangor three weeks ago and
when she sailea out of Portland her crew
Perusing This.
consisted of a cook and three sailors. The
If tlie reader ever visits Rockland, Maine, and captain was fiat on his hack in his cabin.
walks along Park street to No. 83, he will find a The mate had got discouraged at the outlook and had taken French leave. The
well-kept and well-stocked store full of organs, vessel was
leaking badly and when she
pianos and sewing machines. If he were to make arrived off Chatham, encountered some
inquiries through the counties of Knox, Lincoln, rough weather that she was in no condition
Waldo and Hancock, among the farming com- to stand.
If it had not been for the Monomunity and the dwellers in the rural villages, he moy life savers, the brig would have
fared
pretty
badly. She was obliged to
would find that the owner of the said stock was
come to anchor on the south side of the
pretty well known, and that he had placed a vast shoal half
way over to Nantucket and the
quantity of his wares in the territory contribu- crew had been at the pumps for 40 hours.
tory to Rockland. He will also find that the gen- The life savers got the vessel to a place of
tleman referred .to, Mr. W. W. Morgan, stands safety and pumped her out.
Freights. The Freight Circular of Brown
high in the estimation of hisfellow’men for square,
& Co, New York, reports for the week endupright, honest dealing, and that his reputation
ing
Sept. 24th as follows: In long voyage
for veracity is unquestioned. The experience of
tonnage there is very little doing, though
such men, when made public through the press, the indications are
regarded as pointing to
are thoroughly reliable, and in this particular inan early improvement in the demand for
Case
Oil
vessels
to
the
far East. The leadstance, where investigation is courted either by
letter or in personal interviews, his opinion of the ing shippers, it is understood, are disposed
to contract for tonnage upon the basis of
article he diseusses ought to lie convincing. Read
rates now ruling. Foreign owners canjobtain
this. Mr. Morgan says:
more rein .nerative employment abroad, and
“My physician treated me for spinal trouble, are not seeking to secure freight from this
but it did no good. I had pains in the small of side. There is no demand for general cargo
the back; was so lame that I could hardly get tonnage to the Colonies, the competition of
steam unsettling the situation.
Some inabout to attend to my business, and had a very
quiry is noticed for barrel petroleum tonannoying and distressing urinary difficulty, par- nage, but vessels are offered sparingly at
ticularly observable at night. It came on me a the rates quoted. There is only a moderate
year or so ago, and the more medicine l took the demand tor lumber tonnage to the River
more discouraged l became.
My daughter went Plate, the market there being disturbed
somewhat by the Argentine-Chili complicato Gardiner, Maine, to visit a Mrs. T. J. Gannon of
tions. Rates from the Gulf to Buenos Ayres
42 Xeil street. That lady sent me a box of Doan’s have
receded to $12 25/?-. $12 50. Some few
I
with
one
Pills.
started
in
at
and
first,
Kidney
Brazil orders are in market, but shippers do
they did do some good. I increased the (lose to uui, ituvauct) meir views materially, nenee
two; then the improvement was more rapid. little tonnage is offered. West India freights
After I used that box I continued the treatment are offered more freely, aud slightly better
until I was cured. I have no pain or any of the rates are obtainable, but owners "are not
to accept the business submitted,
other trouble which annoyed me so much. I have prompt
pleading poor return freights, and a desire
recommended Doan’s Kidney Pills to a number of to avoid the
tropical weather at this period
people, and will continue to do so. They are of the year. Coastwise lumber tonnage is
worthy of it. Nothing pleases me more than to in demand, but owners are holding out for
speak a word in favor of Doan’s Kidney Pills. advanced rates which shippers are reluctant
to grant. The tendency of the market howAny one is welcome to call at my place of busiever, is upward. Colliers to the East have
ness to ask about them for themselves or to write
continued in good demand, but the tonnage
to me, for I take about as much pleasure in recomsupply has been ample, and an advance in
mending Doan’s Kidney Pills as I do the pianos rates has therefore been checked.
and organs I sell, and I naturally think they are
Charters. Ship Erskine M. Phelps, (new)
2715 tons, Baltimore to San Francisco, coal,
the best.”
Br. bk. Willard Mudgett, Boston and
Just such emphatic endorsement can be had $7.
Portland to Bahia Blanca,
$10 50.
right here in Belfast at Kilgore & Wilson’s drug Bk- Auburndale, Norfolk lumber,
to Barbadoes,
store
Ask what customers report.
at
or
about
Sch
Isaiah
$9.50.
staves,
Hart,
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 60 cents a box. Norfolk to Kingston, Ja., coal, p. t. Sch.
For sale by all dealers; sent by mail of receipt of R. W. Hopkins, Norfolk to Santiago, coal,
price by Foster Mil burn Co., Buffalo, IS. Y., sole $2.15. Sch. Carrie A. Bucknam, Kennebec
to St. Thomas, ice, p. t. Sch. E. H. Blake,
agents for the United States.
New York to Savannah, salt, $1. Sch Willie
Remember the name DOAN’S and take no L
Newton, Kennebec to New York, ice, 50
substitute.
cents. 8eh Humarock, same. Sch Laura,
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and Mrs All'll>11 Gross., a <i.n
Hl’T'TiiNS. Ill Penohseot S.
M rs. Irving J
lh,;< tiin- ,1
Lea* 11. In I’enoliN.'nt. >,
and Mrs Everard l.i aeli, a d.,
Mi'A t i.l A
I n Sti
1 ng:
and Mrs. Florestnn B. Mr A
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MtV RR1
Bakit.aa
28, by Rev.

-Pendi e cm.
Geo. S. Mills,
Miss

Heights, Mass., and

Kl>.

i
R
l{

..

fast.

( UOI'KK-Si M ,M<'.Ns. in BellaRev. Randall T. Capen, Wa.Arline l’. Simmons. i">tli of Be
Ellis-Cannou. In M"sc >w.
Benjamin (). Ellis ot Astoria
Camden ami sarah J. C.tnn n
(tIli.ea McKenni \.
In < 0
Lester i*. Gilley of Bin-lisp- t
Evelyn Me Kenney of Orland.
Holt -K1 mhall. In Burnha
by William II. Kimball. L-r ti
A 1
Addie R. Kimball, both
Leach Perkins. In Sear-p
at the M. E. parsonage, by K
Herman L. Leach of Orland a
kins of Penobscot.
Monroe Pai k a it 1». In >
24, by F. A. Dickey, Esip, J
Lincolnville and Miss Lida M

v

port.

Monroe M a rui.u s. in Line
15, William .1. Monroe and <
both of Lincolnville.
Mixer-Coo.mbs. In Belfast, s
Rev. George E. Tufts, George v
and Miss Anna M. Coombs ot B>
Pierce-Caswell.
In Belfast
by Rev. G. G. Winslow, Seweil
Augusta M. Caswell, both of B
Smart-Redman. In Bellas]
Rev Geo. S. Mills. John B. Sn
and Miss Alice Belle Ilediuan
PI’Ham-Yocno. In Rock; "i
Frank E. I'j ham and Mrs. L i.. a
Camden.

I)IEI).
Blood. In Lincolnville Ceim
M. Blood, aged 74 jears, 4 n.
Bennett. In San Franci---.
cis A. Bennett, formerly oi
years.
Boaudman. In Camden. S.
of Mr. and Mrs. J. Everett P
weeks.
Blodoet.
In Boston, Se|
Blodget of Penobscot, aged 54
Caldekwood In Maine Gem
land, September 15, Walter !
F, 1st Maine Yols., a native id \
dent of Lincolnville. aged 28
were taken to Vinalhaven foi
Coombs. In Bucksport, Sei
T. Coombs, aged 2 years.
I)<»w
In Hancock, Septenn
Witt Dow, aged 7 months ami
Harwood. In Belfast. Sepi
Harwood, aged 7t>, years. (> m
Kirk. In San Francisco,»
merly of Camden.
Lanphfr. In Bncksporr. S.
H. Lanpher, aged S3 years. 11
Lord. In Bluehilf, Septenn
C. Lord, aged 87 years and 81
Payson. In Chicago, Am
wife of E. M Payson, lonm >
years and 3 months.
Pendle ion In Camden, 8son of Mr. and Mrs. Ephraim
months.
■
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«

j

1

W odd nut Dir e.

In

■■

Bucksp

Hiram E. Woodbridge, aged
Wardwell.
In Winteii
James V\ ai d well.
Yi'I'.nu. In i.incolvilie, S<
B. Young, aged 58 years and

Belfast

{
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Apples, p bu, 80@1 00] Hay. P
4 a 5 Hitlf.~. I
dried, p lb,
1 30a 1 40. Lam!
Beans, pea,
medium, 1 50 a 1 00 Lam n
yerweyse.l 75a2 on Mutt"!
Butter, p lb,
18(620 Hats. |
aab Potat"'
Beef, p lb,
'1
Barley, p bu,
40^45 Round
11 Straw, p
Cheese, p lb,
10,612 rurkf>
Chicken, p lb,
60<*75 raiio\'
Calfskins,
Duck, p lb,
14^10 Veal, P ■”
18 WOOI.
Eggs, p doz,
8 610 Wood. It
Fowl, p lt>,
Geese, p lb,
13^15 Wood
Jietail Price.

Beef, corned, p lb, 7(6 8
Butter salt, 14 lb hag, 18
46
Corn, p bu,
Cracked Corn, p bu, 45
Corn Meal, p bu,
45
14
Cheese, p lb,
Cotton Seed, p cwt, 1 25
Codfish, dry, p lb
6(69
00
Cranberries, P qt,
Clover Seed, p lb, 11@12
Four, p bbl, 6 0O6o26
H.G.Seed, bu, 1 75(62 00
Lard, p tb
8(g9

I

|

I

i
!

],'jl

AVdLime. P 1
Hat Mf
Hnion'.i

»

Hil,ker«.'«

Polloik.pt'

Pork, p !?
Plaster, t
1
Rye M‘ *
Short*. P
Sugar, P It,'!
Salt. I 1
Sweet l’et#
Wheat

5
j
a

1
1

4

|

